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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation concerns itself with the period of the 1920's 

and 1930's in French intellectual history. Three prominent figures 

have been chosen from French culture of this period--Nobe1 Prize-winning 

author Roger Martin du Gard, cubist painter George Braque, and Christian 

existentialist Gabriel Marce1--to illustrate the thesis that this era 

witnessed a major breakdown in the "romantic sty1e." This latter term 

is employed to describe the prevailing culture of the West dating from 

the eighteenth century. It is the view of this study that beyond the 

catastrophic wars and destruction that afflicted the West during this 

time, there was an underlying crisis taking place in this "romanticism" 

that caused as much, as was caused by, the events. 

Hence, the theme of this dissertation is cultural despair and 

illness. The subjects are used to portray this illness in the state it 

had reached by the 1920's and 1930's. It is concluded that basic inher

ent weaknesses that were latent to romanticism came to the surface in 

the twentieth century because that era was marked by a culmination of 

historical crises which exposed the hidden cultural one. The study 

deals with all the 'general tendencies of romanticism in a critical 

manner. The intention is to point out the,dangers of some of these 

tendencies, and in what manner they were dealt with by the three sub

jects, whose approaches to romanticism were varied. 

vi 



PREFACE: THREE ROMANTICS 

Aristotle, who says all I great characters are 
more or less atrabilious, as Socrates and Plato 
and Hercules were, writes that Lysander, not 
indeed early in life, but when he was old, 
became thus affected. l . 

Romanticism was a religio whose central doctrine was that the 

divine presence can and ought to bel brought down to the level of man's 

physical nature and incorporated with the ego. It began in the eigh

teenth century and continu.es today. I It was a bol d experiment whi ch 

exploded in the laboratory. Martin, du Gard, Braque, and Marcel were 

three disciplines to this faith whose tenets had led to disaster. 

Their task was to pick up the pieces of the temple and make something 

of them. They did not believe in r6manticism's dreams anymore. Their 

world had disintegrated. Their job was simply to put certain illu-

sions about that world to rest. 

Each contributed something to this end. Martin du Gard exposed 

the fraud of romantic mask-making as well as the hypocrisy of romantic 

convention. He showed th~ way to a, primal truth that bared romanti-

cism's failings, even at t;he expensle of his own undoing. Braque ex-

plored this primal truth. He redeemed aesthetic objectivity while 

purifying romantic art of its hYPoclritical ties to sentimentalism. 

Marcel rehumanized rapport; with the' primal. He rediscovered the ethical 

vii 
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mode with h'i s "Slchopenhaurian reversal. II He revived compassion in a 

cosmos sava!ged b:y the brutal ism of a decadent rel igio. 
I 

Romanticism's sin was its self-conscious aggrandizement of the 
I 

ego. Martin du Gard, Braque, and Marcel turned on the ego. They denied 
I 

the cult of persDnality and the aesthetics of self-consciousness. They 

paid for thle sin's of romanticism in pain and suffering. Together they 
I 

al so found forgi'veness, for thei rs was a mass guil t and in that mass 

guilt they found an intimacy with their fellows. They could not 

return to the confidence of other areas. They were desperate and they 
I 

writhed in thein desperation; still it was a trustworthy despair. 

What follows should be considered as an exercise in cultural 

and intellectuall history. I have made use of some terminology which 
I 

has a special meaning for this dissertation. The first three such 
i 

terms are !:eligi..Q., presence, and donnee. Religio is used in its basic 
I 

Latin meanihg as "binding Up." In the case of this dissertation, it 
I 

refers to the btnding of subject and object, or man and his cosmos. 
i 

Religio has a mqre general application than is usually meant by our 

English, religion. Religio refers to the whole of man's spiritual and 

cultural rapports. These rapports govern all the expressions describing 

an age, an era, lor a style. It is not meant to refer to one dimension 

of existence, but to a supra-dimension which colors all of existence. 

Presence is the ~authority for the rel igio. It has a varying locus from 

era to era as tbe religio is modified. The donnee is a qualification 

placed upon the :presence in certain eras, usually referred to as 



"classical" ages. The donnee describes a presence which is indepen

dent, intelligent, and in the process of exercising some notion of 

providence or order. 

I have adopted a second set of terms to illustrate the first 

ix 

set and to place my themes in an historical context. I call these terms 

the "modes" or "schools" of religio's various expressions. They are 

the revelationist, the fecunditive, the intellectualist and the tradi

tionalist. They will be described in detail in the introduction. 

Generally, they are distinguished by where the presence is located in 

the religio. For example, relevationism's presence is very distant 

(suggesti ng the concept of "di vine revel ation") whil e fecundity's is 

very close (suggesting the concept of earthly generation). The two 

other modes, intellectualism and traditionalism, are used to describe 

periods when the presence was recognized as somewhere in-between the 

extreme loci of the other two schools. These and other terms I have 

used will become more clear, I think, as one reads the Introduction. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Rel i gi a 

Time present and time past 
Are both perhaps present in time future l And time future contained in time past . 

... No, say what you like, the human mind is fundamentally reli-
gious. That we must accept as a dictum. That craving to 2 
believe is as much a part of our makeup as the need to breathe. 

Religio is myth and the Greek myth of Semele has been prophetic 

for the West. Semele, Zeus' mistress, won a lover's favor from the lord 

of the gods who promised her anything she requested in advance. Zeus' 

wife, the jealous and conniving Hera, induced Semele to demand that Zeus 

disclose to her his fully revealed presence in all its divinity. An 

aghast Zeus reluctantly complied. The vision of his naked being imme

diately killed the mortal, as Zeus knew it would. However, Semele was 

pregnant when she died, and from her womb Zeus rescued their gestating 

son, Dionysus, whose destiny it was to reign as the most naturalistic 

and chaos-inspiring of Greek gods. 

This myth has reflected a good deal about the nature of Western 

thought. Western man invoked a distant and austere father-god's 

1. T. S. Eliot, liThe Four Quartets" in Collected Poems, 1909-
1962 (New York: Harcourt Brace & World Inc., 1930), p. 175. 

2. Roger Martin du Gard, Jean Barois, trans. Stuart Gilbert 
(Indianapolis: Babbs-Merrill, 1969), p. 307 

1 
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essence, beckoning it to his level, wherupon the visitation of the pre

sence was too much for him. At the point of greatest intimacy, when 

this presence was most integrated with the human condition, it inspired 

a reckless bacchanal, ecstatic and destructive. In fearful recognition 

of this proclivity of Western man, the more prudent philosophies invari

ably exhorted a cultural order which cautioned respect for the divine 

presence. If this presence's awesome potentiality was not accorded a 

deferential respect, it would become a menacingly awful actuality. For 

example, the period betlt/een the two great wars of the twentieth cen

tury was a period when the presence I s proximity, \'Jhich Itlas fully un

leashed, rampaged through Western culture. Roger Martin du Gard, 

Georges Braque and Gabriel Marcel represented three responses to the 

dangers made explicit by this unleashing. Theirs was a grasp for mean

ing in an era when Western man often thought that meaning would be de

cided on battlefields or in concentration camps. 

Religio is the cultural locus in which issues of meaning for a 

society and an era are decided; i.e., it is the binding of subject and 

object which is the basis for all of man's actions. Religio is a given 

era's perception governing the parameters and articulation of this 

binding. It is both socially authoritative and culturally expressive. 

It is anthropomorphic, but it is based upon a need which cannot be 

adjudged, either anthropomorphic or non-anthropomorphic, by the religio 

itself. Religio is the manifestation of a binding but it is neither 

the binding itself nor its cause. 
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Historically the rapport in which the poles of subject and ob

ject were juxtaposed induced a given era's culture. For example, early 

romanticism's love of nature was a function of the growing eighteenth 

century religio which perceived the presence in the material object. 

As locus for the presence, nature was worshipped in pantheistic and 

deistic cults and philosophically gloried in materialism. By the nine

teenth and early twentieth century, when the locus had moved from the 

material object to the subjective ego, culture was defined in more an

thropomorphic myths and aesthetics. This expression was often "all 

too human," as Nietzsche expressed it. 3 

Thus defined, re1igio is absent from no period, for every era 

must bind itself in some way to "otherness." IAnti-re1igious" rhe-

toric, whose reformateur instincts are most vociferously heard at the 

end of an era, is usually directed at the religio, or locus of author-

ity dominant in a preceding period. However, no creative voice is 

ever fully detached from any re1igio. The re1igio provides the author

itative myth, and the myth prescribes the culture or style of an era. 

The manifold styles of history constitute a congeries which 

can be roughly categorized into four schools. Each of these schools 

offers a different description of the subject-object rapport, and each 

offers a different consensus of values and precepts by which an era 

may govern itself. The four schools are paired as the revelationist/ 

fecunditive and the intellectualist/traditionalist. Neither individual 

3. Freidrich Nietzsche, Mensch1iches, Al1zumenschliches 
(Chemnitz, 1878-1880). 
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nor era is without strains of all four. They do not convey a specific 

content, nor do they dictate a particular behavior. In the musical 

sense, they are better described as modes or voces. They are vehicles 

which serve to introduce and transpose tonalities, rhythms, leit-motiven 

and themes from the sphere of ~'eligio to ears tempered and soothed by 

their message. Their specificHy is determined by the materiel of their 

age. 

They are here presented in pairs to emphasize their correlative 

relationship. The first two modes, revelationist and fecunditive, have 

delineated the dialectical extremities of the subject-object rapport. 

If the presence was very distant or very near, these two modes could 

best articulate it. They are llinked since they have most often ap

peared together, whether in an individual or an age. In individuals 

or ages given to extremes, these schools have abounded in a curious 

and ironic disharmony of the spirit. The two "middle" schools of in

tellectualism and traditionalism are similarly related. Theirs has 

been a harmony advocating balance, elaboration and refinement. His

torically, a given period found one of these modes most suited to its 

tastes while its counterpart in the pairing has played a subdominant 

role. The situation could be compared to the major and minor themes 

in musical composition. 

The tensions sustaining these modes are illustrated in an old 

Western cultural theme of the Great Chain of Being. Arthur Lovejoy's 

classic exposition of this theme related that Plato fostered two gods 
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in Western thought. 4 One was self-sufficient, abstracted and divorced 

from the physical world and the other was a god-in-nature, or demiurge. 

The first god was that of the reve1ationist mode, and the second was 

that of the fecunditive mode. The "gods" of the chain linking these 

two "outer" gods were those of the intellectualist and traditionalist 

modes. 

Lovejoy fearfully depicted the evolving domination of the 

demiurge down to the modern era, when the anthropomorphized deities of 

nature expunged all notion of transcendence. 5 With the departure of 

this notion, only the demiurge, whose re1igio was most independent of 

transcendence, could abide. The Great Chain of Being's traditional 

role was to prevent just such an occurrence. It safeguarded a cosmo-

logical and ontological hierarchy stretching from the aseitic god to 

the demiurge. Between them were ranked the forms, or angels, and man. 

To Lovejoy's thinking, the chain was broken, or rather levelled, by 

naturalistic fecundity whose over-glorification of the demiurge and 

created existence destroyed formal values and distinctions. Lovejoy 

depicted this razing as a steady process dating from the Hellenistic 

Age to a final demise in the later romantic era of the nineteenth cen

tury.6 

4. Arthur Loveyjoy, The Great Chain of Being, (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1942), p. 24. 

5. Ibid., p. 186 ff. 

6. Ibid., p. 326 ff. 
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Lovejoy's thesis that the Great Chain of Being has been the 

victim of steady collapse might be challenged. The Great Chain of Being 

has been a recurrent notion. Its collapse has predecessors in the Hel

lenistic Age, the so-called Dark Ages, and the late Middle Ages. It was 

revived in the high point of Roman culture, the High Middle Ages, and 

the Baroque era. This process of growth and decay is better described 

as recidivistic rather than evolutionary or deterministic. 

events rather than predispositions have decided its fate. 

Historical 

The four 

modes reflecting these events have adopted different attitudes toward 

the Great Chain. The chain has normally been threatened in revelation

ist/traditionalist periods. In order to examine this more closely, fur

ther explication and demonstration of the four modes is necessary. 

The Four Modes 

Revelationism 

Martin du Gard, Braque, and Marcel lived in a period of demi

urgic razing, one in which the fecunditive mode, though itself in dis

tress, abounded. Such periods have encouraged chaos because their 

authority was an unreasoned and wanton nature principle. This fecund

ity found its initial Western precedent in the hylozoistic thought of 

the Greek pre-Socratics. Parmenidies, the Eleatics, and the Pythagor

eans sponsored a dualistic reaction to this fecundity by separating 

form and matter in their thought. This gave birth to the first com

pletely Western school of philosophical "revelationism." It was the 

formal side of this dualism that Plato used to ground his aseitic god; 
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the demiurge was matter-based. Revelationism itself was structured 

around such dualism and a value-judgment asserting the supremacy of the 

formal nature in things. 

Hence, the god of revelationism was a lawgiver, a Cronus, 

jealously devouring any potential demiurges, even his own offspring. 

Cronus had to contain space-time's threats to his uncontaminated aseity. 

To effect this, Cronus became time, a curious and fierce incorporation 

of all that is. Saturnine seclusion and undiminished indifference char-

acterized Cronus' stance vis-a-vis the cosmos. The proud, aloof locus 

of revelationism boasted a presumption and privilege which mortals 

could but awe. Awful, indeed, was it to behold the distance separating 

Cronus from his creation, a distance demarcating the parameters of Ori-

ginal Sin. Sequestered in a self-sufficiency that was infinitely re

moved from creation, Cronus could only be reached by the immediacy of 

the revelationist's "l eap of faith. 117 

The revelationist universe was a cold one. Cronus' brutal in-

difference and self-indulgence made for a terror-ridden cosmos. Even 

the dependibility of stasis, derived from revelationism's dualism, was 

vulnerable to Cronus' capricious moods. Nature was suspect since its 

very existence was an affront to Cronus' aseity. To the revelationist, 

7. Soren Kierkegaard, "What We Learn from the Lillies of the 
Field and the Birds of the Air," The Gospel of Suffering, trans. David 
Svenson and Lillian Svenson (Minneapolis, Minn,: Augsburg, 1948), 
pp. 228-229; and Soren Kierkegaard, Stages on Life's Way, trans. Walter 
Lowrie (New York: Schocken Books, 1967), pp. xii-xiii. 
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the cosmos was a demonized chaos, a persistent insult to the lawgiver. 

Manis presumption at knowledge in such an environment was a feeble and 

blasphemous notion. To speculate upon Cronus l essence was imperti-

nance. To investigate the cosmos was vanity. Consequently, the re-

velationist embraced a pious anti-intellectualism. This disgust with 

th~ nugatory Inature of mortal intellect reinforced revelationism's in-

herent inclinations to fideism and voluntarism. 

Knowledge of Cronus l will, the only real concern of the reve-

la~ionist's duriosity, was disclosed in an immediate and personal ex-

perience. Such knowledge was attainable only at Cronus l whim and 

af~er prolon~ed contrition. Hence, learning had no purpose but to de-

pr~cate man's intellectual abilities and exalt the locus. Indeed, 

si~ce the revelationist's universe was founded upon divine contingency 

wh~rein no causal necessity abides, non-revealed conclusions upon the 

na~ure of things could not be trusted. Typical was the example of re-

velationist theology, found in the via moderna, a fifteenth century 

school inspired by the teachings of the nominalist, William of Ockham. 

As David Hume! did centuries later, Ockham and the via moderna applied 

a radical skepticism to knowledge. They did this by emphasizing the 

singularity of all things, a singularity distinct from, though caused 

by~ Cronus l Clseity.8 Nature hung together in an autarchic plurality, 

su~tained only by the grace of Cronus. Real relationships between 

B. Gordon Leff, Medieval Thought (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 
19~8). pp. 280-291. 
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things themselves did not exist. Hence, no rational etiology was pos

sible. 

Revelationist politics reflected this severe vision by readily 

acquiescing in centralized autocracy. Frequently the political lead

ers were either presbyters, elders, or a FUhrer. These figures educed 

the authoritarian tenor of revelationist thought. They were best 

equipped to fetter speedily transgressors of the revelationist order. 

Such an order was a restrained one. Ascetic virtue was its aim, 

though its expressions of puritanism often varied widely. The social 

justification for such severity was found precisely in that terror 

which filled the revelationist's universe. The revelationist's terror 

stemmed from his fear of offending Cronus, and from the unstable na

ture of the revelationist cosmos. To safeguard the individual from 

tempting this instability, the state had to adopt forceful strictures 

and preponderate investigatory powers readily disposed to despotism. 

When revelationist politics were debauched and exploited, this outlook 

was further corrupted by the most insidious abuse of the revelationist 

mode, the manufacture of terror. The decadent revelationist would do 

this both to maintain and to justify his authority. The manufactured 

terror was a self-fulfilling prophecy. The French Revolutionaries 

and the Nazis were both inclined in this direction. 

Evil enjoyed sUbstantial reality in the revelationist mind. 

If the material things of the revelationist cosmos suffered from a 

certain disparagement-unto-unreality, those of ethics were endowed 

with an utmost and dramatic "reality." Where ontological revelationism 
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dismi~sed the world with a disdaining contemptu mundi, ethical reve1a

tionism came to grips with it in a passionate intimacy. The Mani-
I 

chaear,l spirit albounded in !reve1ationist ethics, reflecting the dualism 

of th, reve1ationist cosmos. But wbi1e the vagaries of this cosmos 

were 'in part accepted as the result' of Cronus I whimsy, and therefore 

"forg'/ven," manl was not to be forgiwen his depraved nature. Reve1a

tioni,ts held ~ankind in utter depreciation. A heady dose of vo1un

tarisrr reinforced this opinion. 

It was typical for reve1ationist ethics to denote an elite or 

elect who had been graced by the prE~dest i ned will of Cronus to escape 

damna~ion, though never through its own efforts. Such a view might 

seem to encourage a licentiousness, both among the elect and the non

elect, since their lots had already, been decided for them. Actually, 

an opposite attitude was usually the case. Both damned and elect 

(and it was ray'e for any extreme reve1ationist to regard his lot as 

that pf the non-elect) aspired to a bearing exhibitive of the strict

est a~ceticism land vowed severe obedience to the rigors of the prevail

ing r,evelationist creed. This might appear ironical, since by the de

mands of the doctrine of predestination, one could really do naught 

but w,hat had already been decided for one. Notwithstanding this, re-

velationist ethical predilictions, such as they were, derived from 

sincere attempts to simply accord with the Will; to rejoice in its in

exorable majesty. 

Hence, reve1ationist ethicsi exhorted a piety, an asceticism, 

and a puritani$m which reflected the obeisance that was man's most 



pristine act. This obeisance appeared in times or individuals not 

usually thought of as susceptible to any hint of revelationism. One 

may allude to two examples of such apparent unlikeliness while rein

forcing the thesis that no period is without evidence of any of the 

four modes. These examples are found in the works of Voltaire and 

Adam Smith whose writings stem from an era when the fecunditive mode 

11 

predominated. Voltaire's advice at the conclusion of Candide to "cu1-

tivate our garden" 9 meant more than simply to mind one's own business. 

There was also implied the hope that a sanctuary from the world's 

woes could be discovered in a mindless voluntarism devoted to work. 

The reve1ationist work ethic and anti-intellectualism were both re-

fleeted in Candide. Adam Smith's "invisib1e hand" of destiny ref1ec-

ted the reve1ationist belief that interference by man in the workings 

of a predetermined fate is only apt to worsen the woeful affairs of 

the cosmos, to "tempt fate, II as it were. 1 0 

That Voltaire and Smith espoused these doctrines in a fecundi-

tive era is not as surprising as may first appear, because the schools 

of revelationism and fecundity had close, thought not apparent, ties. 

Quite frequently, in fact, did a fecunditive tendency become a revela-

tionist tenet through just such an experience as Voltaire's dismay 

with the disastrous Lisbon earthquake of 1755. Such events exaggerated 

9. Voltaire, Candide, Zadi and Selected Stories, trans. 
Donald M. Frame (New York: New American Library, 1961 , p. 101. 

10. Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, (Harmandsworth, Middle
sex, England: Penguin Books Ltd., 1970), p. 117. 
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the fecunditive faith in physical necessity by adumbrating that nec~s-

sity with an often vicious caprice. The fecunditive mind If/as often 

induced to revelationism, when it espied a will at work in fate ratmer 

than pure mechanics. 

The tenor of revelationist ethics impelled asceticism and hw

mility in dress, manner, and countenance. Revelationism's self depre

ciation not infrequently prompted self-r1ghteousness, but rarely, 

self-complacency. The revelationist w~s forever ill at ease, either 

with himself or with others. His tastes in art exhibited the same 

plea for order which was ubiquitous in the entire outlook. The aes

thetics of Western revelationism were derived from the two-dimension

alized and fully "objective" art emplolyed in Egyptian Pharoah worsh'ip. 

tombs and public monuments. This art was the first Western historical 

response to primitivistic phenomenology. It represented an attempt to 

transcend material appearance. The Pythagoreans introduced the ab-, 

stracted notions of this art to the Greeks. Commensurate with the! 

revelationist emphasis on being rather' than becoming and on essence 

rather than existence, the Pythagoreans gave philosophical utteranc,e 

to the abstract with numerology and attempts to geometricize theworld. 

Thus, they imparted a mathematical twilst to Greek religio which pav!ed 

the way for Pl ato. Once thi s Pythagor'eani sm was softened l. the i ntell

lectualist mode in Greek rationalism began. 

But softening his abstracted stance was something the stau~ch 

revelationist could ill afford. Indeed, there is a paradox immedi~tely 
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confronted when one considers reve1ationist aesthetics. Reve1ationist 

aesthetics were inherently antithetical to all worldly influence and 

therefore, to art itself. Reve1ationist aesthetics, like the reve1a

tionist cosmology, was based upon the hermetic univocal ism of the locus. 

Fearful of blasphemy, the reve1ationist guarded against disrupting its 

monolithic indissolubility or offending its hyperborean dignity with 

disrespectful metaphor. The obligations of such aesthetics attacked 

the imago and its lyrical, descriptive posture. Imagination mirrored 

the material world. Reve1ationist ethics and aesthetics demanded this 

world's expurgation. Art was a threat to the unblemished unity of es

sence. 

Hence, it was to whitewashing that many revelationists turned, 

as in the Puritan Age when the English Baroque was nearly eradicated 

by revelationist cleansings. Beyond this, revelationist art was ei

ther given to a cringing aposiopesis, or else its spartan manifesta

tions evoked the stern father-like qualities of Cronus. Right angles, 

purity of line, strong, "masculine" configurations, and primary colors 

were its trademarks. Its message was the prescriptive adverb, the 

"how to" that instructed and admonished. Revelationist art could in

spire one with its pristine fervor. It could also humble with its 

gloomy hygienics. 

Revelationists recognized the nature of Original Sin--separa

tion from God. Subject-object dualism was the core of revelationism, 

and this dualism, or separation, was the definition of Original Sin. 
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Yet, insofar as revelationism offered solutions or even solace for 

man's woeful state, it was a failure, perhaps, mostly because it chose 

to be. Its "solution" was enforced and unpleasant. Its order was a 

disjointed plurality rather than an integrated whole. Cronus remained 

a detached, unapproachable supergod. 

Fecundity 

Fecundity has contrasted with revelationism by treating its 

locus with familiar relaxation, even abandon. This mode is not as 

sharply-drawn as revelationism. It has an indefinite liturgy whose 

manifold expression has usually permitted a latitudinous disposition, 

easy to live with and within. Perhaps for this reason, periods domin

ated by the fecunditive mode have been much more protracted than those 

dominated by revelationism. Some examples of lengthy fecunditive pe

riods are the Hellenistic Age, the period between the thirteenth and 

sixteenth centuries, and the romantic era .. The Reformation is the 

only example of a protracted revelationist era. The exacting demands 

of revelationism, have discouraged its becoming a predominant mode in 

the West for any prolonged period of time. 

Fecundity beckoned the presence to earth. Physical intimacy 

was its pOint d'appui, the heart of fecunditive rapport between sub

ject and object. Although frequently uneasy with the marriage, fecun

dity wedded subject with object, masculine with feminine, and essence 

with existence in a dialectical and contrapuntal union. Where revela

tionism denied the possibility of any rapport between presence and 
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man, except that occasioned by the grace of God, fecundity not only ac

cepted the possibility of an ongoing and intimate rapport, but was de

fined by it. To the fecunditive, God was that rapport. Fecundity 

could celebrate itself in a feast of realized presence. It could also 

destroy itself in bacchanals of Semelean curiosity. 

The major themes of fecundity were all articulated in a ritual 

and rhetoric suggesting procreation, diffusiveness, fertility, and 

imagination. Forever approaching the vulgar because of its emphasis 

upon the sensual, fecundity has been a sometimes extravagant, some

times exhilarating, and sometimes disquieting consummation. The pre

sence was discovered through the accessibility of the locus in nature 

and nature's regenerative faculties. Creative acts of nature, such 

as the seasons, were an extension of presence. To the fecunditive 

these acts became sacred. They also suggested Nietzsche's doctrine 

of eternal recurrence which became an ambivalent notion for fecund

.t 11 1 y. 

Reigning over fecundity's rites were the gods and muses who 

sustain and inspire procreation--Dionysus, Aphrodite, Demeter, and 

Persephone. Dionysian myths celebrated earth. They were encountered 

in nature. The two principal characteristics of the Dionysian pre-

sence were will and compassion. Will was the muse's dictate to regen-

eration. To survive, nature had to regenerate. Dionysus aroused the 

11. Friedrich Nietzsche, The Will to Power, trans. Walter 
Kaufmann and R. J. Hollingpace (New York: Random House, 1967), pp. 544-
550. 
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passions to this end and punished those who disobeyed, as he did King 

Lycurgus of Thrace who forbade his worship. But Dionysus also ac

corded compassion to those who, striving to comply with his will, 

were struck down or victimized by it. He especially sympathized with 

the lovelorn such as Ariadne, Orpheus, or Tristan. 

The fecunditive locus resided in nature and was vulnerable to 

the threats to physical existence. Nature failed in two ways. First, 

it died. Its only claim to a transcendent existence lay in recurrence 

through regeneration. However, nature did not beget itself by choice 

but succeeded itself unconscious1y.12 Reason and free choice were 

sacrificed to this recurrence. Idy11icized animism could do little to 

relieve the disheartening ferocity of the mindlessness of this process. 

The second failing of nature was its antinomian character, its ca-

price. 

A measure of redemption from nature's failings was gained in 

heroic myths. These myths usually cast a protagonist's desires in con

flict with fate or destiny. They were lyrical transformations of the 

individua1 1 s grasp at significance in the face of recurrence and ca-

price. Nietzsche questioned whether or not the realization of these 

myths was a liberation or a condemnation. 13 He also remarked on the 

seminal role which fecunditive Dionysian cults played in the launching 

12. Aristotle, liThe Gener'ation of Anima1s," (731b30), Works, 
ed. Robert Maynard Hutchins (Chicago: Encyclopedia Britannica Inc., 
1952), vol. II, p. 272. 

13. Nietzsche, The Will to Power, pp. 544-550. 
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of Greek and Western tragedy.14 The compassion of Dionysus in the 

face of nature's blind will inspired this drama. Recurrence and drama 

became the earmarks for modern fecundity. 

Fecunditive myths often had a feminine connotation, since wo-

man was perceived as both the vehicle of regeneration and the source 

of caprice. Fecundity made reference in the feminine gender to such 

nature symbols as the sea, the earth, a ship, or even an automobile. 

These symbols represented fate. More generally, fecunditive myth was 

enamoured of the whole notion of femme fatale. The fundamental ob1i-

gation besetting the fecunditive hero was wooing this fate. 

With the birth of romanticism, the modern West was beset with 

the task of this courtship. Its resolution was discovered in anthro-

pomorphism and the consciousness of self. Romantic intimacy was born 

of the need to consummate the order built around this consciousness. 

This intimacy was obtainable through the modern ego, a provocative in

strument potentially capable of engaging the entire cosmic order so

matically. The ego became the repository for fecunditive heroics and 

epistemology. Oswald Spengler described the modern Western man as 

IFaustian,"15 a pertinent description given the grasping nature of 

the romantic ego's attempt to consolidate and synthesize the manifold 

and rambling fecunditive religio. Since nature is primarily dealt 

14. Frederich Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy (Garden City, 
New York: Doubleday and Company Inc., 1956), p. 19. 

15. Oswald Spengler, The Decline of the West, trans. Charles 
Francis Atkinson (New York: Modern Library, 1962), p.97. 
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with on the level of perception, or the image, the imaginative genius 

became the denouement of romanticism's "heroic epistemology." It 

created perception and pose as lyrical manifestations of the court-

ship of subject for object. As such, it was an active agent, the 

demiurge at work as efficient causality. Its purpose was to recreate 

the rapport of subject and object in the pose. Romantic creative ac-

tion was really acting or mimesis. It was the spur to Dionysian drama. 

However, efficient causality as heroic drama was undermined by 

the unheroic and dehumanizing doctrine of mechanism introduced to ro

manticism in the skepticism of David Hume. 16 For the romantic hero 

the a posteriori was represented to fecunditive thought as the image. 

With mechanism this image threatened to devour the "genius" side of 

the delicate balance engendered by the notion of the imaginative ge-

nius. Material causation became a tyrant over the creative agent at 

the expense of efficient causality. The ego became the passive and 

insignificant perceiver, rather than the creative agent. With these 

attacks, skepticism fostered a crisis of faith within the modern fe-

cunditive mode of romanticism. This crisis developed into a confron-

tation between empiricism and idealism. The idealist Kant tried and 

failed to heal the wounds, succeeding only in directing the scene of 

the crisis and the mode more towards the ego. Once the 

16. David Hume, An Inquiry Concerning Human Understanding, 
ed. Charles W. Hendel (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 
1955), p. 31. 
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"thing-in-itself" was declared unknowable, the door was opened to both 

radical skepticism and gnostic idealism. 

The first alternative represented an exaggeration of the esse 

est percipi doctrine, philosophical rationale for the mechanistic em

phasis on the image. With this alternative, the empiricist increas-

ingly subjected scientific knowledge to the vagaries of individual 

perception. This knowledge was cast in terms of probability and sta-

tistical behavior. The idealistic alternative was a "journey into 

the interior"17 or to the self-conscious. Typically, idealism pro-

posed a synthesis between image and ego in terms of some ideational or 

emotional rapport with the demiurge. Truth was not sought in knowing 

the object nor even the image but in the experience of the knower pre

sumed to be a universal one. Idealism asserted that even if the world 

was only knowable through rose-colored glasses, it may be that every

one had the same prescription. 18 Idealism saw this perceptive univer-

sal ism as the work of some cosmic muse. Schopenhauer described how 

the empiricists rejected these notions as insincere,19 provoking one 

of the destructive dialectical controversies to which fecundity in 

general was prone. The empiricists saw man as blindly stumbling 

17. Erich Heller, The Artist's Journey Into the Interior and 
Other Essays (New York: Vintage Books, 1959), pp. 99-171. 

18. Immanuel Kant, Critigue of Pure Reason in The Essential 
Kant (New York: Signet, 1970), p. 44ff. 

19. Arthur Schopenhauer, liThe World as Idea," The Philosophy 
of Schopenhauer (New York: Modern Library, 1928), p. 4ff. 
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into technological advancements with only the "feel" of his visceral 

demands to guide him. What man could and did know was the practical. 

Empiricism denied the notion of benevolent demiurgic muses. Now both 

empiricist and idealist were interested only in a terrestrial knowl-

edge. The debate was simply over how much could be known. In the 

end romanticism's internal epistemological crisis aided the adornment 

of the irrational which had been first announced in the theriophilly 

of eighteenth century nature-cults. 20 Romanticism's love affair with 

the irrational finally blossomed fully in the twentieth century. 

As the nineteenth century unfolded, the gulf widened between 

skeptical empiricism and idealism. As the conflict grew, both sides 

had deeper reliance on historical progress claimed as proof for one 

side or the other. For the skeptics, progress in technology justified 

empiricism. For the idealists, the progress that mattered was the 

growth of self-consciousness. For both, progress anointed their doc-

trines with a cosmological and historical purpose. Also, with this 

progress, time was accorded its proper sanctification within the fe-

cunditive mode. Unfortunately when progress failed, hope turned to 

despair. In this event~ history justified the recurrent rather than 

the millinary. Growth meant impending decay. With this evolution 

from the belief in knowledge to irrationalism and from the progressive 

to the recurrent, romanticism became confused and bewitched. Whether 

20. Georges Boas, The Happy Beast in French Thought in the 
Seventeenth Century (New York: Octagon Books, 1966). 
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represented by skeptic or idealist, the idiom was wholly dependent on 

historical experlence. Romanticism, as a fecunditive mode, ajudged 

itself optimistic or pessimistic on the basis of the pleasure-pain 

principle in its historical enactment. Hopes for a brighter prosper

ity and a meaningful resolution to the rhythmic imagery could only be 

fulfilled by history. Whether represented by Hegelian dialectician 

or Humean technocrat, romanticism needed the confirmation of progress 

to endow its sole transcendent notion of regeneration with any form 

of meaningfulness. Without progress, regeneration was mere succes-

sion. Progress could justify the romantic cosmos; but historical cri-

ses would question its rationale. With each setback, a war, a revo1u-

tion that failed, plagues, famines, etc., romantics shed their opti-

mistic notions of progress for gloomy doctrines of recurrence. 

Even the novelty and solace of heroic posing vanished in the 

face of this recurrence. The mask was a feeble consolation since it 

only bought time as an escape from the ultimate abyss of boredom and 

a terrifying determinism. In remarking on this crucial romantic cri-

sis, Erich Heller observed that Faust went to Hell because he desired 

to know, and Hamlet abided there because he does know. 21 The hellish 

knowledge was the knowledge of everlasting recurrence. It was a re

currence caressed by its Dionysian vagary but haunted by its persistence. 

Change itself became a statis, a paradoxical and bitter irony, Perhaps 

21. Erich Heller, The Ironic German, A Study of Thomas Mann 
(Boston: Little Brown & Co., 1958), p. 14). 
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it was better to know nothing at all. This reflection gave a dramatic 

impetus to romantic anti-intellectualism, latent in the cynicism 

of the skeptics and the flights of the idealists. It was a question 

of spiritual life and death which hung in the balance. The discour

aging truth of recurrence awaited fecunditive introspection. This was 

why so many romantics equated knowledge with illness. Dionysus might 

dare to penetrate the divine mysteries, but how could his followers 

when his own mother could not? The epistemological contretemps be

came desperately critical at this point. Was every seeker of truth a 

martyr to the knowledge he discovered? The inquiry was a passionate 

one and the passion i'nspired aesthetics, or for those dismayed with 

the Dionysian revelry and who chose to learn no more, anesthetics. 

The latter merely desired palliatives for this illness of knowledge 

whose worst affliction was loneliness. 

The Dionysian was born without roots. He was the rejected 

scion of a commiserating but preoccupied providence. His disinher

ited epistemology was represented in the doctrine of tabula rasa. 

Without an innate sense of a cosmological reason, how could he guide 

himself? Bereft of the ties to divine reason, he had to fetter his 

whims with exclusively anthropomorphic mores and norms. He replaced 

his lost awareness of the divine conscience with a consciousness of 

human psychology. He did not discover the law but created it. Here 

the illness of knowledge afflicted him with further estrangement. 

What better way to alienate one from one's fellows than by passing 
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judgment upon them? Still, the Dionysian's presumption did not end 

here. Outraged by his ~bandoned state he questioned the primitive ta

boos that safeguarded the divine. The legacy of him with no legacy 

was to dare all. His was the self-discovering allurement of Wander

lust, but in the end his gain was not what he sought, for his mother's 

curse was still upon him. 

Ironically, the illness of the Dionysian was the muse of his 

art. Cursed, like Orpheus, with the knowledge of love and death, his 

aesthetics were inspired by pathos. Aesthetics were the repository 

and shrine for all that was sacred to fecundity. Pose and mask were 

hallowed in the Liebestod, which was the aesthetic transformation and 

sanctification of the cardinal fecunditive characteristics of will and 

compassion. Reve1ationism also used the mask as an aesthetic tool, 

but it was a two-dimensiona1ized, concealing mask. Fecundity's mask 

was created not for concealment but for expression .. 

Fecundity's hero was Prometheus at its Zenith and Narcissus 

at its nadir. The impulsive, vigorous demi-god became a stricken her

maphrodite when fecundity recognized the fleeting security of its 

masks. The curse of knowledge was again at work in the self-conscious 

realization that fecundity had of its loss of innocence. This loss of 

innocence was fecundity's damnation, its forsaken birthright. Fecund

ity refused all donnee; its model was not bestowed by grace; it was 

created by the Dionysian in the mask. Yet, the fecunditive could not 

really be heroic; it could only mimic heroics. Its self-conscious 



accusations actually unmasked the unconscious niiveti that was the 
I 

mainstay of true heroism. It grasped at a self-conscious ntiiveti to 
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atone for this loss but self-sconscious .ntiiveti is a prerogative of the 
I 

gods. Whether with Semel e or Genesi s, W'este!rn myth has warned aga inst 
I 

the knowledge sought in this self-conscious ntiiveti. Fecundity re
I 

belled against these warnings in its art and consoled itself for the 

failure of its revolt in its aesthetics. 

Parody was the inspiration to the malsk and irony was its ridi-
I 

cule. Fecunditive aesthetics revolved on these two principles of par-

ody and irony. Parody was the narcotic, iro'ny was the cathartic. The 

ego sought an identity in a role, a calling or a pose, each of which 

was a physical or psychical conjoining of subject and object. The 

mask celebrated the image of this conjoining. But as image, it failed. 

What began as effervescent nubility ended as scandalized impotence. 

Then a new identity had to be sought. Fecu~ditive art was nothing 

more nor less than realized mimicry. 

To capture the imaginative identity~ fecunditive art employed 

color and movement. These were the technical expressors of action. 
I 

Monistic, conjugal harmony was the end to which syncretical melodic 

structure was often sacrificed. Fecunditiv~ art typically evolved 

from a plasticity adducing consumation, toward an elongation and cur-

vilinear tenor suggesting the erotic and the effeminate. This soften
I 

ing of the lines reflected the increasing obfuscation confronting fe-
I 

cunditive art as the building of masks increased in tempo. It also 



paid homage to the wiles of fecunditive concealment and the moods of 

fecunditive coquetry. 
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The hero of romantic fecundity was the courtier, debonair 

suitor of romantic fate. He was a gambler in ruffled sleeves. The 

mask was his slight-of-hand; parodisic ritual was his "play." In dec-

adent romanticism he became the roue. 

love and death, compassion and will. 

The risks were always the same, 

When the stakes went the limit, 

he found the poker face of revelationism staring at him from across 

the table, a mask of hardened glass flashing back to the Narcissus

roue the baneful reflection of self-consciousness. His forfeit was 

to wither in despair or harden himself to eternal recurrence. 

Eternal recurrence was a melancholic sanctuary whose dubious 

salvation was further undermined by entropy. Art was fecundity's real 

salvation. The end of nature was death, but this end was appealing in 

its pathetic beauty. It could no longer offer solace with purpose or 

meaning, but then fecundity was never really meant to console or re

solve. Fecundity did not prescribe, it described. The adjective was 

its afflatus. The continuum of reincarnated poses was under the care 

of its aesthetics. However, these aesthetics collapsed when the pre

sence moved into ego and man became god. Then the aesthetic expres

sion was too singularly individuated and all semblance of order was 

threatened. 

This threat was Semele's vision. It was what the masks camou

flaged, but now the ego tore these masks away. In its audacity the 
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ego condemned itself to absorbing the all in order to confirm its di

vine aspirations. With this development, all cultural transcendence 

vanished and the Great Chain of Being broke down. The individual's 

personal experience was now reality itself. Faust's desire was ful

filled--all knowledge was his because he created it. But the uncon

scious naivete which was sought from the beginning was only a self

conscious vanity. 

This was complete failure. The masks of pantomime Iwere now 

masks of death. Only death could fulfill the command-to-all

experience which charged this Faustian god. Only death could prove 

the unreality of everything outside the ego-consciousness. Only 

death could release this ego from its sentence of recurrent and entro

pic mask-making. Fecundity's bewildered and enervated child, bewail

ing his dispossessed origins, found a new father in revelationism. 

Intellectualism 

This mode boasted an idiom based upon reason. It stood in the 

same relationship with traditionalism that revelationism did with fe

cundity. Revelationism and intellectualism represented those concerns 

of a religio with structure and prescription. Fecundity and tradi

tionalism furthered the lyrical and descriptive. However, where the 

balance between revelationism and fecundity was dialectical and exag

gerated, that between intellectualism and traditionalism was harmoni

ous and moderate. Intellectualism related to traditionalism as does a 
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construct to its refinement. In the rapport of intellectualism and 

traditionalism there was little of the snarled courtship confronting 

revelationism and fecundity. Rather there was interdependence and co

operation. The images of traditionalism were elucidated by intellec

tualism and the abstractions of intellectualism were colloquialized 

by traditionalism. 

Intellectualism's locus was mythologized in Hermes and by Zeus 

the Wise. Edith Hamilton discussed a shift in the Greek regard for 

Zeus as presented in the views of Homer and Hesiod, both writing at 

approximately the same time. Homer looked back to a revelationist 

Zeus presiding over the chaotic strife of the Iliad. Hesiod looked 

forward to an intellectualist Zeus ruling nature with justice. This 

shift was more fully realized in the intellectualism of the early Hel

lenic age introduced by Protagoras. 22 Intellectualists sought the 

formal, the substantial~ and the definitive. All that the terms, 

lithe Good, the True and the Beautiful II evoked were as adequate a de-

scription of intellectualist pursuits as any. From the viewpoint of 

revelationism, the intellectualist locus invited scandal by making 

itself accessible to mortal scrutiny. Intellectualism also was an af

front to revelationist sensibilities concerning Original Sin. It es

poused man's natural goodness which was derived from his gift of rea

son. Revelationism insisted upon a stricter interpretation of the 

22. Edith Hamilton, Mythology (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 
1962), p. 20. 
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Fall, wherein the knowledge of good and evil were a curse, separating 

man from the pr~sence instead of providing an avenue to it. 23 

Curiously, this avenue to the pr€sence was also open to criti-

cism from the fecunditive viewpoint. On the basis of the same doc-

trine, the natural goodness of man founded in reason, the early roman-

tics of the Enlightenment proposed that all men would soon enjoy the 

fruits of Olympian wisdom in their everyday concerns. Such a view 

supported fecunditive notions of democratic progress. However, the 

aristocratic and esoteric intellectualist asserted that only a few 

would enjoy such wisdom. 24 To the romantics this made intellectualism 

guilty of esotericism. The antinomy romanticism had for intellectual-· 

ism worsened as romanticism became skeptical. Then the intellect it

self was despised and feeling became king. 

The intellectualist's cosmos was a mollified dualism, much 

less exaggerated than the ferocious Manicheanism of revelationism. 

Nature was disdained but not despised and as an abstracted spiritual 

dimension, it was even esteemed. The intellectualist's epistemology 

sought the a priori uncorrupted nature of things. Unlike revelation

ism, which was dependent on a fideistic epistemology, intellectualism 

viewed truth as accessible to reason either through anamnesis25 or 

through ontological argument. The first expressed itself lyrically. 

23. Dietrich Bonhoffer, Ethics, trans. Neville Horton Smith 
(New York: MacMillan Co., 1955), p. 17. 

24. Plato, "Parable of the Cave," The Republic, Book VII. 

25. Plato, Meno. 
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It was less certain of its tenets than the latter whose approach was 

more formal. The touchstone of intellectualist epistemology was phil

osophical realism, not the materialistic realism of fecunditive aes

thetics but Platonic Realism. Like revelationist epistemology, intel

lectualist epistemology was conditioned by abstracted conceptions of 

the cosmos rather than by an internal crisis of the human condition, 

as in the fecunditive mode. However, where the revelationist cosmol

ogy forbade human knowledge, intellectualism invited it. The intel

lectualist approached the world as one determined to solve a complex 

puzzle. This prediliction lay behind the emphasis of the Pythagor

eans on numerology. Such attitudes often enticed the entire mode to

ward a gnostic, even mystical, symbolism. It was the inspiration to 

neo-platonic idealism as well as the symbolist fecunditive-intellec

tualists of the late nineteenth century. 

Building upon the axioms of its a priori 

lectualism tended to formalism and to systemes. 

discoveries, intel

Politics was no ex-

ception. Intellectualists were wont to recommend legalistic social 

orders constructed upon prescription and institutionalism, the most 

reknown example of which can be found in Plato's Republic. Intellec

tualism advised church and state to collaborate in furthering the man

dates of reason. These mandates appeared as cold dogma or as enlight

ened instruction. In either case they were apt to offend the sensi

bility of fecunditives who viewed all of this as justification for a 

caste system. 
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Yet more offensive to that sensibility was intellectualist 

ethical pretensions which were accused of sophistry. It was difficult 

for the intellectualist to represent his posture as other than that of 

an enlightened seer instructing a recalcitrant brood in the lessons of 

reason. Stoicism was often the counsel of his insight, but he had to 

guard against presenting himself as a Pharisee. He then seemed to ex-

hort what Josef Pieper criticized as lIan unnatural stasis,1I turning a 

stagnant reason to his own ends. 26 By purging emotion from his judg-

ment, he risked losing contact with the IIconcretell experience of 

everyday existence. 

To guard against this, intellectualism advised sophrosyne or 

balance in all things, an exhortation which could itself be abused to 

a sanctimonius elitism. In such an event, the recommendation to con-

temp1ative self-sufficiency quickly became instead an inducement to 

egotistical self-righteousness. Nonetheless, the confident, though 

cautious, tenor of intellectualist ethics could be a welcome respite 

from both revelationist severity and fecunditive excess. 

The functional notion of intellectualist aesthetics was unity. 

The intellectualist trinity of the Good, the True, and the Beautiful 

might better have been called the Good, the True and the One. Intel-

lectualism's concern for substantial indivisibility stemmed from fears 

26. Josef Pieper, Enthusiasm and Divine Madness (On the Pla
tonic Dialogue Phaedrus), trans. Richard and Clara Winston (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace, and World Inc., 1962), p. 23 and p. 89. 



shared with revelationism. Both modes were afraid of fecunditive 

threats to a monolithic presence. But for revelationism this pre

sence was the divine itself, while for the intellectualist it was ab

stracted form. The revelationist could brook no compromising meta

phor to speak of the divine, but intellectualism both permitted and 

encouraged a univocal exegesis and allegory of the transcendent spirit. 

The key to truth lay in this allegorical code. Art could aid its dis~ 

closure. The aesthetic vehicle for intellectualism, with all of its 

emphasis on example and rule, was the model, or paradigm. 

The classical hero was born of these aesthetics, though tra

ditionalism completed him. Simplicity and directness were his charac~ 

teristics. He was a paragon, either didactic or exemplary, and his 

counsel was the noun. He remonstrated and prophesied. His message 

was the articulation of sUbstantial reality, not only as manifested 

but as defined. His domain of existence was sponsored and governed 

by academic regulation whose job it was to safeguard his integrity. 

He must be integral with the formally real more than the existentiallr 

real. His validity was dependent upon the prescription of a priori 

definition. However, when this definition replaced substance in im

portance, intellectualism descended to its decadent manifestation in 

sophi stry. 

Nouns, names, and symbols were essential to intellectualism. 

They were the evidence of a rapport between the harmony of the sphere~ 

and innate reason. Hence, they were the justification for the entire 
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mode, whose predication was eudaemonistic. Sophistry forfeited the 

transcendence of intellectualism's rapport by substituting the defini

tion for reality. Sophistry was an array of symbols and words without 

an anchor in a cosmological order. It was the target of Socrates' 

most bitter attacks. Much more did he condone the mob's ignorance 

than this perversion of the mode with which he was most imbued. 

True intellectualism was allegorical; sophistry was metonymous. 

Sophistry was in part a fecunditive perversion of intellectualism. It 

employed the apparent and the superficially plausible rather than the 

formally real and the categorically true. It derived from pedantry; 

it was a pose. The glory of intellectualism stemmed in its syncreti

cal ethical foundation. It sought a balance between revelationism and 

fecundity in stoicism and rationalism. Humility was requisite to it, 

for such an ethics and humility was forsaken in pedantry. The syncre

tical became the syllogistic. 

Yet intellectualism invited some of its own abuses with its in

sistence on an hermetically insulated dualism. This insistence and its 

consequences were nowhere better evidenced than in the writings of 

Plato himself. His reasoned balance was constrained by the glorifica

tion of abstracted Truth over phenomenal appearance. Yet was Plato 

ever able to spell out this abstracted Truth? To do so would be to 

commit the very sin most detested by Socrates--sophistry. So this 

Truth had to become a living reality, in the person of Socrates him

self, and in the lyricism of the Dialogues, a surrender by Plato to 
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the phenomenal world he so feared. Traditionalism dropped the dual

istic constraint altogether and feasted on the Socrates model in an ef-

fort to "reconcretize" the abstracted Truth. 

Traditionalism 

A tradition is a concretized myth whose purpose is to en

lighten while admonishing. It is an emodied metaphor, both manifest-
.. 

ing and safeguarding the presence. It controls the Dionysian fervor 

and institutionalizes it and prevents its destruction of primordial 

taboo. Traditionalism tamed Semele's vision by narrowing its focus to 

Zeus' compass1on. Her act was self-destructive, his regenerative. 

Hence, like fecundity, traditionalism was centered on regeneration and 

recurrence, but its handling of this theme was wholly diffe~ent. 

Traditio~alism's locus escaped the polarized extremes of both 

revelationism and fecundity, much like intellectualism. However, tra-

ditionalism compromised with thes~ modes. Intellectualism's geometric 

equivalent was a plane situated between the emotions of fecundity and 

the fideism of revelationism. Traditionalism's shape was the sphere. 

It shared the syncretical yearnings of intellectualism but its ap

proach was omphalic rather than synecdochic. It manifested a biologi

cal wholesomeness absent from intellectualism's systemes. It was also 

eclectic, borrowing from the other modes to the point of becoming at 

once their refinement and their apotheosis. Traditionalism filled up 

the dualistic vacuum created by the other modes. It was a mode 
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definitely distinct from the other three on two main counts; it was 

not constructed on a dualism and it was not afraid of the infinite. 

The other three modes created their dualisms to deal with that 

fear. To the revelationist, an omnipotent Lawgiver was necessary to 

calm a cosmos diseased by its infinite removal from order and the good 

(though some of its turbulence was caused by the Lawgiver's own ca-

price.) For the fecunditive, an omnifarious muse inspired the Diony-

sian to an eternally recurrent mask-making. For the intellectualist, 

the infinite corrupted the universal, the flux perverted the One. All 

three lamented the meaninglessness that the infinite attached to their 

modes. They attempted to cure it with a dualism, which divorced the 

corrupted from the pure. Dualism ordered the flux with polarities. 

The pole of salvation \'/as found in the doctrine of the Elect for reve

lationism, naivet~ for fecundity, and unstained reason for intellectu-

alism. 

Traditionalism offered no such solution. Aristotle was to 

traditionalism what Plato was to intellectualism, and it was in Aris-

totle's works that the first Western non-dialectical defense against 

the infinite was propounded. In A Portrait of Aristotle, Majorie Grene 

points out that Aristotle, though clearly his master's pupil ,27 escaped 

Plato's dilemma with the infinite by perceiving it differently.28 

27. Marjorie Grene, A Portrait of Aristotle (Chicago: Univer
sity of Chicago Press, 1963), p. 29. 

28. Ibid., p. 86. 
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Where Plato saw the infinite as both '~he many and the flux, Aristotle 

saw only the many. 29 For Ari stotl e, ~pecies contained and ordered the 

many; these could not flux into one another and were the basis of defi-

nition. Beyond this was the added sp~cificity of subject-as-being. 

Plato could not reconcile the univoca'l form with an equivocal flux. 

To Aristotle, the flux itself was ord~red~ contained and given a fini-

tude by the subject-as-being. Neither the fetus nor the corpse were 

the man, and he was not fully man exc~pt as this man. Coming-into

being and decaying-into-non-being was a regeneration that was recur-

rent, but it was given a significance and la meaning with its center-

ing on the subject who experienced it. Revelationism with its Mani

chaeism, fecundity with its poses, and intellectualism with its ~

teme all treated the subject as an object II to be mani pul ated and 

crushed by a deterministic principle pf nature, whether this was an 

incurable depravity, an inevitable destiny, or an indecipherable ~

sis. For Aristotle, principles of nature began with the sUbject-as

being, a category prior to all others andlfor which all others were 

to varying degrees, accident. 

The dualism predicated by revelationism on the basis of Origi-

nal Sin was redefined by traditionalism as limitation. Evil was not 

inevitable perversity but a lack of being1 Original Sin survived as 

a metaphor for man's limitations in traditionalism, but not as a doom-

saying condemnation of the human conditiom. Man was not faulted for 

29. Ibid., p. 63. 
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his failure to be God but for failing to be man. Traditionalism cor-

rected fecundity in the same area. Where fecundity viewed man as a 

persona, traditionalism saw him as personality and person. The speci

ficity of the unique existence was preserved from such devouring fe

cunditive nature-principles as lithe invisible hand" of Adam Smith, the 

Geist of Hegel, or the evolution of Darwin. Traditionalism was less 

prone to break with intellectualism, but here too, the sUbject-as

being was rescued from the abstracted category that destroyed that sub

ject with a pure principle of form. The subject was the center stage 

act of a drama that ordered the meaningless flux and denied the dehu-

manizing of nature-principles. 

This contrast of traditionalism with the other three modes was 

demonstrated in other ways. The problem the other modes had with dual-

ism was first, to prevent it from becoming stochastic; second, they 

had to admit the dynamics of change; and third, they had to prevent 

change from becoming an engulfing anarchy. Revelationism, fecundity, 

and intellectualism all attempted to explain change with contraries of 

dialectics: sin invited retribution, heat prompted cold, matter pleaded 
'. " .. 

for form. Thus, the universe of these three modes was dialectically 

structured. For traditionalism there was an arbiter and meeting place 

of these contraries in the subject, and the subject as the origin of 

their being was also their cause in the sense of permitting them to be. 

There was a cause of causes in the Unmoved Mover. The traditionalist 

universe was circumscribed and concentricized QY this subject and this 

End. It was finite with a finitude plucked from the flux and anchored 
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in the real and natural. It composed a reaiity inconceivable to 

Plato. Here were circles binding circles in the eternal regeneration 

of birth and decay, a IIharmony of the spheres ll that went beyond Platon-

ism to a natural and true science. 

So nature had form in the subject and purpose in the Unmoved 

Mover. The Great Chain was restored and man's place in it was the 

IIPartia1 Eden. 1I30 His end was to be neither God nor beast but man. 

He had a predisposition to this standing in his apettitus natura1is 

for the good. He was supported by knowing that he could obtain scien-

tific knowledge of the real, and he was implored to exercise that 

ability with a life of reason. The reasonable life could take many 

forms; statesmanship was exonerated but so was contemplation. The 

point was to be continually striving towards an understanding of the 

unique entity that one's being constituted, a link of Act which actu

alized all the Potential of accident. This was an exhortation toward 

a heroism with a specific content. It was classical heroism at its 

fullest, in which the here impassioned the art with the weight of his 

lyrical specificity and humanity. 

Traditionalist art differed from the others on this very 

point. For traditionalists, Oedipus' plight was only heroically and 

dramatically tragic because it was his drama. This was not to promote 

the unique, but the real. Drama was removed from the Everyman of 

30. Paul Benichou, Man and Ethics--Studies in French Classi
cism, trans. Elizabeth Hughes (Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Co., 
1 971 ), p. 81. 
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revelationist aesthetics, the allegorical paradigm of intellectualist 

aesthetics, and the mask of fecundity. No schematic principle governed 

this area for traditionalism except the verbal formula which expressed 

the hero's entity. We praise this hero for his "applied chivalry." 

We condemn him when he is victimized by hubris, which was execrable 

because it strangled his person. The allegory, the symbol, and the 

mask restricted his subject-as-being in the same way. Traditionalism's 

aesthetics, then, were built around an imitatio of nature and art was 

therefore inferior to scientia. This art was neither heuristic nor 

mimetic but something in between. 3l It rested on the verb or verbal 

formula that summed up the subject ~ being. Its construct was not 

dialectical but discursive, not allegorical but analogical. 

By contrast, Western culture in the nineteenth century placed 

art over nature and the portrait over man. Romanticism gloried in art 

precisely because it manifested that fatal "accident" of nature which 

was god. Aesthetics were the only transcendental outlet to the recur-

rence governing nature. For the fecunditive, art betokened a reality 

removed from nature but traditionalism could not permit this. Tradi-

tionalist art had a certain "resigned" quality which was not at all 

pessimistic. Such effect did the late works of Beethoven have. 32 

31. Erwin Panofsky, Idea, A Concept in Art Theory, trans. 
Joseph J. S. Peake (Columbia, South Carolina: University of South 
Carolina Press, 1968), p. 4 and p. 17. 

32. J. N. W. Sullivan, Beethoven, His Spiritual Development 
(New York: Vintage, 1972), pp. 15-16. 
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Frederick Artz described some pieces of Mozart as evoking a certain 

lIinevitabil ity. 1133 That inevitability stemmed from one's recognition 

of being-in-nature instead of above it. 

Intellectualism and revelationism could rid the world of fe-

cunditive art and its menace, but only traditionalism could tame it 

while retaining its energy. This was demonstrated nowhere better 

than in the case of Beethoven. By the time of his greatest works, the 

Ninth Symphony, the last three piano sonatas and the final quartets, 

he had gone far beyond the romantic pathos of the earlier periods and 

had come to a music which was almost a parody of itself. But instead 

of cracking apart in a fury of infinite regress, parody of parody, 

his music backed into a renaissance of that Mozartian inevitability. 

It was resignation and resolution discovered in the thing, the music 

itself. He captured a reborn innocence with it but only after terri

ble suffering. The same suffering was in store for the West. 

There was another path to the" restoration of harmony open to 

the West in the late nineteenth century. This was a time just prior 

to the wars that would all but destroy Europe. It was a time when im

pending doom for the romantic West was already in the air. There was 

an attempt among certain groups, principally the Symbolists to try to 

correct the excesses of fecundity with a strong dose of neo-intellec

tual ism. In other periods of history, excessive fecundity had been 

33. Frederick B. Artz, From the Renaissance to Romanticism 
(Trends in Style in Art, Literature and Music 1300-1830) (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1962), p. 275. 
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silenced with reve1ationism. These were usually bloody affairs, such 

as the Reformation. However, in the late nineteenth century, there 

was the attempt to compromise the cure, and to strive for a plateau 

that could give new direction to romanticism without revenging itself 

upon it. This was the last chance for the West prior to the disasters 

of the twentieth century. 

The Symbolist Compromise 

There is a chapter in Martin du Gard's Jean Barois entitled 

liThe Symbolist. Compromise" in which one of the characters Abee Schertz, 

who is the spiritual confessor to the young protagonist, discusses cer

tain religious doctrines with Jean. 34 Jean confronts Schertz with the 

"argument from evil, II which attacks God as the Creator and therefore 

the responsible party for the world's evil. This lIargument from evi1 11 

is a cornerstone of Jean's budding atheism. Schertz does not dispute 

the "argument from evil, II in fact, he deni es that it can be refuted. 

However, the discussion then turns to other questions and, in the 

course of their dialogue, Schertz attempt to counter Jean's En1ight-

enment ideology by proposing his "symbo1ist compromise. 1I Schertz de-

fends Christianity as the purveyor of the West's mythological symbo1-

ism, which, whether one believes in it or not, is efficacious to soci-

ety's cohesiveness. Schertz asserts that the individualism Jean 

34. Roger ~1artin du Gard, Jean Barois, trans. Stuart Gilbert 
(New York: Bobbs-Merri11 Co., 1969), p. 44ff. 
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aff'irm~ is realllY a disguised "Protestant anarchism." If Jean is in

terest~d in such programs as the promotion of social progress or the 

ending of warfa~e, he must discard his avowal of individual freedom 

and pr9mote rel~gious communalism, especially as it expresses itself 

aesthetically, and to Schertz this means, symbolically. 

Jean eventually rejects this outlook as a sham and a hypocrisy, 

but not without :having given it considerable thought and a measure of 

respect. Jean even comes to recognize the value of symbolism to his 

own caIJses. Symbols are fraudulent when they glorify SOr.1e institution 

or som~ cosmic ~ysteme, but when they inspire and rally the masses be

hind a specificlcause, they are extremely useful. However, Jean pon

ders, 'is this usefulness only pertinent in the commitment to a cause? 

Do sym~ols onlYlguide one towards the visions of this or that group, 

this or that plurality? Is there no one great vision they all point 

to; so~e one guiding dimension to the human experience? 

In the same manner, Martin du Gard both esteemed and rejected 

the "s;Yr.1bolist ~ompromise" of the late nineteenth century. It was a 

time w,hen commumity myths, both Christi an and non-Chri sti an, enjoyed a 

degree of popularity and were seen in some quarters as the remedy to 

romanticism's malaise. This romantic symbolism had its origins in 

another aesthetic outlook, Decadence. 

Those who mistakenly believed that France completely forfeited 

its role as leader in European cultural developments after 1789, had 

only tp ponder the manner in which the course of romanticism's most 

di sma 1 results If/ere anti ci pated by the French Decadents. Fraught with 
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satanism, perversity and antinomian egoism, their writings too pain

fully prophesied the twentieth-century experience of all Europe. What 

France did have, the like of which was lacking in much of Europe, was 

its strong classical tradition. The dependence of this tradition on 

the ancien regime was its greatest vulnerability. The faltering of 

political France led to similar weakness of direction in her cultural 

life. The regimes which succeeded one another throughout the nine

teenth century were blurred images of the heyday of French classicism 

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The feeble reprise of 

that former style suffered a horrendous collapse in the twentieth cen

tury. 

Vet, one may ask: Was all of this really so inevitable? Was 

the horror of the twentieth century assured once the modernists began 

tearing down the classical tradition? The answer to this question 

must be, "no." It appears that serious attempts to revitalize, or even 

reconstruct the traditional style, albeit with modern garb, were under

way prior to the Great War, and that these attempts were being carried 

out with some vigour and optimism. An examination of the French Deca

dents revealed a peaceful evolution towards Symbolism, which was the 

breeding ground for the pre-19l4 intellectualism in France and else

where. Further, mid-nineteenth-century naturalism, as reflected in 

art, advanced from a gloomy realism toward a cheerier impressionism, 

and then to an even more sanguine aesthetic linked with Symbolism. Al

legory was restored to art and the basis for a renewed classicism 
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emerged. Unfortunately, 1914 cut it short. The overwhelming impo

tance of events took sway over cultural developments. Martin du Gard, 

Marcel and Braque, all took part in this hope-filled approach towards 

a "new classicism." All three also participated in the war of 1914, 

which crippled their ambitions and their genius. Their personal tra

gedy reflected what occurred during the period as a whole. 

A prelude to 1914 was sounded in 1848. That year witnessed 

the first major test of the reconstituted Europe created by the Con

gress of Vienna after the French Revolution. Two French cultural re-

actions to the revolutionary upheavals of 1848 were noteworthy. The 

fi rst \'/as its boon to the so-call ed "school of 1 iterary real ism" rep-

resented by Champfleury. the Goncourts, Maupassant, and Zola. This 

school was an aesthetic expression of positivism. It stemmed from 

the philosophy of Auguste Comte and the novels of Balzac. The second, 

and far more important reaction to 1848 from the viewpoint of Symbo1-

ism, was the arrival of the Decadents. 

Decadence was the first conscious French manifestation of a 

surfacing cynicism within the romantic idiom. Baude1aire ' s Les F1eurs 

du ma1 35 was to Decadence what La Princesse de Cleves was to c1assi-

cism. It celebrated the metamorphosis of the Goethean Urpf1anz~ from 

a primitive seed into a hybrid of exotic, aesthetic entropy. This 

35. Charles Baudelaire, Flowers of Evil, trans. George Dillon 
and Edna St. Vincent Millay (New York: Washington Square Press, Inc., 
1962) . 
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outstanding characteristic of Decadence, the sense of entropy, en-

couraged a commitment to art for its own sake. It was curiously both 

faineant and ardent. For example, during the Parisian street battles 

in 1848, Baudelaire was found fighting vigorously on both sides of the 

barricades separating Republicans and Monarchists. This ironic ambi

valence reflected the very soul of Decadence--conscious parody in the 

face of fatalistic entropy. In the case of the barricades, Baudelaire 

w~s parodying the classical notion of equipoise. He treated the af

fair as the opportunity for dialectical stimulation bereft of any real 

commitment save that of inciting the ego. 

With Decadence, then, conscious parody and irony entered the 

romantic mainstream. The Revolution of 1848 in France toppled the 

staid bourgeois regime of Louis Phillipe, whose minister Guizot had 

issued the almost apochryphal exhortation to his fellow Frenchmen, 

enrichez-vous~ (enrich yourselves~) Baudelaire transmogrified this 

materialistic sentiment into a Decadent one, enivrez-vous (excite 

yourselves.) J.-K. Huysmans, a fellow Decadent, described Baudelaire's 

motive: 

He had revealed the morbid psychology of the mind that had 
reached the October of its sensations, detailed the symptoms 
of souls challenged by grief, set apart by the spleen; had 
demonstrated the ever encroaching caries of impressions at a 
time when the enthusiasms and beliefs of youth are faded; 
when there remains only the barren memory of miseries endured, 
of tyrannies suffered, of vexations undergone, in intelli
gences crushed by an incongruous fortune. 36 

36. J.-K. Huysmans, Down-Stream and Other Works (Chicago: Pas
cal Covici, 1927), p. 247. 
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The protagomist of Huysmans' own A Rebours, Des Esseintes, im-

bibed every sor·~ ofl sensual excess, particularly those of a hermaphro-

dictic or vicarious nature. What was he looking for in these excesses? 

Huysmans accusep Zo'l a and the 1 iterary real ists of having abandoned the 

concept of OriginalSin. 37 By contrast, the Decadents sought to redis

cover evil in t~e w6rld. This Manichaean resolve had the end of resur-

recting a duali~tic cosmos, thereby rescuing romantic aesthetics from 

the relativism pf the literary realists. 

Thus, his t~ndelncies to artificiality, his longings for eccen
tricity, were these not, after all, results of plausible 
studies, supra-terrestrial refinements, semi-theological specu
lations; in ultnmate analysis they amounted to the same thing 
as religiou~ enthusiasms, aspirations toward an unknown uni
verse towarps a far-off beatitude, just as ardently to be de
sired as thllt plromised to believers by the scriptures?38 

The Decadents viewed literary realism as a base invasion of art. For 

them, true aesthetics was the one solace in a world of Phi11istines. In 

this aspect of their thinking Decadence came heavily under the influence 

of German Idealism.:39 The greatest fear was boredom. Conventional· so

ciety, including literary realism, epitomised that boredom. They sought 

a cure in the eclat of excess. Sensual depravity would somehow awaken -,--

the consciousness to a repugnance with the base world of matter and 

transport them beyond that world into the pure world of spirit. To the 

37. Ibid.,: p. 320. -,-
38. J.-K. Huysmans, A Rebours, trans. Ellis Havelock (New York: 

Three Si rens Press, I 1931), p. 171. 

39. J.-K. Huysmans, Downstream, p. 325. 
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Decadents, the courtship that the early romantics had paid to fecundi

tive goddes~es was frustrated by the timid passivity of bourgeois soci

ety. They wanted passion. They found it, not in a wooing of their 

goddess, but in confrontation with her. She was no longer the bliss

ful queen of nature but an enervating and poisoned succubus. Huysmans ' 

Des Esseintes quite properly tried to court her with a masochistic and 

narcissistic ego that challenged the very poles of existence. His was 

a soul flung from a dizzying self-indulgence to a despairing submis

sion and back again. 

When Decadence came to this pass, it ~as suggested that the 

choices left to it, and all of romantic cUilture for that matter, were 

reduced to a cross or a pistol .40 These options, besides evoking 

Kierkegaard and the beginnings of the existential movement, hinted at a 

recrudescence of revelationism. However, arising from the midst of the 

Decadent movement were the Symbolists who refused such a radical solu

tion to the crisis of romantic aesthetics.. Instead they proposed to 

cleanse the scandalized goddess of fecundjity with allegoryandesoteria. 

Symbolism had its specific roots iin the codes of the "Dandy." 

"Dandyi sm" was a popul ar expression of FrE~nch Decadence in the 1 ate 

nineteenth century. Dandyism had manifestations which were both idio

syncratic and formal. For example, the Decadent writer, BarbeyD'Aure

ville, adopted a dress darkly suggesting the roue. He refused to alter 

it for over fifty years. Barbey's habits of dress seemed a minor 

40. I bi d., p. 
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eccentricity but they pointed out a major concern of the Symbolists: 

the necessity of adopted mores of discipline. The aesthetic parody be

came allegory and rescued itself in the ideal, but only if its ironic 

inspiration was schack1ed by discipline. As Friedrich Heer pointed 

out, it was precisely this discipline that was lacking in most of mod-

ern thought. 

Modern artists, poets, and geniuses think they can transcend 
such painstaking se1 f-discipl ine. The spiritual history of 
the last 400 years has seen countless examples of men, from 
Rousseau to Nietzsche, in whom a moment of inspiration created 
havoc and disorder because they ignored the wisdom of Thusea 
.... without discipline they could neither verify nor control 
their experiences and they shattered what they touched. Be
cause they imagine that their momentary illuminations and in
spirations are revelations, they easily fall into one or the 
other gnostic system. They concoct norms of politics and a 
world-view, whereas they are completely incapable of distin
guishing between their own souls and the objective irradiation 
of the Holy Spirit. 41 

The Symbolists attempted to reintroduce discipline to romanticism via 

the aesthetics of intellectualism. The immediate enemy was the positiv

istic school of literary realism. During the zenith of realism's popu-

1arity, Zola, drawing on the positivist Dr. Joseph Moreau's "clinical" 

investigations into the psychiatric and medical basis of metaphysics 

and medical basis of metaphysics and morals, had christened the age of 

the "scientific" novel in his 1866 speech, La Definition du roman. In 

this pronouncement of the naturalist doctrine, the vague empiricism of 

Stendah1 and Balzac received a radically deterministic twist. The 

41. Friedrich Heer, The Intellectual History of Europe, trans. 
Jonathan Steinberg (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1966). p. 276. 
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physical environment took complete command of the characters. IFor ex

ample. rather than anyone character, the real protagonist of ~'Asso

moir42 was the liquor that captured the minds and bodies of the Pari

sian working class. Despite his own promises to avoid passing Ijudgment 

on society. lola's scientific naturalism presented a good example of 

the prejudicial stance which literary realism took. His concentration 

on the shocking was ultimately a moral stance. lola had an axe to 

grind with the bel iefs of the 1 iterary publ ic. His target was Ithe va-

pid bourgeois imitation of classical decorum. His zealous yea~ning for 

"sincerity" stemmed from the same motivations that inspired the philos

ophes--a vexation with tradition and the desire to s~ock. Both were 

expressions of the modern ego. To the Symbolists this was out~aged and 

destructive romanticism at its worst. They agreed with realism's cri-

tique of the bourgeoisie, but they searched for a more refined~ less 

traumatic outlet to their criticism. They found a champion inlan un-

likely place--among the leaders of the literary realists. 

Fl aubert's Madame Bovary had been cons i dered the master'work of 

literary realism. Yet Flaubert threw the school intq disarraYlby be com-

ing one of the first of these "realists" to reject i~s precepts and to 

present the publ i c with some proto-Symbol i st works. * Perhaps he sensed 

that romanticism was heading toward a crisis. Measures neededlto be 

taken to thwart its decadent and brutalizing tendencies. At first lola 

42. Emile lola, L'Assomoir, trans. Atwood H, Townsend (New 
York: Signet, 1962). 

* La Tentation de saint Antoine (1874), Trois Contes (1877). 
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was taken aback by the views of t;his mastelr. Flaubert cried out in dis-

gust: "There is nothing modern~ There are no modern subjects. Homer 

is as modern as Balzac.,,43 As a devote of change, Zola welcomed moder-

nity with its promise of progress;. He considered his work a contribu

tion toward the type of humanita}l'ian progrless espoused by the positi-

vists. Yet, L'Assomoir was one qf Zola's few strictly "scientific" 

works. Li ke Fl aubert, he began t;o drift tlDward Symbol ism. For exam

ple, in Le Debicle, the two prot~gonists, Jean and Daniel, were alle-

gories of the two dimensions of ~:he French character. respectively, the 

"spirit of the earth" and a symbql of the Ii ndol ent and debauched wealthy. 

Hence, Symbolism, with roots in ~)oth idealism and literary realism, of-

fered a peaceable reconvening of European tulture and the hope of re

establ i shing a transcendent authqrity through all egory. Thi s trans

cendent authority had been a bulwark against excess and turned litera-

ture away from the pessimism of the post-1848 era. 

Toward the end of a prior period olf fecundity, the Hellenistic 

Age, Plotinus mapped out a simil~r scheme for the recrudescence of 

transcendental values and meanin~ through the aesthetic ego. Plotinus' 

value to the late nineteenth century was that he had discovered the 

beauty of the abstracted ego. H, defined the accord between personal 

experience and the transcendent $ymbols of the One. His was not the 

systematic approach of pure inte1lectualism but the aesthetic approach 

of allegorical esotericism. It ~as not Platonic realism but Neoplatonic 

43. Matthew Josephson, Zola and His Time (Garden City, New 
York: Garden City Publishing Co.~ 1928), p. 190. 
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lyricism, fecunditive as well as intellectual. It retained the a poste

rori methodology while presuming to end with the same universalism. The 

individual could not think his way to the One. He had to inspire him-

self with the symbolism of his own experience. 

Plotinus rejected the notions of classicism which discovered 

beauty in symmetry and integrity. "What symmetry is there in points of 

abstract thought?"44 Such remarks well served the Symbolists. They un-

derwrote the beauty of pure Idea 'found in the part, the single star at 

night, the lone note of a melody, and the primacy of one color. 45 

By the end of the nineteenth century, due to its relativistic 

precepts, romantic fecundity was fragmented and dispersive. This theory 

offered the means of making the individual experience a symbolic one, a 

path from the flux of existence to the peace and unity of essence. The 

method was remarkably similar to Plotinus'. The ego was not to be dis

avowed. On the contrary, through introspection, it was to be delved 

into even more deeply. Through a transformation, which became mystical 

as one went deeper, the singular experience metamorphized into some-

thing directed toward the One instead of toward a plurality. Here was 

a chance for romanticism to rally itself. Of course, this process de-

pended upon a genuine faith in the existence of a benign ontic reality. 

This faith was tested by the Sumbolists and their contemporaries. 

44. The Essential Plotinus, trans. Elmer O'Brien (New York: 
Mentor, 1964), p. 35. 

45. Ibid., p. 34. 
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Symbolism blossomed in the philosophy of Bergson, the novels 

of Proust, the art of Gaugin, and the poetry of Mallarme, Verlaine and 

Rimbaud. Yet always it was plagued with this one problem: how, without 

a general and widespread cultural backing, could it maintain enough dis

cipline'to rediscover noumenal experience without exploding in an eso-

teria of personal dreams and myths? Erich Heller touches on this very 

theme in his essay IINietzsche and Goethe. 1I46 Heller points out that 

both Nietzsche and Goethe were looking for some path back to a faith in 

ontic reality. However, where Goethe's search was in the field of sci-

ence, Nietzsche insisted that since the aesthetics of romanticism had 

created the epistemological crisis, aesthetics would also have to be 

the way out. 47 'Heller offers this Nietzschean definition of a symbol: 

lIin a true symbol, the particular represents the universal not as a 

dream or a shadow but as the living and instantaneous revelation of the 

unfathomnabl e. 1148 Hell er points out where thi s thought was 1 eading 

both Nietzsche and the Symbolists and where it failed to achieve a true 

Symbolism: 

.... It is the realism of the symbol, not of the obscure symbol 
thrown up by the collective unconscious of the Symbolists, in
vading the husks of dead memories with dreamt and undreamt-of 
significances; nor of the symbol which refers to abstractions, 
in the manner of an allegory .... It describes and, in describ
ing, it opens our eyes to what really is. And what really is 

46. Erich Heller, The Disinherited Mind (New York: Barnes and 
Nobl e, 1971), p. 9l. 

47. Ibid., p. 3ff. 

48. Ibid., p. 101, trans. by author. 



is not a dream or shadow, nor meaningless agony of the Will, 
nor the abstractions of Reason, but the living revelation of 
the unfathomnable. Yet why should the unfathomnable be beau
tiful? Because it can only be comprehended by the unfathomna
ble, and the only truly unfathomnable faculty of man is love. 
Thus the realism of the symbol becomes the artistic vindica
tion of the reality of a lovable world.49 
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The West of Plotinus' day was ready to accept a lovable world. 

One was discovered in the early Christian culture of St. Augustine. 

However, the cynical fin du siecle culture of nineteenth-century Eur-

ope required something else, a master confidence game. By parodying 

itself, the fecunditive mask hoped to become the real symbol. Byassum

ing all poses and by wearing all masks, the romantic ego would eventu

ally identify with the All itself. From the "reality" of the artifi-

cial and the phenomenal it would reclaim the Idea, the Real, and the 

noumenal. Nietzsche's "superman" was one symbol conjured from the 

ashes of burnt-out poses. Heller quotes Nietzsche once again to illus-

trate the slight-of-hand which is taking place here: "All that is ideal 

will ultimately, once it is claimed by the real, consume it, and itself. 

As paper money consumes the silver and itsel f. 1150 Thi s "counterfeit-

ing" of the real with the ideal in order to arouse the real was the 

theme of French Symbolism from Baudelaire on the barricades to Gide's 

Les Faux-Monnayeurs. 51 But could the wil1ing-unto-symbol rise above 

49. I bi d., p. 108. 

50. I bi d ., pp. 101-102. 

51. Andre-Gide, The Counterfeiters, trans. Dorothy Bussy (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1959). 



mere aesthetic cleverness or was it simply a trap for Europe to·out

smart itself? Could it salvage the currency of thought from moral 

bankruptcy or was it simply a pathetic counterfeit? 
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Symbolism rediscovered mystery but not myth. It floundered on 

the shoals of esoteric dreams. Too inscrutable were its visions, per-

haps because its proponents felt too pressured by the time-limit on 

their world. Fin du siecle Europe was under a time-limit. Ifitcould 

not solve the crisis brought to bear by the Decadents with.peaceful 

cultural means, it would resolve it in a purge. Only time and events 

could permit the precarious experiment of Symbolism to succeed. Jean 

Moreas, who had given Symbolism its name in 1886, declared its end in 

1891 and turned to Neoclassicism. 52 'In 1894, the Dreyfus Affair broke 

up the delicate alliance of Dandys and literary realists. Martin du 

Gard described this break in Jean Barois. Jean, a positivist and a 

Dreyfusard, was visited during the course of the Affair by two young 

Dandys who are now members of the rightist and anti-Dreyfusard Action 

Fran~aise.53 Far from abusing Jean, they thank him for helping them to 

dissociate themselves from the aesthetic communalism they had been prac

ticing in the Symbolist movement. Now they once again know who their 

enemies are. France went to war in 1914 with the scattered elements of 

Symbolism in disarray. With the advent of war, hopes for a peaceful 

resolution to the romantic crisis ceased. With nothing to uphold it 

52. A. E. Carter, The Idea of Decadence in French Literature 
1830-1900 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1958), p. 141. 

53. Jean Barois, p. 317ff. 
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but its own uncertain will. Symbolism's promise collapsed in the face 

of history. The ideal had attempted to resurrect the real and both 

were consumed by the phenomenal. 

The failure of the modern ego to transcend itself carried heavy 

implications. An ego which did not acquiesce in any order was apt to 

persuade itself to horror. the horror of making itself the End. Tele-

ology was the missing ingredient for the Symbolists. They succeeded 

in separating essence from existence. as Plotinus had done,54 but they 

could not reunite them. To Aristotle essence and existence could be 

distinguished but never separated. No arguments of priority between 

Form and Function bothered his aesthetics. 55 They did bother the West 

in 1914. A counterfeit Form and a bankrupt Function were refinanced 

with the hard currency of sl aughter. The "symbol i st compromi se II had 

fa iled. 

54. O'Brien, Ope cit., p. 19. 

55. Maynard Hutchins, editor-in-chief, Aristotle, Works, two 
vols., trans. W. D. Ross (Chicago: Encyclopedia Britannica Inc., 1952), 
Metaphysics Book I, 987b. p. 14. 



CHAPTER 2 

AVATAR'S APOSTATE: ROGER MARTIN DU GARD 
AND THE ROMANTIC FRONTIER 

It was enough, when you thought it over, to give you the idea 
of an immense, potent and invisible hand thrust into the ant 
heap of the earth, laying hold of shoulders, knocking heads 
together and setting the unconscious faces of the multitude 
towards inconceivable goals and in undreamt-of direction. l 

He might have seen himself as in numberless avatars, in si
lence doomed with motion, driven by the courage of flagged 
and spurred despair; by the despair of courage whose opportu
nities had to be flagged and spurred. 2 

Three Authors 

Roger Martin du Gard, Joseph Conrad, and William Faulkner all 

shared a preception of Western man in his modern romantic culture. 

They saw a soul at once freed from all restraint and at the same time 

controlled by an inexorable fate. This one mystery of the freed but 
i 

fated soul gave the direction to romantic culture. As this culture un-

folded, to find fate linked with freedom became less a mystery than an 

irony. Like Conrad and Faulkner, Roger Martin du Gard' was a writer of 

romantic irony. He wrote of souls liberated from order and restraint 

1. Joseph Conrad, "Typhoon," Three Great Tales (New York: Vin
tage, n.d.), p. 138. 

2. William Faulkner, Light in August (New York: Modern Library, 
1968), p. 213. 

55 
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and of the resulting social collapse and historical cataclysm. He 

peered into his own soul and discovered grand illusions, misguided 

pretensions and, finally, shattered dreams. He described these in his 

works. Among these works were one definitive period piece, Jean Barois, 

and a grand two-part masterpiece, The Thibaults.* These novels won 

him the Nobel prize for literature in 1937. 

Perhaps, it is more accurate to call these writers seers. 

They wrote about a religious crisis in the romantic faith. By the end 

of the nineteenth century, latter-day romantics such as these sensed 

perfidy and hypocrisy in the social order. Romanticism's myths were 

under attack and its direction confused. Conrad and Faulkner mourned 

this crisis. They sought remedies to its illnesses in the subjective 

consciousness and in reminiscence. Introspection and nostalgia were 

balms to their battered romantic heroes. In the end, Martin du Gard 

knew no heroics. He welcomed the passing of romanticism though he 

could not egcape its GHtterdKmmerung. He ridiculed its ill-founded 

conceits and broken dreams with relentless irony. After a life which 

crushed his youthful Enlightenment optimism and literary ideals, he 

knew only irony. This left him despairing and impotent. 

Moral Aesthetics 

Romanticism was the reli~io that succeeded classicism during 

the Enlightenment and continues today. It took its name from 

* Les Thibault and its sequel, L'Ete 1914, have always been 
published separately, though one work follows on the other. Les Thi
bault or The Thibaults, except where otherwise specified, will be used 
here to describe the entire two-part piece. 
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Romanticism proper, a school of art of the early nineteenth century 

associated with Delacroix, Lord Byron, and the young Goethe, among 

others. This school was the first to recognize outright that art was 

going to be the basis for the new Western religio, and that the modern 

perception of existence was primarily aesthetic. The religio of ro

manticism celebrated the emancipation of the ego, more specifically, 

the aesthetic or re-creative ego. This ego liberated itself by indul-

ging its self-consciousness. For romanticism, this was typically a 

two-step process: first, there was the birth of ego's self-conscious

ness through criticism of the prevailing social order; second, this 

self-consciousness was led into a creative state. Since it had cast 

off the old gods to assert itself, this second step was actually one 

of re-creating a cosmology. Revolt and re-creation; these were the ma

jor characteristics of romanticism. The target of the revolt was the 

social order which threatened the ego by restraining it. This natur

ally led to a good deal of doubt, guilt, and even schizophrenia in the 

romantic soul. The romantic found himself at odds with parties whom 

he also cherished: his parents or his community. It was with such 

doubts that Jacques Thibault described his own ambivalence between for

giveness and rancour vis-a-vis the domesticity which constricted his 

ego's yearnings: 

.... what did this idea of forgiveness amount to? Jacques him
self could not explain it satisfactorily, though he was always 
finding himself at grips with a dilemma: to forgive or alterna
tively, to cultivate his rancour. To take things as they come, 
get his degree, become a cogwheel in the machine; or--the 
other way out--to give full rein to the destructive forces 
that surged within him and launch himself against--against 
what he could not say; against morality, the cut and dried 



life, the family, society. An ancient grievance, that .... had 
escape been feasible he would have found that peace of mind 
he accused the "others" of frustrating. 3 
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The romantics first pressed for this liberation of the ego in 

the eighteenth century when impatience with the ancien regime and clas

sicism was reaching a peak. This impatience was exacerbated by the 

new science which cast further suspicion on the old order and fostered 

the belief in an infinite, unordered existence. Classicism had been 

sanctioned by a web of institutions and offices. These institutions 

and offices were the administrators of what was thought to be a rea

soned paternalistic providence. The state functioned to fulfill the 

earthly mission of this providence. The philosophes were scandalized 

by the gross representation of this mission put forth by late eight-

eenth century France. The Revolution of 1789 was one result; another 

was a subtle, more radical and enduring revolution in the Western 

psycho logy. 

Romanticism did not stop with overthrowing the ancien regime. 

The West went on to revolt against its most fundamental Christian tra-

ditions. In many ways romanticism represented a resurgence of panthe

ism. Half from fear and half from pride, the romantic yanked the di-

vine presence down into nature where it could be examined and known, 

and where it became vulnerable. Like Dionysus claiming his birthright, 

the romantic wanted an avatar who could testify to his significance 

and witness his legitimacy. 

3. Roger Martin du Gard, The Thibaults, trans. Stuart Gilbert 
(New York: Bantam, 1968), p. 232. 
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Calling forth such an avatar took romanticism and the West 

some time to accomplish. During this time some disturbing concerns 

arose. Chief among these was the growing awareness of the essentially 

dialectical and even contradictory nature of romanticism. Jacques 

Thibault felt the trauma of revolting from one's family and the result-

ing alienation and ambivalence. Loneliness caused by this alienation 

was a problem romanticism never solved. Beyond this was another prob

lem lying at the aesthetic basis of romanticism. If art, as parody, 

was the vehicle of escape, it was also a counterfeit to be shunned 

once one attained the plane of the fully emancipated ego. Here only a 

brutal nakedness could prevail. 

Thomas Mann's Felix Krull, Confidence Man is a masterful expo

sition of this very dilemma. By assuming false identities, the pro

tagonist evades the drab roles that conventional society has assigned 

to him. He does this, not out of a mercenary concern, but from a de

sire, even a compulsion, to remain completely independent. His tools 

are aesthetic: charm, poise, wit, and seduction. His aims also seem 

to be aesthetic; to enjoy life in every fibre and emotion. Yet aes-

thetics, he reflects, is a besmirchment, even a betrayal, of the force 

which really drives him: 

Only at the two opposite poles of human contact, where there 
are no words or at least no more words, in the glance and in 
the embrace, is happiness really to be found, for there alone 
are unconditional freedom, secrecy and profound ruthlessness. 
Everything by way of human contact and exchange that lies be
tween is lukewarm and insipid: it is determined, conditioned, 
and limited by manners and social convention. Here the word 
is master--that cool prosaic device, that first begetter of 
tame, mediocre morality, so essentially alien to the hot, 



inarticulate realm of nature that one might say every word 
exists in and for itself and is therefore no better than clap
trap.4 
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Joseph Conrad expressed the same impatience with the civilized 

language of an evolved race and a longing for an age that preceded the 

civilized one. This was an age of ruthless innocence and of men who 

could: 

.... scorn in their hearts the sentimental voices that bewailed 
the hardness of their fate. It was a fate unique and their 
own; the capacity to bear it appeared to them the privilege of 
the chosen! Their generation lived inarticulate and indispen
sable, without knowing the sweetness or affections of the ref
uge of a home--and died free from the dark menace of a narrow 
grave. They were everlasting children of the mysterious sea. 
Their successors are the grown-up children of a discontented 
earth. They are less naughty, but less innocent; less profane, 
but perhaps also less believing; and if they have learned how 
to speak they have also ~earned how to whine. But the others 
were strong and mute .... 

Romanticism spawned two cults concerning art. One of these, a 

"cult of the counterfeit," praised art as the means to continual ego

emancipation through parody. Another cult, a "cult of sincerite,1I 

viewed art as the babbling of a decadent and hypocritical society, and 

turned its vision to the realm of ethereal silence. Overall, the at-

tack of the romantic spirit against the IIhypocrisy of the bourgeoisie" 

was stunted by these built-in bipolarizations concerning freedom and 

fate, the role of art, and the like. Furthermore, romanticism was it-

self essentially bourgeois. It grew out of a bourgeois disgust with 

4. Thomas Mann, Confessions of Felix Krull, Confidence Man 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1955), p. 83. 

5. Joseph Conrad, "Nigger of the Narcissus," op.cit., pp. 20-
21. 
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the ancien regime. It quarreled not so much with bourgeois society 

per se, but with fashion. Romantic art amounted to mask-making. Its 

worst enemy was yesterday's mask. It was always in the avant-garde. 

Its spirit of revolt was insatiable on the social plane. It was an un

ceasing, never-satisfied parody. 

This becomes clearer when one examines romanticism's moral 

side, another area which reveals the bourgeois nature of romanticism. 

The romantic. demanded spiritual legitimacy from Zeus just as the 

bourgeoisie demanded political legitimacy from the ancien reg:me. The 

only way to acknowledge this legitimacy was by taking oneself seri-

ously. Bourgeois-romantic morality was non-systematic and often led 

to curious practices. One keynote prevailed throughout--seriousness. 

This seriousness mostly stemmed from the romantic ego's keen sense of 

self-righteousness, but it was also derived from the doctrine of tab-

ula rasa. In keeping with ego-emancipation, the romantics of the 

eighteenth century rid themselves of the notion of Original Sin. Man, 

especially a man-child, had to be freed from this ineradicable stain. 

He would create his own fate, his own guilt, and his own expiation. 

Original Sin was associated with classicism, the aristocracy, and the 

ancien regime. The early romantics, the philosophes, rejected it. 

However, the problem of divine acknowledgement remained unsolved. 

Tabula rasa was a conditioning for a moral act, but it was neither a 

motivation nor a sanctification to the act itself. One must remember 

that with each of its revolts, romanticism demanded legitimacy. How

ever the locus of all authority was the self, or the ego. It alone 
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could be the seat of such legitimacy and the vessel through which legit

imacy was acknowledged. In romantic ethics, this led not only to self

righteousness, but to a "cult of feeling." When a categorical impera- . 

tive registered itself in one's feelings, one would know one was acting 

correctly. Hence, one's persona had to be taken very seriously, in

deed. 

How did this differ from what came before? In the cultural 

West of Mozart and Moliere, it was almost impossible to take oneself 

too seriously. Can anyone take Don Giovanni too seriously? Classi

cism thrived on a geniality which scoffed at such seriousness. An in

ner voice did not tell one what to do; it was evident to all and any. 

The classical cosmos teemed with faith in a reasoned order. Yet it was 

this. very simple and obvious faith which the romantics questioned. For 

romanticism the truth lay deeper, beyond the conscious, in the subcon

scious. To the romantic, classicism was as superficial and empty as 

the cardboard heroes of the ancien r~gime~ the enfeebled aristocracy 

who spent the day indulging a petty notion of gloire. The turning in

ward and away from this superficiality was one of romanticism's major 

characteristics and as in other such characteristics the aesthetic ac

companied the ethical. 

Romantic morality also led to the subjective consciousness, to 

. a "transcendental aesthetic" which would reveal the truth behind the 

falsehoods of the phenomenal world. With a rejection of this world 

went also a rejection of the office and the institution. the sanctifi

ers of classicism. Man would now be guided by principles and laws 
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immanent to nature. All of the cults and theories of the nineteenth 

century, from Hegel's dalectical idealism to Darwinian evolution or 

Marxist dialectical materialism, were based on this combination of 

morality and aesthetics. It was as though a moral principle was opera

ting within the romantic mask-making. It was continually changing its 

appearance as if to mock anyone who would care to try to define it, or 

to live by it, or to die for it. This incipient irony plagued roman

ticism continually and precipitated the crisis facing Martin du Gard 

and his fellow authors. Romanticism crushed the avatar to its breast, 

but could the beast be trusted? What was its nature? . Was it a dove 

of peace and beauty or the eagle that tore at Prometheus' breast? 

Martin du Gard defined the locus of romanticism in the subjec

tive consciousness of the primordial. It was in the return to his 

roots that the Dionysian would reclaim his birthrights. There the 

veils of bourgeois hypocrisy and sentimentalism would give way to 

truth. Turning into oneself, one could search out the Urpflanze, the 

principle uniting all nature. Jacques Thibault disclosed the method

ology: liTo forget all that has been written up to now! he adjured him

self. To get out of the rut and, looking inside oneself, say every

thing! No one's ever had nerve to say everything, as yet. But some

one might; 1 might .... "6 

What could he say? Words that were long-forgotten from a far

off age of heroes and battles, when man walked the earth with no 

doubts and no guilt and possessed primordial innocence. For the 

6. The Thibaults, p. 233. 
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romantics, the se'lf-consciousness regained the unconscious innocence 

of that age. If romanticism had one overriding emotion attached to it, 

it was probably nostalgia. But plenty of other emotions abounded. One 

of these was pathos, an indication of one's communion with the fateful 

nature-principles that gave romanticism its force and was acknowledged 

by both behaviorist and idealist. Pathos disclosed Neoplatonic one-

ness. This pathos was expressed as sentimentalism in the drame lar

moyante or as just plain schmaltz. For the mass, it stirred collective 

identities. It gave romanticism that compulsive, almost maniacal sense 

of oneness that was the creator and destroyer of nations. It under-

wrote such doctrines as "spheres of influence," "ethnic superiority" 

and "manifest destiny." 

The dangers in all of this could hardly be overemphasized. The 

longing for an era of stronger men and a more brutal frankness helped 

persuade Europe of 1914 to carry out an undreamt-of bloodletting. This 

was ego-assertion on the national level. For the individual, there 

were equal dangers. Conrad described them in Heart of Darkness: 

.... his intelligence was perfectly clear .... but his soul was 
mad. Being alone in the wilderness, it had looked within it
self, and, by heavens! I tell you, it had gone mad .... He 
struggled with himself, too. I saw it--I heard it. I saw 
the inconceiviab1e mystery of a soul that knew no restraint, 
no faith, and no fear, yet struggling blindly with itself.7 

Not realizing these dangers to be~in with, Martin du Gard set 

out to become a superior romantic novelist, to explore the idiom to 

its fullest. Once he became familiar with the full measure of the 

7. Joseph Conrad, "Heart of Darkness," op.cit., p. 114. 
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pathos which awaited him, it was too late to turn his back on it. He 

was too fully committed to romanticism to abandon its precepts. In-

stead he remained faithful, "sincere" as he called it, to its most de-

structive tenets. 

Devenir 

Roger Martin du Gard's early literary interests reflected the 

rivalry between the schools of literary realism and Symbolism. In 

fact, from beginning to end, his career suffered from a greater dichot

omy between: one, his essentially moral and critical character; and 

two, his hopes for an aesthetic synthesis in Western culture. The 

former attitude was better represented by the realists; the latter by 

the Symbolists. In the face of this dichotomy, it was not surprising 

that he found his muse in Tolstoy, a novelist who combined the two at-

titudes in his own works. Albert Camus described Martin du Gard as a 

latter-day Tolstoy in an age of Dostoievskis. 8 Martin du Gard paid 

his own tributes to the Russian novelist by confessing that it was his 

ambition to become a French Tolstoy.9 Martin du Gard most admired 

Tolstoy's attitude of sympathy and communalism. He thought the Rus

sian had discovered an aesthetic synthesis which might calm and unite 

the dialectics of romanticism. It was his emulation of this attitude 

8. Albert Camus, "Roger Martin du Gard," preface to Oeuvres 
Completes, two volumes (Paris: Pleiade, 1955), p. vi. (hereafter re
ferred to as D.C.) 

9. D.C., p. xiviii. 
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which initially inspired Martin du Gard's own War and Peace, Les Thi-

bault. 

His family had been unsympathetic to Martin du Gard's artistic 

proclivities. As business-minded and successful bourgeois (despite 

the aristocratic du in the name) the Martin du Gards could boast no 

other family member whose interests lay in the arts. They had made 

their reputation and their wealth in law. As an avocat himself, 

Roger's father was anxious to see Roger practice law as well. Roger 

had other ideas which caused conflicts with his father. These con-

flicts were later apotheosized in the character of the young and re-

bellious Jacques Thibault, although Martin du Gard himself hardly en-

dured such traumatic circumstances as Jacques. During his childhood, 

he alarmed no one with his feelings, since he was reticent, ponderous, 

and awkwardly shy. In 1881 when Roger was born, just three years 

prior to the publication of Huysmans' A Rebours, the Martin du Gards 

resided on the outskirts of Paris. His early childhood seemed to have 

impressed him with little more than a repugnance for the vapid and 

hypocritical bourgeois respectability in which he was reared. This 

repugnance later became an essential ingredient of Martin du Gard's 

sincerite totale, his moral commitment to absolute candour. 10 

10. Roger Fromert, Nouvele Revue Francaise December 1958, 
p. 965. (hereinafter referred to as NRF) and Ro er Martin du Gard and 
Jacques Copeau, Correspondence, ed. Claude.Sicard Paris: Gallimard, 
1972), p. 171 (hereinafter referred to as Sicard), letter to Marcel de 
Coppet, April 22, 1915. 
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An lIoutstanding mediocrityll was his own description of himself 

as a student. 11 At age eleven he was sent to the Ecole Fenelon, an in

stitution which helped to make him a confirmed anti-cleric, and saw 

the birth of his mysterious ambivalence toward Christianity. It was 

also here that he began writing at the inducement of a friend who la

ter became a model for Daniel in Les Thibau1t. 12 More important for 

Martin du Gard was his instruction under Marcel Hebert, the Symbolist 

priest who had such strong effects on Roger's thought and remained his 

lifelong friend. Quite by accident, the Symbolist Hebert introduced 

Martin du Gard to the realism of Tolstoy, while inspiring a general 

passion for literature in the boy. Roger also read extensively in 

Zola, Octave Mirabeau, and Jean Lorrain, a fanatical Symbolist poet. 

However, this course of independent study did little to compensate for 

the drabness of Fenelon for Martin du Gard. 

Sensing that Roger was languishing at Fenelon, his family ac

quiesced in indulging his artistic sensibilities by sending him as a 

pensionnaire to Chez Mel1erio, in Passy. This institution proved a 

boon to Roger's studies. The Me11erios, a couple who subscribed to 

the Rousseauist philosophy of education put forth in Emile, spurred 

Roger's individualistic aesthetic interests. Their unconventionality 

provided a model for the Fontanin family in Les Thibault, where the 

rebellious ,Jacques found a refuge from the austere and materialistic 

paternalism of his ow~ family. Roger e~pecia11y warmed to M. Me11erio ' s 

11. ~.C., p. xlii. 

12. Ibid. 
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instruction in literature. He did not learn the formal discipline of 

writing, but he was both permitted and encouraged to explore his emo

tional curiosity. Chez Mellerio was inspirational both to Roger's lit

erary interests and to his budding vision of a romantic aesthetic syn

thesis. This was to be attained through a communalism of art and free-

dom. Chez Mellerio seemed to convey the spirit of just such a synthe-

sis. With this in mind, Martin du Gard described this period as his 

intellectual eclat. 13 

In 1897, Roger joined a classe de rhetorique as a day student 

at the Lycee Jansen de Sailly. By this time his family had abandoned 

hope of making him a lawyer. After taking two baccalaureats at Jansen 

de Sailly, Roger entered the Faculty of Letters at the Sorbonne. How

ever, he failed his Licence and in 1899 entered the Ecole des Chartres 

in archaeology. He graduated in February 1906, writing his disserta

tion (published in 1909) on the artifacts of the Abbey of Jumieges in 

Normandy. Shortly after his graduation he married Helene Faucault, 

the daughter of a lawyer and a devout Catholic. Considering his feel-

ings about the law and his increasing flirtation with anti-clericalism, 

it is curious to speculate upon Martin du Gard's apprehensions about 

such a match. It is undeniable that he was devoted to Mlle. Faucault 

and remained so for all of his life. Nonetheless, one can scarcely 

help wonder if some element of Martin du Gard's sincerite totale, that 

curious devotion to aesthetic truth at whatever cost, did not creep 

into this relationship. If Roger saw his early life principally in 

13. Ibid., xlvi. 
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terms of the headstrong Jacques Thibault, then his marriage to Helene 

evoked Jacques' brother, Antoine Thibault, a representative of the so

briety and order of conventionality. This personal example of dialec

tical communalism was precisely what Martin du Gard pursued in his ca

reer. After a four'-month honeymoon in North Afri ca, Roger sett1 ed 

into a career of writing. 

A discussion of Martin du Gard's matriculation into the arts 

would not be complete without some mention of his interest in the 

theatre. Beginning with his days at the Ecole Fenelon, he was an avid 

devote of the theatre. His favorite dramatists were Francois de Cure1, 

Georges de Porto-Riche, Henry Bernstein, and Henri Batta1e. 14 All 

were writers of psychological drama with Symbolist leanings. Their 

plays portrayed personal moral dilemmas and were filled with violence 

and passion. They offered salvation to their protagonists in a trans

cendence beyond the staid ruminatiorl5 of conventional existence. This 

transcendent experience was obtained through introspection, itself 

brought on by some moral crisis. 

To Roger, these dramatic crises were a beneficial catharsis. 

They shocked the rebellious hero into an awareness which permitted his 

escape from the ideologies or systemes of bourgeois society. Thera

peutically, the drama was an end in itself. From these rudiments was 
A 

born Martin du Gard's philosophy of etre, a doctrine which praised the 

aesthetic as the path to the primal truths, those truths which awaited 

him at the frontiers of romanticism. Martin du Gard was less 

14. Robert Gibson, Roger Martin du Gard (London: Bowes and 
Bowes, 1961), p. 15. 
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interested in the Idealism, which these Symbolists presented as the al

ternative to convention, than he was in the act of deliverance through 

drama itself. The question facing him as a writer at this point was 

whether this dramatic deliverance could best be described on the indi-

vidual, psychological level, or on the plane of historical conscious

ness. This question bothered him throughout his career. He was still 

debating it in his correspondence to Gide as late as 1949 while work

ing on his final novel, Le Journal du Colonel de Maumont. 15 David 

Schalk, in his insightful thesis, points out that Martin du Gard 

could only fully realize his creative talents on the historical 

plane. 16 This stage of literary consciousness did not occur until la

ter. In his early works, Martin du Gard borrowed the atmosphere of 

psychological introspection and moral drama that impressed him in the 

theatre. 

These early novels were rather discouraging failures. Martin 

du Gard lacked pronounced natural talents and never became very pol

ished. His artistry was based solely upon dramatic power. Andre Gide 

said, when advising Gallimard to publish Jean Barois, IIThis man may 

not be an artist but he certainly has power. 1I17 As a beginning novel-

ist Martin du Gard lacked this power because he lacked experience. 

His philosophy of etre had not been tested; it had not been taken to 

15. O.C., pp. 139-140. 

16. David Schalk, Roger Martin du Gard, The Novelist and His
tory (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1967), pp. 107-108. 

17. Gibson, op.cit., p. 33. 
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that romantic frontier of ecstatic silence and horrific exegesis. He 

had "not been there. Joseph Conrad had been and knew what a necessary 

though appalling voyage it was. He described a mariner on the brink 

of such a voyage: 

But he had never been given a glimpse of immeasurable strength 
and immoderate wrath, the wrath that passes exhausted but 
never appeased--the wrath and fury of the passionate sea. He 
knew it existed, as we know that crime and abominations exist; 
he had heard of it as a peaceable citizen in a town hears of 
battles, famines and floods, and yet knows nothing of what 
these things mean--though indeed, he may have been mixed up in 
a street row, have gone without his dinner once, or been 
soaked to the skin in a shower .... (He) had sailed over the sur
face of the oceans as some men go skimming over the years of 
existence to sink gently into a pJacid grave; ignorant of life 
to the last, without ever having been made to see all it may 
contain of perfidy, of violence, and of terror. There are on 
s~a and 1and

1
§uch men thus fortunate--or thus disdained by des

tlny or sea. 

When it finally arrived, Martin du Gard would not let the op

portunity slip for horror, history, and deliverance, but he floundered 

in this early period. Lack of experience is a weakness in most young 

writers. In the case of Martin du Gard, it was crippling. His first 

published work, Devenir (1909) was dedicated to a minor symbolist poet, 

Jean de Tinan. Its protagonist, Andre Mazare11es, is a young undisci

plined novelist, who, though endowed with grandiose visions and unex

plored talents, cannot produce a work of any significance. Due to his 

lack of will power, his life is a series of failures. His weakness is 

not that of the indolent rate, but that of the parodistic and critical 

Decadent. Its result is impotence. Already Martin du Gard was skepti

of the Symbolist Compromise. 

18. Conrad, op.cit., p. 150. 
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Etre was a doctrine of synthesis, not compromise. For the young Roger 

writing this novel of psychological crisis, etre's basis in the Enlight

enment morality was already in combat with Symbolist aesthetics. What 

bothered Mazarelles/Martin du Gard? Devenir did little to answer this 

question--it merely reflected the unease of its protagonist/author 

about the direction of his thought. Martin du Gard should have recog

nized the inefficacy of the psychological medium for his purposes. It 

was an impractical expression for his stripe of romanticism, which 

stemmed from the positivism of the Enlightenment rather than the' Ideal

ism associated with Symbolism . 

. The Enlightenment's morality was structured upon tabula rasa. 

This doctrine released the individual from the onus and responsibility 

of Original Sin. It permitted a critical freedom which would hope

fully encourage an awareness of the rational laws of the cosmos, un

clouded by superstition. However, there was a vacuum left by the 

eradication of Original Sin, a vacuum of drama. Christian thought, 

structured around Original Sin and its forgiveness in Grace, had pro

posed a dramatic reconciliation of man with the cosmos. Shared guilt 

made human experience universal. Shared forgiveness through the 

Christ-figure gave it a re-born integrity and dignity. Romantic aes

thetics were a paganized rehashing of the Christian aesthetic with 

one major twist. The central romantic myths were those built around 

Dionysian and Faustian legends. In his Dr. Faustus, Thomas Mann al

luded to the dramatic void that the liberal theologians of the modern 
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era left behind when they ousted the doctrine of Original Sin. 19 How-

ever, there was a romantic route to drama, the hope of reconciliation 

through the Faust-figure itself. Bonhoffer has pointed out that the 

fundamental distinction between Christian and pagan aesthetics was in 

the difference of approach, the juxtaposition of Act and Grace. 

When a secular and a Christian principle are opposed, the ul
timate reality is taken to be the law, or more exactly a mul
tiplicity of irreconcilably contradictory laws. It is the 
essence of Greek tragedy that a man's downfall is brought 
about by the conflict of incompatible laws. Creon and Anti
gone, Jason and Medea, Agamemnon and Clytemnestra, all are 
subject to the claim of these eternal laws which cannot be 
reconciled in one and the same life; obedience is rendered 
to the one law at the price of guilt in respect of another 
law. The meaning of all genuine (i.e., Christian) tragedies 
is not that one man is right and the other wrong, but that 
both incur guilt towards life itself; the structure of their 
life is an incurring of guilt in respect of the laws of the 
gods. 20 

The end was the same, the humbling experience of guilt fol

lowed by the reconciliation of wisdom and grace, but the approach was 

different. Original Sin was an a priori doctrine. Grace was experi-

enced before the act. From its beginnings romanticism was a posteriori; 

it had to be so by its own doctrine of tabula rasa. Grace, as wisdom 

was only experienced by the romantic aesthetic after Act. "In the be

ginning was the Deed," said Goethe's Faust, and justifiably for a ro-

'mantic protagonist, the romantic protagonist. 21 As a romantic novelist, 

19. Thomas Mann, Doctor Faustus, trans. H. T. Lowe-Porter (New 
York: Vintage, 1948), p. 103ff. 

20. Dietrich Bonhoffer, Ethics, p. 231. 

21. Goethe, Faust/Part One, Scene ii, trans. Phillip Wayne 
(Baltimore, Maryland: P,enguin Books, 1949), p. 71. 
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Martin du Gard could not meet with this Grace until he had himself ex

perienced the Deed. But in this early period he had no experience, 

and hence, no truth. 

Furthermore, for a disposition not given to introspection, it 

would have to be historical, not psychological experience. "Christian 

drama" was both universal and historical. Romantic literature was in

tended to recreate this drama in modern dress. The Symbolists tried 

to do this by apotheosizing the individual IS psychological experience. 

Their basis was German Idealism. Martin du Gardls, whose leanings 

were to positivism and the Enlightenment, had to recreate drama on the 

universal, historical plane. Etre was not esoteria but exegesis. 

This point supports and is supported by the Schalk thesis: Martin du 

Gard was forever a failure except as a historical novelist. The impli

cations of this conclusion were themselves dramatic as shall be ex

plained below. 

Three other works of this period in the same vein as Devenir, 

Une Vie de Saint, La Chrysalide, and Marise were also failures, and 

subsequently destroyed by Martin du Gard. They suffered from the same 

faults: situations without verisimilitude, characters without flesh, 

themes without certitude. One consistent theme did emerge--anticleri

calism. Etre first began to articulate itself as a moral doctrine in 

opposition to Gallican clericalism. This theme was expanded in Jean 

Barois, Martin du Gardls first novel to use an historical vehicle, the 

Dreyfus Affair. 
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The maj9r results of this early period of the young novelist 

were hi s reject'ion of Symbol ism and Chri stiani ty. In fact he associ

ated the one with the other. Part of the reason for their rejection 

was based on strle and part on substance. As a means of artistic ex

pression, Symbolism ~as unsuited to the talents of Martin du Gard. 

Though he was e'1thra"lled by the drama of psychological crisis and in-

trospection, Martin du Gard was incapable of exploring its ramifica

tions with the ~se of hi~ meagre skills. This forced him to fight a 

rear-guard acti9n to defend the nineteenth-century historical novel 

against subject'ive tl/Jentieth-century literature. It was his confessed 

worst weakness that he failed to go deeper with his characters than he 

wished. 22 As a result his work was dated as soon as Proust wrote a 

line of Swann's~.i The blossoming of the subjective consciousness 
, ' 

condemned Les Thibault to the ranks of masterful anachronism before it 

was even written. 

Martin ~u Gard also rejected Symbolism because of its Christian 

trappings. To Roger:, Symbol ist aesthetics were too often the dreamy 

perpetrations of a willful Christian psyche upon an unwilling cosmos. 

He had to defen~ that cosmos with realism and history. The realism he 

sought was not ~omething deep or mystical. It was, he hoped, apparent 

and natural. H~ did'not seek to penetrate his characters but to ani-

mate them with ~ll of the complexities of the human dranm en scene. 

His characters ~~ome to life as complicated machines with one foot in a 

primordial past and the other in a future of hoped-for enlightenment. 

22. Schalk, op.cit., pp. 111-112. 
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They descend on the evolutionary scale as frequently as they progress. 

Often they are compared to animals. Their moments of dignity are sel

dom prolonged. For example, Jean Barois, upon hearing of his father's 

death, finds his sincere bereavement interrupted by sexual arousal at 

the sight of his maid. 23 These characters are not the shallow hypo-

crites of vanity fair. It is not an ideal which guides them but an 

instinctive hunger. Society and church are sublimations of a deeper 

reality. They transcend themselves but not to some Christian-symbolic 

fantasy. Their deeper reality is one of pain. 

S'Affranchir? 

.Albert Camus called Jean Barois the definitive book of the age 

of scientism, expressing all its hopes and disappointments equally.24 

Eugen Weber remarked that the ultimate lesson of Barois was that "men 

must accept their ignorance of what they cannot know, rid themselves 

of metaphysical moonshine, trust in their limited but impressive capa

cities.,,25 Barois represented the beginnings of Martin du Gard's quest 

to replace Christianity with the romantic religion of @tre. In matters 

of faith, Martin du Gard numbered himself among the believers,26 but 

he continually sought a means of abandoning Orthodoxy without becoming 

23. Jean Barois, p. 46. 

24. The Thibaults, Introduction, p. xiii. 

25. Jean Barois, Introduction, p. xviii. 

26. Rejean Robidoux, Ro er Martin du Gard et lao Reli ion 
(Paris: Editions Montaigne, 1964 , p. 19 and p. 79. hereinafter re 
ferred to as Robidoux). Letter to Marcel Hebert, June 30, 1910, and 
letter to Hebert, August 1901. 
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an atheist. The original title of Jean Barois was S'Affranchir? (To 

Free Oneself?) The punctuation was significant. Could one arrive at 

new definitions of 1ife ' s meanings once one had shed the preconcep

tions of one's upbringing? To Martin du Gard these "preconceptions" 

meant orthodox religion. In the writing of Barois Martin du Gard op

posed @tre to French Catholicism. In Les Thibault, he opposed it to 

all of Christianity. 

After his wife's death in 1949, Martin du Gard wrote to Gide 

that he had "10st all religious feeling at the age of fifteen." 27 In 

the same vein, Martin du Gard asserted that he was never so convinced 

of the truth of materialism, nor so skeptical of an afterlife, as when 

he was confronted with the inert remains of his late Helene at her vi

gi1. 28 However, these remarks stemmed from a later period when all re

ligion had met its match in the other great theme of Martin du Gard's 

work, death. Actually, the concern of this earlier period was not one 

of abandoning faith but one of developing @tre into a "1ife phi10so-

phy" or rather, a "1ife re1igion" as an alternative to Catholicism. 

Martin du Gard charged that the Church was supposed to be Christian but 

its clergy was "mere1y Catho1ic," and that "it was Christianity that he 

aspired to." 29 Martin du Gard recognized that ihre would never prevail 

27. Ro er Martin du Gard, Andr~ Gide Corres ondence, ed. Jean 
Delay (Paris: Ga11imard~ 1968 , p. 472. hereinafter referred to as 
Delay). Letter to Andr~ Gide, December 29, 1949. 

28. Ibid., p. 473, letter to Andr~ Gide, December 29, 1949, 
and Robidoux, op.cit., p. 363, letter to Henri Chaperon, January 2,1950. 

29. Robidoux, op.cit., p. 70, letter to Marcel Hebert, Septem
ber 17, 1901. 
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as a mere moral philosophy, that it must be a more profound confession 

of faith. In 1915, he admitted the efficacy of revelation, that no 

moral law would have an impact without the force of an lIarbitrary ru1e" 

behind it. Such a law could not have a social effect upon "one who' 

did not believe in the God who dictated it." 30 In 1928, Martin du 

Gard wrote to Felix Sartiaux: "I so sense the fragility of moral ha

bits, of moral appearances, of the thin moral mask, that I desparate1y 

deny that a morality can be founded upon anything Qut a religion. Be

cause I have tried it for thirty years, in vain." 31 He had to make 

@tre serve such purposes and it had to be done out of the En1ighten-

ment/romantic. tradition of tabula rasa, ego emancipation, and aesthe-

tics. His quest in this regard became more adamant as he encountered 

the Orthodox defence. 

Orthodox Catholics were not ignorant of the threats of tabula 

rasa and the liberal theology as they were made apparent in the nine-

teenth century. Since they questioned their religious basis, positi-

vism and behaviorism were seen as moral dangers to society and family. 

In reaction, Catholic romantics inundated Ga11ican theology with a 

flood of Tertu11ianism. Catholicism was championed by its most eso

teric and symbolists proponents. The Enlightenment was viewed by 

these proponents as an exaggerated rationalism. Their response, led 

30. Sicard, op.cit., p. 92. 

31. Robidoux, op.cit., p. 217, letter to Felix Sartiaux, No
vember 27. 1928. 
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by Blondel and Loise!y, was irrational and fideistic. However, these 

defenders of the faith wl~re too zealous. Their subjective approach un-

dermined objective revelation as practiced in the Church's sacraments 

and offices. A typical Catholic romantic, Pere Laberthamiere remarked 

that St. Thomas Aquinas had done more harm to the Church with his rea

son than Luther had done with his reformation. 32 This trend was cli-

maxed by Edward LeRoi's pseudo-mystical "What is Dogma?" in La Quin

zaine of 1905. 33 Then it declined. The Church had to condemn this 

exaggerated response and did so. The pronouncements of Pius IV and 

the Vatican Council of 1869 were the attempt to thwart the impulses, 

whether liberal or Symbo'Jist, which threatened the institutional hier

archy of the Church. Nonetheless, Symbolist Catholicism survived. It 

found a disciple in Marcl~l Hebert, who tutored Martin du Gard at Ecole 

Fenelon. Thus, the Catholicism presented to Roger at his most impres-

sionable state was of th'is esoteric, non-Thomistic variety, a correla-

tive to the Symbolist literature toward which he already felt some 

animos ity. 

Marcel Hebert was a forty-one-year-old instructor in 1892 when 

the eleven-year-old Rogelr entered Ecole Fenelon. Three years later, 

Hebert became Fenelon's direct,or. He had not yet acquired the 

32 . Ad r i en Da n s l~ t te, .:...:.R~e 1:::-1:--' "",i-,;.o..::.:,u.:;"s -i;'-;~":;";"'~~---"-~-'-'-:-.-=';"'-'-;-;--...
the Third Republic, trans. John Dingle, 
1961), vol. II, p. 303. 

33. Ibid. 
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* notoriety he would later receive from his publications. These works 

of religious Symbolism criticized Thomism along Kantian, Neoplatonic 

lines. In them, Hebert denied personality in God and described His 

Being as an immanent and unknowable Idea. The publication of these 

views led to the suspension of Hebert's priestly functions. In 1903, 

he gave up the priesthood altogether and retired to Brussels where he 

fell in with the Belgian Worker's Party, practicing a "religion of the 

human conscience." Hebert remained the close friend and correspondent 

of Martin du Gard until his death in 1916. On this occasion Roger 

paid him a glowing tribute. Martin du Gard also dedicated Jean Barois 

to Hebert. Nonetheless, their differences were marked and irreconcil-

able. In fact, it was Hebert's brand of romantic Idealism which was 

least palatable to this student of the Enlightenment. Religious Sym

bolism, with its rarefied airs, could hardly please the earthbound Mar

tin du Gard. It was antithetical to his material ism, his stoicism, 

and his search for an aesthetic truth. These doctrines were wholly di-

vorced from the abstract, the Neoplatonic or the esoteric dimensions 

of Catholic Symbolism. 

Writing to the author of Jean Barois in response to the dedica

tion, Hebert chided his former pupil for perverting the notions of the 

devine which Hebert had tried to instill in him. What was a "divine 

energy" for Hebert had become something "mechanical and blind" in Mar

tin du Gard's work. 34 There was also a warning; as a blind energy, 

* Souvenirs D'Assie (1899), La Derniere Idee (1902). 

34. Robidoux, op.cit., p. 131, letter from Marcel Hebert to 
Roger Martin du Gard, September 23, 1913. 
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how could @tre be a moral force?35 Hebert had discerned the dichotomy 

of morality and aesthetics in the doctrine of @tre. As for the IIcom

muna1ism of art and mora1ity,1I which-Martin du Gard had admired in 

Tolstoy, Hebert had already criticized the Russian novelist as II s imp1e

mi nded. 1136 

These criticisms meant little to Martin du Gard who remarked 

upon Hebert's death that he IImissed the man, but not his thought. 1I37 

However, one lasting impression was left on the novelist by the perse-

cuted priest. This was his bitterness toward the Church. Hebert's 

Neop1atonic dualism was extremely critical of the Church's offices and 

hierarchia1ized institutions. Religious Symbolism was founded in the 

immanent experience. It had little need of structure or practices. 

For both Hebert and Martin du Gard, these practices and this structure 

were a sham and a hypocrisy.38 To both, this sham had a moral social 

purpose, but it was still a delusion which besmirched the greater re

ality 6f the individual aesthetic experience. Martin du Gard rejected 

Symbolism's esoteria. He did not reject its egoism. In the end, He

bert had reinforced Roger's romantic ego-based religion, a religion of 

35. Ibid. 

36. Ibid., pp. 61, letter from Marcel Hebert to Roger Martin 
du Gard, Augustl3, 1901i. 

37. Ibid., pp. 153. 

38. Ibid., p. 215, letter to Felix Sartiaux, November 11, 
1928. 
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religion. 
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Jean Barois was written between 1910 and 1913, four years af

ter the final conclusion of the Dreyfus Affair. In 1906 a cour de cas

sation set aside the martial judgment against Captain Dreyfus and 

ended a controversy which had racked France for twelve years. At the 

time of its most intense drama, the Dreyfus Affair had been given 

little attention by Martin du Gard. However, he came to recognize 

that the Affair could provide the historical background he was begin

ning to turn to after the failures of his IIpsychological novels. 1I 

Barois awakened Martin du Gard1s talents for the historical novel. By 

researching the novel thoroughly, he made the most of these new-found 

talents. He took three years to write it. 

Nonetheless, Barois was not a historical novel like Les Thi

bault. It was an ideological novel, an eighteenth century livre des 

idees. Barois marked a halfway point in the shift in Martin du Gard1s 

thought from critical moralism to historical consciousness. He needed 

a forum for sounding out his Enlightenment morality. The Dreyfus Af

fair answered this need with a political, more than an historical for

um. The approach was analytical, not yet the passive, Tolstoy-esque 

manner of Les Thibault. In distress over his failures with Une Vie de 

Saint, Martin du Gard attended a series of psychiatry session in 1908 

which impressed him with lithe medical manner of regarding things. 1I39 

This was the attitude of Barois--clinical. 

39. Ibid., p. 87. 
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Jean Barois concerns a bourgeois intellectual from a small 

country town who, shedding his religious upbringing for a positivist 

philosophy, goes to Paris resolved to embroil himself in the cause of 

scientism and the Enlightenment ideals of peace and progress. Before 

he leaves he has the "Symbolist compromise" discussions with abbe 

Schertz described above.* Schertz is Marcel Hebert and Jean Barois is 

the young Martin du Gard. After the "Symbolist compromise" discus

sions, Jean feels himself "freed" to take his ideology to Paris. The 

stage is set for a practical test of Barois/Martin du Gard's doctrine 

of @tre as a moral philosophy. 

In Paris Jean becomes one of the leading free thinkers of his 

day, a writer and publisher, who espouses atheism, empirical determin

ism, utilitarianism and humanitarian progress. He becomes directly in

volved in the Dreyfus Affair, which he readily recognizes as the drama

tic crisis of his life. It is the period when all of his resources and 

thinking are called upon in one cause for the betterment of mankind and 

social justice, the climatic test of romantic optimism. 

Jean presumes this period to be the supreme challenge to his 

ethics. However, some time after the Dreyfusard's glorious victory, 

he is involved in an accident which nearly costs him his life. In his 

anxiety he blurts out a prayer for salvation. Jean perceives this pa

nicky disavowal of his modernist views as a lapse of will. It is will

power alone that sustains his eithics and ideas. He resolves to put 

all of his doctrines in writing as a testament which will outlive any 

* Introduction, p. 47ff. 
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last-minute recanting on his death bed. Though armed with this testi

mony against the chances of future panic, Jean nevertheless succumbs to 

a gradual weakening of his life-long ideals. Growing more nervous 

every day under the shadow of approaching death, he eventually rejoins 

the Church and confesses. However, this does not save him from a 

death amidst extreme fear and trembling. 

What was one to make of this? Was the @tre philosophy exoner

ated or abused? The themes were ironic, and perhaps unconsciously, 

Martin du Gard was already beginning to recognize that his real con

cern was with irony. It was certainly the major concern of Les Thi

bault. Barois was evidence of Martin du Gard·s maturation as a writer. 

Issues and characters were treated with more complexity than hitherto 

in his works and the result was verisimilitude and, not infrequently, 

"this irony. 

Martin du Gard avoided placing the characters along a scale 

ranging from heroic to villainous depending on whether they were Drey

fusards or anti-Dreyfusards. There were heroes and villains in both 

camps, leading one to conclude that it was not the moral philosophy of 

the Enlightenment which determined "their character. If the empty ves

sel of man left by tabula rasa was to be filled by a life philosophy, 

a strictly moral one would not do. More interesting was what happened 

to both the Dreyfusards and the anti-Dreyfusards when they grouped into 

mobs. Then they lost all ethical sense and became blindly destructive. 

One of the novel·s best scenes depicted a mob smashing Barois· offices. 

Mal~tin du Gard would treat mobs again in his works. Always they were 
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forces of ignorant and ironic fury. In the case of Barois, the mobs 

unfailingly showed themselves to be utterly incapable of the sort of 

social progress that Jean espoused whether they were Dreyfusard or 

not. They were reversions to a primordial bestiality. It was that 

bestiality that gave the lie to notions of evolutionary ascent or En

lightenment humanitarianism. With this admission @tre shed some of 

its ideological ethics for a more credible aesthetics. Martin du 

Gard's sincerite totale was beginning to undermine his morality and 

the results were disturbing. 

Yet another irony arose from the contrast between Jean Barois 

and his mentor-friend, Luce. The latter was the ideal enlightened re

publican. His life, a stoical and unwavering devotion to atheism, de

terminism, and progressism was a model which Jean failed to live up to. 

His death was made to look pathetic compared to Luce's. 

Martin du Gard professed his admiration for Luce's type of 

death. 40 However, it was Barois who was more human in his pathos. 

The sinc~rit~ totale again gave the lie to the moral will, in this 

case, represented by Luce's stoicism. Who was a truer manifestation 

of his environment and heredity, the tool of determinism that the ethi

cal etre espoused? Was it Luce or Barois? Who really freed himself 

(s'affranchir)? Was it the upbringing of each which finally came to 

decide their fate? We were told little about Luce's upbringing, but 

Jean's entire existence was a dichotomy between his own upbringing and 

his ideals. Martin du Gard seemed to imply that Luce was a paragon to 

40. Ibid., p. 130. 
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which most people could not aspire. The character of Barois reflected 

much more accurately Martin du Gard's state of mind at this time. For 

him, this was a period of dialectics and dichotomy. 

As Gallant pointed out,41 Barois, more than any other of Mar

tin du Gard's characters, suffered from a soul-body dualism. He had a 

genuine concern about the after-life. The characters of Les Thibault 

had no such interests. Yet, they did not escape the aesthetics of 

irony either, for their terrestrial outlook could not be maintained 

without some faith or mythology that compared to Barois' fearful con-

cern for immortality. Luce was not really human. His character 

seemed less so as one turned from Barois to Les Thibault. 

It was with further and finally, damning irony that Martin du 

Gard treated the Enlightenment moral ideology. It failed its protag-

onist-practitioner Barois. It was admirable as the Weltanschauug 

which presumably sustained Luce's courageous stoicism, but was it 

really this ideology which motivated him or was it simply a blind and 

obstinate will? If so, was this will an expression of eighteenth-cen-

tury humanitarianism or of a nineteenth-century social Darwinism? Luce 

was indomitable, but was it due to the moral righteousness of his 

ideals or was it the result of a brutish pride, a cleverly disguised 

manifestation of the law of the jungle? As for the masses in Barois, 

they responded to emotions, not ideals. They did not escape the traps 

of faith. In fact, it was with fideistic fanaticism that they invaded 

·41. Melvin Gallant, La Theme de la mort chez Roger Martin du 
Gard (Paris: Editions Klincksieck, 1971), p. 279. 
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streets and offices, smashing what lay in the path of their brutal in

stincts. Brutal yet indispensible faith--this became the concern of 

Les Thibault as well. 

Some of the success of Jean Barois could be attributed to the 

radical departure of its style from the forced subjectivity of Martin 

du Gard·s earlier failures. Barois was a roman a dialogue~ written in 

the present tense, a style popular in the Enlightenment. However, as 

with the moral ideology, this recrudesence of the eighteenth century 

was short-lived. This was Martin du Gard·s only livre au bureau. Af

ter Barois he turned to Tolstoy·s en promenade style in Les Thibault. 

He was not really an eighteenth-century II man of ideas ll but a nine-

teenth-century romantic; a homme de sensibilite, not a rationalist. 

With the romantics·s yearning for forgotten ages, Martin du 

Gard turned away from the present tense. He continued to write about 

contemporary events, but his vantage-point switched from the eight

eenth century to a primordial past. ' Similarly, his perspective 

switched from ethics to aesthetics. He had had a glimpse of a force 

above the laws and icons of eighteenth-century ideology, a force that 

Alfred North Whitehead described: IIStyle is the ultimate morality of 

mind ... But above style, and above knowledge, there is something, a 

vague shape like fate above the Greek gods. That something is Power. 

Style is the fashioning of power, the restraining of power. u42 Martin 

du Gard did not wish to restrain that power. It was the power of the 

aesthetic ego, his dramatic power. In fact, he wished to give voice 

42. Alfred North Whitehead, The Aims of Education (New York: 
Mentor, 1929), p. 24. 
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to it, and a moral @tre could not do this. It was time for an aesthe

tic dimension of @tre to assert itself. 

Jean Barois ' success put Martin du Gard into the ranks of 

France's leading young writers. It was a landmark, but not a master

piece. It had proposed an idea--s'affranchir--and it had at least 

hinted that freedom for the romantic ego was not to be found in ideals 

or causes but in irony. Barois seemed to say that true freedom is 

found only in the ego and in that ego's parody of all systemes, be 

they symboliste, Catholic, or Enlightenment. What forces determined 

or restrained the ego? This question was not an?wered in Barois. 

The fact is that Barois was inconclusive. Introspection had 

been critiqued by ideology which was in turn critiqued by irony. Mar

tin du Gard had escaped the subjective confusion of the psychological 

novel by thrusting his characters up against history. The result was 

a clever, even insightful book, but was there any truth in it? Yes-

the bittersweet soul-beguiling truth of history and this truth was re

vealing itself as an ironic truth. Psychology and history had met but 

that meeting was a disturbing one. Where Martin du Gard had hoped to 

find the benign smile of Reason, there was only the mocking grin of 

Irony. Would he now retreat into a subjective and relative vision of 

the truth, a safe harbour against the puzzles of history, or would he 

advance into the riddle that beckoned? One riddle had been at least 

partly solved, one mask revealed as the ultimate mask--the death mask. 

For it was death, and not "life philosophies" that really mattered 
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most to both Barois and Luce and to Martin du Gard. Etre had mattered 

but was it heading toward a philosophy of nothingness? As if to free 

his soul from these unsettling notions, Martin du Gard temporarily re-

treated into the only r,el ief he was to have from @tre. The years be

fore 1914 were ones of dall iance, debauchery, and dubious respite. 

Primal Horror 

To Oran Hale it was a period of delusion when a short-lived 

and treacherous optimism abounded. 43 For Martin du Gard, it was the 

period of his first acquaintance with Jacques Copeau, the frenetically 

brilliant dramatist who founded the Nouvelle Revue Francaise and the 

Theatre du Vieux-Colombier. ~he sylph-like Copeau fascinated the pon

derous Martin du Gard. He had a mind that flitted from subject to sub-

ject with the wit and celerity of the most dedicated dilettante. He 

could be sentimental and serious as well, but in a way that Martin du 

Gard was eventually to f~nd unpalatable. For Copeau was basically a 

Symbolist. At times he even practised Catholic Symbolism, and Martin 

du Gard detested him them. Martin du Gard recognized their differ

ences44 but was still exhilarated with the few months they shared be

tween the publication of Jean Barois ~nd the outbreak of the war. 

They saw each other virtually every night, often drinking together 

into the late hours--a strange pastime for the sober Martin du Gard. 

43. Oran Hale, The Great Illusion 1900-1914 (New York: Harper 
& Row, 1971) pp. xiv. 

44. Sicard, op.cit., p. 143, letter of July 13, 1914. 
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Copeau even persuaded Roger to try his hand at acting a few bit parts. 

This was some achievement since the heavy and clumsy Martin du Gard was 

extremely shy and regarded his physiognomy as rather repulsive. During 

this entire period Martin du Gard drifted away, perhaps on purpose, 

from the speculative questions that Barois had thrust upon him. It was 

an intermission, the only one, in the long arduous path he trod toward 

the inevitable consequences of the philosophy of @tre. In August, 

1914, shortly after the mobilization, he was called up as a supply ser

geant in a motorized division. The next four years dictated that he 

would enjoy no further absences from either his philosophy or his 

work. 

By October, Martin du Gard was writing to Cope au about the hor

rors he was daily witnessing. 45 By March, 1915, he was beginning to 

grow terribly pessimistic, concerning both Europe's future and his own 

state of mind. 46 At first, his despondancy prompted him to accelerate 

his intimacy with Copeau, which the latter cautiously rebuffed. Per

haps Copeau was puzzled or taken aback by the rush of urgency with 

which his friend sought to tighten the bonds of their friendship. Dis

plays of affection were not at all in character for Martin du Gard. 

It mattered not Copeau's motives; the import of his coolness was its 

isolating effect on Roger and its role in reinforcing his growing sus

picion of the pre-war optimism. In the meantime, Copeau was released 

45. Ibid., p. 151, letter of October 4,1914. 

46. Ibid., p. 170, letter of March 30, 1915. 
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theatre group. 
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In his absence, Roger's philosophy of etre radically evolved 

toward nihilism. Martin du Gard's unrest evidenced itself in his in-

creased depreciation of Barois. As early as 1916, he began to find 

fault with its style. 48 He criticized its failure to take etre toward 

a more radical skepticism. He impatiently entreated his sincerite 

totale to seek some resolution even if it were in nihilism. 49 He also 

formulated the title for his new work, Le Bein et le mal, a book which 

would correct the "insincerities" of Barois and fully articulate the 

moral dilemmas which were only hinted at in that work. 50 This dedica-

tion to "sincerity" and a more "honest" nihilism expressed itself in 

more manifest acts than these literary plans. In 1917, Copeau, safely 

prospering in America, offered Martin du Gard the chance to escape the 

trenches and join his group. Roger refused. 51 The former devote of 

Copeau's insouciance had become more serious. 

47. Ibid., p. 193, letters of December 7, 1915, and December 
19, 1915. 

48. Sicard, op.cit., vol. I, p. 238, letter to Pierre Margari-
tis. 

49. Ibid., vol. I , p. 171 , letter to Marcel deCoppet, April 
22, 1915. 

50. Ibid. , vol. I, p. 170, letter to Copeau, March 30, 1915. 

5l. Ibid., vol. I , pp. 258-259, letter to Copeau, June 17, 
1917. 
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Martin du ~iard Ihad already complained to Gide of Copeau's in

difference, not only tOl the war but to "1 ife" itself, 52 which to Martin 

du Gard meant ~tre~ T~e flippancy with which Copeau treated the war 

must have been a bit mOIre than irritating to the young Roger, who was 

in the midst of witnessing the most powerful test of @tre to occur in 

his life, as well ~s a personal test of his own courage. On four se

parate occasions h~ faded what he deemed certain death. 53 These 

brushes with eternitY, far from turning Martin du Gard toward the 

Church and re1 igiorl, as they had Jean Baroi s, only reaffirmed his ni

hilism. He could not deny his fear, so inexperienced was his stoicism 

at this point, but he dou1d definitely assert the absence of any exis

tence beyond death~54 

What he co~ld also assert, and witness, was.prima1 horror. 

Horror is not the ~ame las terror. Terror stems from a specific threat 

to one's existence~ Horror is the consciousness of a threat to all 

existence, or to the meaning of all existence. It renders insignifi-

cance to all thought, and comitment. There are few places more exhibi

tive of this insignificance than a battlefield. Here was Europe, 

fulfilling a missiQn of sincfiritfi to the romantic ego, charging the 

cosmos with a fatal heartlessness by means of shrapnel and the machine-

52. Delay~ Q2.:.cit., vol. I, p. 139, letter to Gide, March 9, 
1916. 

53. Sicaqi, .Qfl.cit., vol. II, pp. 782-783, letter to Pierre 
Margaritis, April 13, 1~915 and Journal, Ibid., pp. 781-782, entry of 
April 8, 1915. ! 

54. Sicar~, Qfl.cit., p. 171", letter to Marcel deCoppet, April 
22, 1915. 
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gun. Horror was revealed in its most debilitating indifference. It 

must have even restored one's dignity to attract the sniper's bullet, 

to have felt oneself a specific target. For here, on the battlefields, 

specificity deserted one. The ego could survive only by condemning the 

cosmos to the same indifference. No god could allow this, no law could 

permit it, yet it was happening. The will was the only salvation, and 

in a world of such wills, the brutish, the terrestrial, and the aggres

sive were the essential categories. A Faustian Age had precipitated 

its Gotterdammerung from which only the aesthetic ego could salvage 

some worth. The hero's chance at the far-off battles was suddenly 

r,ere and it was betrayed by the inhuman destruction. This Faust would 

not go out with heroics but with irony. And suddenly all was apparent 

to the artist: the beauty of horror. This beauty was found in the 

diseased bacillus, fecundity's most advanced state, syphillitic and 

brilliant. Irony was the transcendental aesthetic unveiled. The 

naked presence was disclosed, the Dionysian birthright redeemed. 'The 

art of horror, of nothingness, was alone the Truth. The ego was its 

own god. What was revealed was a mirror. Man had cut all his ties--

he was alone. 

These thoughts aggravated the growling accerbation between 

Martin du Gard and Copeau. Although they rejoined each other after 

the war, their relationship rapidly deteriorated. Copeau tried to 

steer Martin du Gard away from nihilism, at least in his literature, 

k · ,. 55 I h' and earned the first outright rebu es of h1S former protege. n 1S 

55. Ibi d., vol. I, pp. 50-51. 



Journal, Roger described all of his neo-Symbolist contemporaries: 

"Copeau, Gide, Rivere surround me like great trees whose shade op

presses me, stifles me and makes me despair. 1I56 Finally, in an un-
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mailed letter written in 1922, Roger openly chastised Copeau, citing 

the 1 atter I s II intell ect, II " ego " and "vain manner of surrounding him-

self with young admirers" as reasons for breaking off with his former 

mentor. He went on to catalogue the reasons for his imminent depar

ture from the Vieux Colombier and Copeau's presence. 57 Copeau's re-

turn to the Church and adoption of the type of religious esoteria most 

calculated to offend Martin du Gard's sensibilities completed the 

break. Though the two later rekindled their friendship, the distance 

between Copeau's passionate idealism and Roger's staid realism could 

never be bridged. With this break, @tre shed its last vestige of ex

ternal constraint. Its dynamic tensions now generated themselves to

ward their inescapable ends. Retiring to the south of France, Roger 

began work on the Nobel Prize-winning Les Thibault, the document of 

etre's final maturation. 

Les Thibault 

In the first part of Les Thibault, the character of Mme. de 

Fontanin is to be pitied. She is beset by a thoroughly mawkish and de

banched husband who isolates her from her friends with his amorous 

indulgencies and finally leaves her in seeming distress by committing 

56. Ibid., vol. I, p. 51, December 9, 1919. 

57. Ibid., vol. I, pp. 370-373, letter of July 22,1922. 
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s~icide. He is a romantic confidence man; she is his victim. However, 

his sentimental charm and vanities do not see him through the novel, 

whereas she is its most enduring character. By the end of Part II, 

Mme. de Fontanin is a matriarch governing the only semblance of soci

ety which prevails. The men of the book, all Fausts of some variety 

or other, are destroyed, castrated, or driven to suicide like M. de 

F~>ntanin. Les Thibault is a novel of domesticity's collapse in the 

f,ce of primal horror. The family life that survives is a perverted 

irony--one in which paternal authority has been emasculated and taken 

ov~r by the feminine wiles of the aesthetic fate. Faulkner described 

the same phenomenon in Light In August: "It was as though he and all 

other man-shaped life about him had been returned to the lightless 

h~)t WE~t primogenitive female." 58 

Les Thibault is a history of romantic heroes. After casting 

off their ties to God, they step forth in Promethean splendour only 

t~) be shocked into a frustrated helplessness by a reckoning with fate. 

Tiley are then ministered and dictated to by the Valkyrie of fate's fi

n,l il~ony--a continual reminder to their humiliated impotence. They 

h,ve seen the Truth, but it is not an inspiring Truth. Their wisdom 

i~ bitter, their insight painful. Further, it was an historical, not 

a psychological truth they discovered, just as they were historical, 

r~ther than psychological characters. 

It was Martin du Gard's ambition in Les Thibault to develop 

tile alE!sthetic theology of etre which would replace the moral philosophy 

58. Faulkner, op.cit., p. 107. 
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of Barois. In 1918 he confided to Pierre Margaritis that he would 

become a writer with no ideological stance: 1I .... a novelist writing 

straight from fee1ing ... without philosophy, sociology, or scientism 

of any sort. 1I59 Les Thibault would be an oeuvre de sensibi1it~ instead 

of an oeuvre des idees. 60 Martin du Gard repeated this intention to 

Andr~ Gide whose books he criticized as mere psychological IIsnapshots 

of 1ife ll lacking the scope and vigour of lithe big picture. 1I61 He 

praised the characters of La Symphonie pastorale as real living per

sons rather than the abstracted creations of an ana1yst. 62 Yet, he 

disparaged the suicide ending as "too logically worked out." 63 Any 

allegorical reference to a syst~me offended Martin du Gard. Though a 

great admirer of Gide's thought, especially in regard to the rebil1i-

ousness or unconventionality of the romantic ego, Martin du Gard feared 

that his friend might be rehashing the Symbolism and intellectualism 

which etre had escaped. 

The style of Les Thibault was calculated to insure this escape. 

To Margaritis, Martin du Gard effusively proclaimed the technique 

59. NRF., p. 1131, letter to Pierre Margaritis, September 1, 
1918. 

60. Ibid., p. 1125, letter to Piel~re Margaritis, February 6, 
1918. 

61. Delay, op.cit., vol. I, pp. 153-156, letters to Gide, July 
16, 1920 and Ibid., vol. I, p. 161, letter of December 7, 1920 and 
Ibid., vol. I~ 448, letter of March 2, 1931. 

62. Ibid., vol. I, p. 142, letter of March 28,1919. 

63. Ibid. 
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cinematographigue with which he intended to replace Barois I style 

stenographigue. 64 He dropped the present-tense technique. He was not 

interested in the present or the future but in the past, where the far

off struggles of primordial truths were fought. He had a mission: to 

chastise the false idols of bourgeois society and its culture. Les 

Thibault was to be a paean to history. Consistency of theme was sacri

ficed to drama and dialectics. One theme could emerge, consistently, 

even persistently and this was irony. 

Martin du Gard formulated the original plans for Les Thibault 

shortly after 1918. 65 It was to be structured around the lives of two 

brothers representing the two sides of the author's nature--emotion 

and revolt vs. analysis and resignation. 66 He wrote it in successive 

scenes, as the moment struck, in order to capture the power arising 

from the immediacy of feeling. 67 To Copeau this resulted in a lengthy 

work which lacked depth. 68 Martin du Gard responded that one could 

write sincerely in no other manner, as this was the only adequate 

64. NRS., pp. 1132-1133, letter to Pierre Margaritis, September 
9, 1918. 

65. Sicard, op.cit., vol. I, pp. 330-331, letter to Copeau, 
May 14, 1920 and letter to Marcel deCoppet, November 28, 1919. 

66. Souvenirs, ~.C., p. 80. 

67. Delay, op.cit., vol. I, p. 438, letter to Gide, January 30, 
1931. This style actual:ly evolved over time from the "forced presenta
tion" of Les Thibault's first volume, "Le Cahier gris" which Gi11imard 
and Marcel de Coppet criticized in Souvenirs, ~.C., pp. 84-85. 

68. Sicard, op.cit., vol. I, p. 439, letter of August 11, 1928. 
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reflection one had of life. 69 This reflection underscored the entire 

course of Les Thibault. Martin du Gard regarded Christianity as an ~ 

priori systeme which imposed its superstitious delusions on events. 

Etre would oppose this. Acts would precede and make real the Truth, 

a la Faust. Indeed, this Faustian compact became almost apocryphally 

real to Martin du Gard after he scuttled his original plan for Les Thi

bault and submitted its second half, L'Ete 1914, to his publishers. 

He called it an "insane wager,"70 By then his novel of domestic en

tropy, at first comparable to Thomas Mannis Buddenbrooks, had become 

a Doctor Faustus. 

One major difficulty plagued Martin du Gard. He had conceived 

a work which would justify etre as a religio. He had submitted this 

religio to the evidence of history, but history was not so much its 

justification, as a condemnation. The trouble began with characterization, 

the "psychology," which was always Martin du Gard's stumbling block. 

The legacy of Barois had forced the issue of determinism on Martin du 

Gard. If his characters were to escape the determinism of heredity 

and upbringing would they then be thrown into a determinism of events? 

He recognized one truth in Christianity and all religions: a person was 

guided by his faith. But what was this faith? Antoine Thibault, who 

prides himself on his will power ("Nothing is forbidden me! Nothing 

provided I don't dupe myself; I know what I am doing and, as far as 

69. Souvenirs, O.C., vol. I, p. 96~ 

70. Schalk, op.cit., p. 103. 
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possible, why I am doing it. II )71 poses these questions to himself, when 

he is asked to commit a mercy-killing on a terminally ill child. He 

refuses but wonders why he refuses. He discounts the IIhuman obligation 

to behave as social animals ll72 as a platitude. Logic is also dismissed. 

He settles on an lIurgency of nature,1I a IIhuman instinct to trust our 

reason,1I and refines (or confuses) this position with the following: 

IIConflict is the common rule, and so it has always been. What is hap

pening in my mind just now is going on throughout the universe: the 

clash of life with life. 1I73 Guiding him beyond these IIconflictsll is a 

certain 1I1 uc idity,1I which is in turn lIordered. 1I IIUnder orders, yes: 

but whose orders? .. I'd like to know why I am as I am,1I he asks. By 

speculating in such a manner, Antoine beckons forth all the ingredients 

of a theology of etre; ego emancipation, dialectics, and fate. One 

footnote is added to Antoine's inquiry, and with it, one more ingredi-

ent: 

Then all at once there rose before his eyes a very different 
scene: the nursery, the little body. bathed in sweat and 
vainly struggling against its unseen foe. He seemed to hear 
the rhythmic cadence of the swaying craddle, like a tragic 
foot fall marking time. A spasm of horror gripped him and 
he shrank together.74 

Antoine, finding himself in a restaurant at the time of these 

speculations, quickly orders a meal which revives his verve. But the 

71. The Thibaults, pp. 517-18. 

72. Ibid., p. 518. 

73. Ibid., pp. 518-19. 

74. Ibid., p. 521. 
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extra course has been added to the menu--death. With this recipe Mar

tin du Gard launched into his own chef d'oeuvre. 

Les Thibault is actually the history of two families, The Thi

bau1ts, Antoine, Jacques, and their father, Oscar, and Les Fontanins, 

Jerome and wife and their children, Daniel and Jenny. Events pass 

badly for both families. The Thibaults are beset with squabbles be

tween the rebellious Jacques and his iron-fisted father. M. Thibault 

is an archly conservative curator of certain Catholic organizations, 

the most notable of which is a reformatory for young boys. He has 

Jacques clapped up in this place after the latter runs away with Daniel 

Fontanin. Antoine's role is always that of a mediator between his fa

ther and Jacques, but his age and his outlook prevent a close union be

tween Jacques and himself. Though he rescues Jacques from the reforma

tory, an experience in shared-living fails and Jacques runs away again. 

Things are different, though not better, chez Fontanin. Here 

the problem is not an excessive patriarchial authority but its absence. 

The Fontanins are Protestant. Spurred by the almost maniacal Pastor 

Gregory, Mme. de Fontanin strengthens her will to fill the vacuum left 

by her wayward husband. The children respond variously to this rever

sal of the traditional family order. Daniel becomes a hedonist, Jenny 

a prude. The early intimacy of Daniel and Jacques Thibault wanes as 

Daniel's sensualism comes to offend the idealistic and sober Jacques 

more and more. Jacques pursues a highly sentimentalized and awkward in

fatuation with Jenny, which is in stark contrast to Daniel's affairs. 

Daniel is as smooth and accomplished with women as his father. In fact, 
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at one point, the two share in one relationship with the mysterious 

Rinette. Jerome impregnates Rinette, making her both a pseudo-stepmo

ther and a pseudo-wife to Daniel. This is only one of the incestuous 

relationships alluded to in Les Thibault. There is also the relation

ship of their adopted sister Gise with Antoine and Jacques, and Hirsch's 

incest with his daughter. 

Incest is one threat to domestic stability in Les Thibault. 

Jacques provides another with his temperament. He finally flees to be

come a writer under a ghost-name, and a member of the communist party. 

Antoine manages to track him down and Jacques agrees to return upon 

learning that his father is dying. The final intimacy of the brothers 

consists in putting the old man to rest. Antoine, who cringed from the 

earlier mercy-killing of a child, collaborates with Jacques in adminis

tering euthanasia to M. Thibault. This act, which frees the brothers 

from all familial ties, closes the first half of Les Thibault. The sec

ond half, L'Ete 1914, broke with Martin du Gard's original plans. The 

reason for this change was another scrape with death. 

On January 1, 1931, while driving with his wife, Martin du Gard 

had a near-fatal automobile accident. During his convalescence, which 

was lengthy due to the severity of the injuries, he re-read Montaigne. 

The result was a more pessimistic bent in his thinking, and a change in 

the plan of Les Thibau1t. 75 What was to have been a much longer charac

ter study of Antoine (i.e., a psychological novel) was chopped short. 

Where only Jacques would have been killed in the war, both brothers were 

75 .. Souvenirs, O.C., p. 96. 
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now to be victims. In fact, the historical tenor entirely took over 

the novel. Every character was'gripped by this one terrible event, the 

war of 1914-1918. 76 

Le'Ete. 1914 finds the brothers separated, Antoine established 

in a flourishing medical practice and Jacques at the forefront of so

cialist activities. Both have already had their recently emancipated 

egos bruised. Antoine finds the running of his own affairs to be in

creasingly unexciting and mundane. What's more, his confidence is weak

ened by the questions of life's meaning which continue to puzzle him. 

Jacques is chagrined to find revolutionaries with views much mor~ radi

cal and violent than his. He finds himself pushed into defending the 

"bourgeois conscience" against his Marxist companions, the vehement 

Mitherog or the cynical Mynestrel. 

However, Jacques manages to become the cool-headed leader of 

his group. As the prospects of war grow, he assumes a position at the 

forefront of European pacifism. He experiences the glorious eclat of 

his career when, with Jenny at his side. he addresses a crowd at a rally. 

The power of the crushing masses, with himself as their voice is scin

tillating. He is transpired by the rhythm and the flux of power. How

ever. he does not prevent the war and he is one of its first dead. 

While flying over the French lines distributing anti-war leaflets he is 

shot down. The leaflets are burned and his own body so charred that 

he can neither speak nor move. The French soldiers who find him take 

76. I bi d., p. 97. 
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their son Jean-Paul. 
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Antoine is not :so angered as he is awed by the war. He wanders 

through it almost incredulous at what he sees. Mobilized as a surgeon, 

he is gassed through an act of extreme carelessness on his part--this 

from the man who was so sure of his aim, so scrupulous in his methods. 

Months of continued physical deterioration convince him that he will 

never get well. Alternating moods of black skepticism and resigned re

flection fill his ~ay. Through this period he composes a journal dedi

cated to the young Jean-Paul, Jacques' son. Its pages outline the 

causes he (and Martin du Gard) blame for the war. It is a denunciation 

of the European culturel and its moral ity. The response to thi s moral

ity is nihilism. In coming to this conclusion, Antoine garners the 

courage to kill himself. This courage is his sole legacy to Jean-Paul. 

The unheeding heir to his journal Jean-Paul is under the care 

of Mme. de· Fontanill and Jenny. These two seem curiously satisfied. It 

is as though they finally have their men where they wish them. Jerome 

de Fontanin and Jaqquesl are dead. Daniel has survived, but a shell

burst has left him cast'rated and bitter. He is continually pestered by 

the ruthless littl~ Jean-Paul. whose already evident penchants for cruel 

pleasures are readily ilndulged by the women of this household, which is 

itsel f the nursery to al sick Europe. 

The thematic di;rection of Les Thibault is echoed in the per

sonal history of eClch ,major character. A character identifies himself 
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through a series of dialectical confrontations with other characters. 

His aroused ego then emancipates itseJf from its bonds which are patri

archal in nature, the vestiges of a debilitated divine authority. The 

emancipated ego then enters a state of self-conscious indulgence. It 

is shocked into perceiving the dangers of this state by some death

associative event. Suddenly it finds itself vulnerable, threatened, 

and alone. Some of the characters never reach this state, or have only 

vague hints of it. Jerome de Fontanin, for example, chooses to remain 

eternally young and innocently self-conscious, until his aging constitu

tion fails him 'and he commits suicide. Continuing to live would mean 

coming out of his romantic Garden of Eden. Indeed, Martin du Gard's 

methodology revolves around a romantic transmutation of Genesis. This 

was part of Martin du Gard's intention of fashioning etre as a terres

trial substitute for orthodox Christianity. The romantic ego is born 

from conflict, not from the opportunity of untrammeled existence as was 

Adam. It creates its own Garden, its own innocence with self-assertive

ness, instead of losing it for the same reason. Naked self-conscious

ness is not shameful but exemplary. The romantic hero has already been 

expelled, he is already in exile. He must regain the Garden on his 

own terms and with his own tools. These tools are found in the percep

tions and creations of self-consciousness that constitute the aesthe

tics of fecundity. They let one run with the beasts once again. 

The romantic Garden can become a jungle when the beasts panic 

and devour each other. What is there to prevent them? It is this mo

ral question that so puzzles Antoine in the restaurant. Jerome may 
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kill himself and Jacques may fly off into oblivion with his glorious 

ideals to comfort him (although Jacques is faced with some sobering re

flections in his final moments), but Antoine will go all the way. He 

wi 11 see the "other face of the truth," as Jacques' professor puts it.77 

The masks of the romantic Garden are laid aside for him, he gets a vi

sion of the Naked Presence. To Antoine is vouchsafed the romantic 

"grace," as Martin du Gard has interpreted it. 

Antoine is the chief character of Les Thibault. He has the 

strength and the will to face up to all of etre's revelations. He 

tells Jacques, "A strong man finds uncertainty intolerable. True cour

age isn't a matter of faCing events with coolness; it's going out to 

meet them half-way.,,78 Antoin"e feels that he has a special rapport. 

with the powers that order things, with destiny or fate. They guide 

and watch over him. His own will fashions out the specific course. At 

one point he exclaims to Jacques that they enjoy the "power of the Thi

baults," (evoking Dostoevskis' Brothers Karamazov). To Antoine, this 

is a shared vital impulse which irresistably and inevitably attains its 

goal when concentrated upon. 79 But Antoine is not all will. His out

look is a mix of bravura and contemplation. This contemplation leads 

Antoine to the transcendental aesthetic, the pole of ruthless silence. 

Antoine is not brutal enough to acquiesce in the plane of pure and 

77. The Thibaults, p. 562. 

78. Ibid." p. 235. 

79. Ibid., p. 131. 
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. unconscious Act. His conscience disturbs him and this conscience is a 

vulnerability and a liability. His lover~ Rachael~ recognizes this 

when she tells him that for all his strength he would not survivel two 

minutes in Africa. 

However, Antoine's conscience makes him the one hope for Icommun

ality~ the Tolstoyesque vision of aesthetic and moral synthesis. I His is 

not a purely arrogant strength. It is a strength of endurance and of 

unflagging patience. He is everywhere a voice of communality in la novel 

of dialectics and conflicts. His ruin represents a far worse threat to 

the West than Jacques' headstrong self-destruction. There will always 

be a Jacques around. What Jacques needs is a commiserating social order 

to both rebel against and to love. Antoine is the hope of such an or

der. Jacques is the hope for dialectics, but Antoine is the identity 

that makes Jacques' dialectics possible. 

This conflict of Antoine and Jacques is itself the first and 

most powerful thematic dialectic in Les Thibault. Antoine will not ac

cept that it cannot be overcome, but Jacques acquiesces in and even en

courages the inevitability of a break. Jacques' character may bel summed 

up in the quotes from Gi de' s Les Nourri tures Terrestres. he is fOl['ever 

quoting. Families, religion, social conventions, all are anathema to 

Jacques. He is a dynamo of dialectical energy. Jacques gradually comes 

to suspect that to encourage such license and rage may be dangerous. 

Only then do his thoughts become more reflective and less impassioned. 

Moreover, his affair with Jenny represents the hope for' familiallcommun

alism, the union of the Thibault and the Fontanin families. How~ver, 
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this relationship is essentially one of conflict, the attraction of op

posite poles, (as are all of Jacques l relationships) and it is doomed 

by his sentimental idealizing. He insists on romanticizing his experi

ences and his role in them, and then is frustrated and vengeful when 

the event, and the world, <fail him. 

As for Jenny, her most remarkable features are that she Iinever 

smiles lloO and that she has a certain timeless quality, voiding her of 

youth. She, like Antoine, is a person of enduring strength and deter

mined will. These two share a rapport with aesthetic fate, that blind 

fury of which Jacques and Daniel are only vaguely aware. Their percep-

tiveness makes Antoine and Jenny the "realists ll of the novel--they are 

apprized of the noumenal force which charges existence!. Jacques and 

Daniel are idealists. Their communion with Fate is phenomenal. Hence, 

the two also share a kinship which is evident from the start. 

However, they have differences which are also apparent from 

the start. Where Jacques seeks a verbal articulation of the aesthetic 

fate, Daniel IS talents lie in the plastic, sensual realm. At the be

ginning of Les Thibault when they run away and are separated on their 

first night abroad, Jacques wanders the streets talking to himself, 

while Daniel comes upon a young girl who invites him to sleep with her. 

Daniel can compromise his idealism in the material--he is a student of 

the confidence game, a mask-maker. When he traps his cousin Nicole in 

the developing room, his face is revealed to her as I'unrecognizable, 

80. Ibid., p. 325. 
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like a livid Chinese mask,,8l which brings to mind Jerome's face, the 

face of Daniel's decadent father. Daniel also has a touch 'of the bru

tal about him which Rinette recognizes. Like Jacques~ Daniel is for

ever trying to conceal this air, be it by means of words or flesh. Yet, 

both seek out this brutal power of the aesthetic fate, to have it serve 

their ends. Theirs are daring souls without the caution of Jenny and 

Antoine, perhaps because their idealism is naive. 

All of the characters seek this fate out in some degree, and 

give some voice to it. To do so, they must escape the hypocrisies of 

society and emancipate the ego. They are all slightly schizoid from 

this task. The psychological complexity Martin du Gard took for pro

fundity stems from the dialectical ambivalence of these portraits. Da

ring and fearing at the same time, they unveil the presence, etre as 

aestheti c Fate, in .starts and stops. To do so they must act. "He 

could not have said what it was he asked of fate ... 'To live!' ... 'To 

Act! ' ... then 'To love,' he added. ,,82 

This love is itself an ambivalent concept. At times it is the 

hoped-for communality and the reentry into the Garden. Many of the 

most poignant love-scenes in Les Thibault take place in gardens. These 

love-scenes involve a surrender of the ego and a naked vulnerability 

such as a self-conscious Adam and Eve might discover. Other representa

tions of love evoke the jungle, the Garden turned brutal. Hirsch, from 

81. Ibid., p. 217. 

82. Ibid., p. 315. 
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the vantage of Africa is able to break Antoine's relationship with Ra

chael. Her ego is ul timately more suited to confl ict than communal ity. 

The jungle and the Garden are the two possibilities of the ruthless and 

primitive romantic frontier. They have their reflection in hypocritical 

society. Here the Garden is imitated by the sacchar'ine affairs of Jer

ome de Fontanin, among others. The jungleisimitatedbythe sensualism 

of Daniel or Anne de Battaincourt. Love can allow the ego to emancipate 

itself from itself, but when it isatool of the ego, it becomes sado

masochistic, narcissistic and hermaphroditic. 

The same is true of love beyond personal lovl~, love of mankind, 

for example. Antoine is a hard-working and dedicated d()ctor. Yet he sul

lies his work whenever he becomes self-conscious, donning airs and steel

i ng hi s countenance to impress those around him. He eJKhi bits a remarkabl e 

compassion at times, but only when he lets this countelnance go slack in un

conscious reflection. He'd "give ten years of his DI/ln life to restore 

1 ife to thi s 1 ittl e corpse" he says to himsel f about one case. Then when 

he notices that Rachael is observing him, he drops tlhis lineofthought 

and adopts a role. The romantic Garden then, isaplaceof potentially 

sincere communalism. It is an escape from the dialect'icsandtheself

consci ous ego emanci pati on that precede it. The othelr possi bi 1 ity for 

it is brutal ism. These two possibilities exist for both the Garden and 

society. These would be one and the same if the communal ism worked and 

the noble tamed the brutal without losing its drive. However, Les Thi

bault iis a novel of failed communalism. Itisanovel in whichtheaesthe

tic fate shows a face even worse than brutal ity; a face of: nothingness, the 

death-mask. 
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The four main characters of Les Thi baul t are presented in terms of 

thi s transit ion from di al ecti cal ego-awareness to communal ism/brutal ity 

in their relationships with the minor characters. These minor characters 

confront a major character in pairs. Each pair presents two sides of a di

alectic to choose from, one conventional, the other primal. Instead of 

complementing each other, these dialectical pairs cl ash and it is this 

clash which gives Les Thibault its pessimestic tenor. For example, Oscar 

Thibault and Jerome de Fontanin comprise a famil ial bond. They are two 

poles of paternal authority. The one cannot communicate this authority 

because of his pride and sensitivity. The other dissipates the author

ity. Both are destroyed. The horrifi c denouement resulting from thi s 

fa il ed communal ism is drawn out in the 1 engthy descri ption of M. Thi bault' s 

death. M. Thi bault evokes a heavy-handed strength prior to hi s demi se. 

He is seen as a statue in the foyer of hi s reformatory, with the cl umsy 

inflexibility of bulk. 83 Later he is described as "one of those pachy

derms whose strength remains hidden so long as they are at rest .... ,,84 

He is a dying god who seems to have been dying for centuries. Just 

prior to M. Thibault's convalescence, Antoine has a visionofa dead pachy

derm in some scene of African destruction and "a raft piled high with 

corpses adrift on a sea of dust. ,,85 Antoine diverts hi s thoughts from thi s 

vision " ... to never hear another sound, see nothing more for ever. 11
86 

83. I bi d. , p. 99. 

84. I bi d. , p. 139. 

85. I bi d. , p. 446. 

86. I bi d. , p. 447. 
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Antoine's mistresses, Rachael and Anne de Battaincourt, repre

sent two sides to failed love and another failure of the primal to bond 

with convention. Just as M. Thibault expresses primal parental ism, Ra

chael is a metaphor of primal love. Her affections are fierce, direct 

and reckless. She has come from Africa where the unseen yet omnipre

sent Hirsch still commands her thoughts. She describes love-making in 

Africa in lurid terms, disparaging the European manner with mean com

parisons. She treats all civilized ways with the same contempt. She 

eventually leaves Antoine because he has not enough of Africa in him 

and because Hirsch beckons her to return. Antoine takes up with the 

lascivious Anne de Battaincourt, a woman whose superficial social 

graces serve as a ridiculous concealment for her basically scatologi

cal interests. She. is a completely self-interested succubus whom An

toine has no qualms about deserting when he is called to his "Africa" 

--the war. 

There are other pairs and other parallels to these terrestrial 

bonds and their cosmic counterparts. All follow the same pattern; one 

member is a voice beyond the taboos, a harsh revelation of the primor

dial. The other is a conventional counterfeiter of the same instincts, 

whose parodies are a subl imation of the primal.. Neither by itsel f 

gives a true picture of life as Martin du Gard sees it. The point is 

that throughout Les Thibault, their communion fails. M. Thibault and 

Jerome represent a destroyed paternalism. Rachael and Anne are the 

failure of connubiality. Pastor Gregory and Abbe ·Vecard are two war

ring' poles of the Western Church. The former with his Protestant 
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vol untari sm and the 1 atter with hi s accommodati ng casui stry are equally 

unconvincing. Hirsch and Chasle are a failure of the conscience. Hirsch 

has none. Hi s "communal i sm" is the most primal of all ~ a soci ety of 

one. Chasle, wandering from character to character with his vaguely 

accusing "Ah, there you are" is ruined by the women who surround him. 

Brimming with good faith and compassion, he is simply run over by these 

sirens. The irony of the aesthetic fate is conveyed in the failure of 

these pairs. Peace will never be granted. the Garden never regained. 

Always there will be war between the primal and the social. The 

hopes for a communalism. Martin du Gard's avowed purpose in writingLes 

Thibault are doomed by the very locus he thought would provide this 

communality-~the aesthetic fate. 

The minor characters all have two things in common. First wo

men are almost always destructive. This is not simply chauvinism. 

Martin du Gard's reasons for it are not prejudicial, they are thematic. 

The romantic idols are feminine.- Their failure is a failure of the fe

male principle as an authority. The second characteristic common to 

the minor players is their silent risibility. All are smilers with

out sound. Again and again Antoine, or Jacques or Daniel or Jenny (who 

never smiles at all) turn to catch one of these minor characters emit

ting a mock smile, like that of a skull. Immediately after these grins, 

always silent, there is a sense of hollowness, of insubstantiability, 

and of vacuum. These are gl impses into lithe other face of truth," a 

grin of irony and the death-mask of bestiality. They are chilling re

minders to the protagonists of the two-sided nature of the aesthetic 
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fate and of the betrayal implicit in thts two-sidedness. This charac-

teristic is an unconscious parody of classicism's risibility. For 

classicism, this is a keynote of hu,nility. For Martin du Gard's roman-

ticism it is a betrayal of sincerite . 

. Les Thibault was an artistic success and a them&tic failure. 

Of course, since art was theme in the romantic idiom, Les Thibault was 

thematically successful within this qualification. But as a theology, 

etre had little that was positive about lit. Stylistically, the Martin 

du Gard of Les Thibault finally esc~ped Ithe didactic, ideological 

stance of his previous works. The ~ttainment of historical conscious-

ness gave a depth and meaning to his psychological characterizations 

which had hitherto been lacking. But etre failed to come off as' a com

munalism deriving from this historical donsciousness. Martin du Gard 

had mastered the tools of literary romanticism. There was rhythm and ....... 

movement, the flux of the infinite and its abyss recreated in Les Thi-

bault. The protagonists underwent an oclyssey of realization which was 

almost overwhelming in scope and presentation. But the aesthetics of 

the work were its own teleology an~ thi, teleology was self-defeating. 

Antoine and Jacques were much more well··rounded animations that Jean 

Baroi s, but they ended in the same quandry. Li fe's mysteri es were not 

explained or even justified; they ~ere merely observed. The inevita

bility of truth that was discovere~ waslnot a sanctuary but a trial. 

The resignation that ensued was no~ classicism's uplifting of the 

spirit, but a despairing fatalism. 
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What did these characters lack? Martin du Gard was correct in 

approaching his theology personally and historically for these were the 

pillars of Christianity, which he was attempting to discredit and dis-, 

place. However, it was not historical personages he created so much as 

personae. His protagonists had verisimilitude. They were a convincing 

series of masks, but they had no integrity. They were not integrated 

with a cosmic donnee. In fact, they were alienated from the cosmos. 

They enjoyed no singular "thisness" because their singularity had no 

bonds with the whole. Their unwholesomeness was a function of their 

instability. Their relationships were impermanent, offering no rest, 

no solace, and no forgiveness. 

Etre's message was not communalism but cannibalism. Even the 

most basic of communal rapports, the marriage of male and female, broke 

down in Les Thibault. With this recognized failure of conununalism, 

Martin du Gard exhausted his creativity, spiritually and thematically. 

Though he did not recognize it immediately, there was nothing more for 

Martin du Gard to say. The attainment of historical style in Les Thi

bault was the attainment of no style at all. This style reinforced the 

theme. Nothing, nihilism, these were its meaning. 

Jenny describes her early acquaintance with the meaninglessness. 

When still a child, Daniel (ever the panderer) takes her to see the 

ocean; a metaphor for the romantic locus in nature. 

A terrific gale lashed my face and there was a perfectly fiend
ish din roaring and shrieking in my ears. I was scared to death 
and begged him not to take me any further .... Before my eyes lay 
the open sea and far beneath, where the cliff fell sheer, the 
waves were breaking on the rocks. On every side was sea, sea 



everywhere as far as eye could reach. I stopped breathing and 
collapsed into Daniel's arms. It took me some minutes to come 
to, and then I started sobbing, sobbing. They had to take me 
home and put me to bed; I had a temperature. Mama was terribly 
upset. But now--do you know? I don't regret it one bit; I 
feel I really know the sea.87 
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In the same episode from which this passage is taken Jacques 

offers an aesthetic escape from this deathly encounter with the primor-

dial. a sort of "Symbolist compromise." Jenny asks Jacques to suggest 

something for her to read .. He brings up the names of Verlaine, Mal-

larme, and Baudelaire, as though this experience of Dionysian unveil-

ing could be poeticized by these Symbolists. Both he and Jenny dis

miss this aesthetic escape as hypocritical. 

Then what was Les Thibault? Was art itself the consolat1on to 

a terrible revelation or a hypocrisy? The metaphors had become betray-

als, the art a lie. For Martin du Gard this horror had to be realized, 

not idealized, and the message of its realization was nihilism. Three 

writers, Faulkner, Conrad and Martin du Gard went to the heart of dark-

ness; two came back. Faulkner and Conrad found their way back from the 

horror with the eternal spirit of rejuvenated domesticity. Witness 

this confession from a fellow mariner of Conrad's: 

As I came up I saw a red-faced blousy woman in a gray shawl 
and with dusty, fluffy hair, fallon Charley's neck. It was 
his mother. She slobbered over him: '0 my boy~ My boy'-
'Leggo of me,' said Charley. 'Leggo mother~' 'I was passing 
him at the time, and over the untidy head of the blubbering 
woman he gave me a humorous smile and a glance ironic, cour
ageous and profound that seemed to put all of my knowledge to 
shame.88 

87. Ibid., pp. 359-360. 

88. Conrad, op.cit., p. 132. 
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Martin du Gard's insight was never humbled in the same way. If 

it had been, the resignation that he had achieved might have been more 

cheerful than it was. 

The Waiting Room 

In a letter of March 18, 1958, written just a few months be

fore his death, Roger Martin du Gard recalled a story by either Chekov 

or Tolstoy (his memory was not clear) which depicted a passenger in a 

railway station waiting for a train that would never come. Instead 

death would come. 89 Martin du Gard compared himself to this passenger, 

reflecting, "I am struck daily, by the unbridgeable gulf which is drawn 

between those men who live ... and those who have understood the insan

ity of all that trouble.,,90 This confession expressed neither Barois' 

fear nor Luce's hopeful fortitude. It was a simple statement of nihil

ism. It was also an accurate summation of the theology of etre in its 

final state. 

By the time of L'Ete 1914's publication in 1936, Martin du 

" Gard had become quite retiring, even reclusive. In the following year 

he was awarded the Nobel prize for literature. On his way "to Stockholm 

to receive the prize he assiduously avoided the press. On one occasion 

he was trapped by reporters in (of all places) the waiting room of a 

railway station. He escaped them by vehemently denying his identity, 

a sort of ironic role-reversal of the Wagnerian hero who is constantly 

89. NRF, p. 1163, letter to Marcel de Coppet, March 18. 1958. 

90. Ibid., p. 1164. 
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se~~king this identity in fame. He did for a time associate his reputa-

tion with the causes of pacifism and social humanitarianism, both in 

Stockholm and later. However, he remained b,sically indisposed to com

mitments of this nature. He fell out with G1de briefly when the latter 

flirted with socialism. 9l To the youthful M,rxists admirers of Jacques 

Th'ibault who sent him flattering letters he repl ied, "so much the worse 

fOlr you" when they boasted of their own rebellious natures. 92 He was 

dismayed by the times. In an earlier letter to Copealll he had criti-

cized a young mutual acquaintance: 

He's an infant, who has 1 earned to respel~t neither effort nor 
work. As a consequence, he does not respect the serious or the 
virtuous. He is truly a member of this ,ra of jazz and of cu
bist billboards. But you know all that ~etter than me.93 

Pacifism became his strongest ideal. While granting his revolu

ti()nary sympathies to Marxism's quarrels Witll the systeme of capitalism, 

he denounced its militarism. 94 He noted that Russia mad gotten rid of 

capitalism but not militarism. 95 At one point he recommended Hitler 

ov(~r war, 96 but he was shocked by the occupation of Denmark and Norway97 

91. Delay. op.cit., vol. II, pp. 51~6l, lett~r to Gide. Novem
belr 22, 1935. 

92. NRF, p. 1145. letter to Marcel ~allemandil February 1. 1945. 
and Souvenirs-:-:rn O.C., pp. 121-123. 

93. Sicard, op.cit .• p. 449. letter of November 28,1928. 

94. Ed. Delay, op.cit .• vol. II. pp. 57-61. I 

95. Ibid. 

96. NRF, pp. 1147-1148, letter of Npvember 24, 1935. 

97. Souvenirs. in O.C .• pp. 101-102. 
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and horrified by the occupation of France. 98 Further, he regarded his 

support of pacifism as both pusillanimous and a trifle absurd. In 1935, 

before he went to Stockholm and became outspoken in the cause of paci

fism, he ridiculed himself to Marcel Le11emand, deriding the figure he 

cut as a "revolutionary for peace II at his age. 99 

His reclusiveness continued to mount after the war. When 

pressed by his fellow authors to make statements and join causes he re

sponded, "Beware~ Writers who do it lower themselves and their work.1I100 

When Gide died in 1951, he stirred himself to defend the purity of his 

"fine death."10l At the funeral he became indignant with a Protestant 

pastor who attempted to say some words. 102 Michelangelo's L'Esclave en

chaine had become his new shibolleth. For Martin du Gard it was the 

symbol of continual aspiration toward total freedom, forever thwarted, 

yet never succumbing to a "false superstition. 1I103 It seemed that the 

final pacifism of death was becoming his only cause. His wife's death 

had only confirmed his complete materialism,104 and revealed a'certain 

98. Ibid., pp. 121-122. 

99. NRF, pp. 1147-1~48, letter of November 24, 1935. 

100. Souvenirs, in O.C., pp. 127-128. 

101. O.C., vol. II, pp.1421-1423. 

102. Schalk, op.cit., pp. 188-189. 

103. Robidoux, op.cit., p. 358. 

104. I bi d., p. 363. 
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IIpeace in suffering,1I105 to him. From this suffering and from his sto-

icism he continued to work, though it was only these negative purposes 

which sustained him. 106 

What was this work which engaged him in these later days? He 

pursued one major project, Le Journal de Colnel du Maumort, which he 

never finished. It had been conceived in the war years as the diary of 

a retired soldier who observed the German occupation while captive in 

his own provincial estate. At first it was an optimistic project for 

two reasons: first, in it, Martin du Gard presented his hopes and de-

sires for a new Europe, one that would recognize the value of peace and 

cooperation; second, it provided one last opportunity for Martin du 

Gard to create a convincing psychological profile, a character true to 

both the demands of sincerite totale and the theology of etre. 107 The 

character was himself. 10B 

The Journal was a failure and eventually abandoned. At its in-

ception in 1941, Martin du Gard had envisioned the protagonist as Luce, 

the heroic counterpart to Barois. 109 This vision was soon plagued by 

crippling self-doubts. Martin du Gard quit work on it many times, only 

to begin anew. Each time the work began it became more darkly 

105. Ibid., letter to Henri Chaperon, January 2, 1950. 

106. NRF, p. 1159, letter to Marcel Lallemand, January 4,1950. 

107. Souvenirs, in O.C., pp. 101-104. 

lOB. I bi d., p. 106. 

109. Ibid., p. 105. 
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introspective~ and more a nihilistic reflection of the author/protagon

ist's past life. He felt a need to put all of the twentieth-century 

experience into some historical perspective, but the thread was broken 

repeatedly by hesitation and inconclusiveness. 110 He despaired, and 

the despair led to aesthetic speculations which only led to more des

pair. lll The art seemed to betray the history.112 Where was the 

truth? Even to write one word seemed a lie. In 1947 he decided that 

the entire project had nothing new to offerl13 and that his writing 

made him feel like a fool. 114 In June, 1949, he visited Gide and 

talked it over. Was the Journal a psychological novel or historical?115 

Neither could decide. Did not the two possibilities contradict one 

another, just as the subjective experience was belied by history? A 

month later he quit. 116 From then until his death he did practically 

nothing. On August 22, 1958, he slipped into a quiet slumber. 

The word horror is etymologically derived from a root in the 

wood for hair. An animal at bay has its hair on end. The only cure 

for it is a bald nakedness which becomes either a deadly vulnerability 

or a dehumanizing aggressiveness. Roger Martin du Gard was an avatar 

110. I bi d. , p. 1 06ff. 

11l. I bi d. , p. 107. 

112. I bi d. , p. 109. 

113. I bi d. , p. 132. 

114. Ibid., p. 133. 

115. I bi d .• pp. 139-140. 

116. I bi d. , p. 141. 
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at bay. He had seen the beauty and the cruelty of horror, but he never 

found a communality, an intimacy, that would soothe it. His desire to 

write a psychological novel was a vulnerability, a hypocrisy that the 

brutality of history crushed. The possibility of an aesthetic truth 

other than that of history was destroyed by the war of 1914. His man

hood had already balked at Baudelaire's confidence games and Hebert's 

compromises. To Martin du Gard these were a surrender to the effemi

nacy of contingency. Parody was an invitation to caprice. All commit

ment was counterfeit, as counterfeit as Baudelaire on the barricades. 

Martin du Gard cut through tbis mask-making to the primordial. But 

this primordial baffled him. It had no truth but irony. It met all 

obeisance with mocking cruelty. It left Martin du Gard with an impo

tent nihilism and an aphonic ennui. 

He had discovered that the sincerite tota1e of his art was not 

sincere at all. He had passed through the parody of mask-making, to 

the revelation of the primordial and he was dumbstruck with awe. No 

prophesy could he make for he was no prophet. Braque could be a pro

phet, but Martin du Gard was only a disillusioned pharisee. 

Martin du Gard once remarked: "What is difficult is not to have 

been someone but to stay that way.1l1l7 Hi~ curse was to find someone 

else every time he looked inside himself. He could give no ultimate 

credibility to a psychological portrait because he could discern noth

ing consistent in the human condition except pain. All was at once 

blessed and damned by its uniqueness. He could have found the consistent 

117. The Thibaults, introduction, p. viii. 
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in the average. His reclusiveness in later life seemed to have been an 

attempt at becoming lIaverage.1I However~ the average was confirmed and 

sanctified by the institutions of domesticity and Martin du Gard head re

jected these. Like Antoine, Martin du Gard had thrown aside the pro

tective gas-mask of a hypocritical society. Instead he had donned a 

face from the ancient gallery. Gazing through its slitte!d eyes, hIe was 

blinded, like Semele. He could never look upon anything again without 

the sense of dread, of longing, and of the hopelessness that shocked 

him. It was an old mask, as old as sin. It identified Him, but this 

identify was his doom. The Garden would never be found. His self-con-

·sciousness, so precious, saw to that. So that in the end all he was 

left with was himself, and, after a while, he did not want that. 



CHAPTER 3 

BRAIN DAMAGE: GEORGES BRAQUE AND THE HIGHER PLANE 

But where the act is something out of the way and extraordinary, 
and seems in a manner to demand some impulse of divine possession 
and sudden inspiration to account for it, here (Homer) does intro
duce divine agency, not to destroy but to prompt the human will; 
not to create in us another agency, but offering images to stimu
late our own; images that in no sort or kind make our action in
voluntary, but give occasion rather to spontaneous action, aided 
and sustained by feel 1ngs of confidence and hope. For either we 
must totally dismiss and exclude divine influences from every 
kind of causality and origination in what we do, or else what 
other way can we conceive in which divine aid and cooperation can 
act ?1 

'Of course, you are right really,' he said. 'You take art as a 
means not an end. That is strict theology, but it's unusual to 
find an agnostic believing it.'2 

Three Reformers 

~lartin du Gard's disgust with his "age of jazz and cubist bill

boards,,3 was in part stimulated by his longing for some substitute author

ity in a world whose gods and father were dead, killed by impulsive, ro

mantic children. Martin du Gard was not alone in his yearning for authority. 

Other manifestations of the same yearning resulted in fascism and 

1. Plutarch, Coriolanus, ed. Charles W. Eliot (New York: P. F. 
Co 11 i er & Son, 1909), p. 184. 

2. Evelyn Waugh, Brideshead Revisited (Boston: Little Brown & 
Co., 1945), p. 94. 

3. cf. Chapter 2, footnote 113. 
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totalitarian movements. However, these were themselves manifestations 

of a more general cul tural ennui whi ch can be di scerned as a growi ng Man

ichean spirit of reform. A new dualism, a reaction to the failing mon

istic philosophies of romanticism, was one major result of the debacles 

which crippled the West in the twentieth century. 

This dualism first appeared in the Decadents. Barbey D'Aure-

ville's strict code of dress and manner was one evidence of this im-

pulse. So were Huysmans' remarks which so shocked the monastic order he 

joined that "God does not inhabit healthy bodies,"4 and that the transi

tion from Schopenhauer to Ecclesiastes and Job was one simple and na

tural step.5 What these Decadents had rediscovered was sin, Original 

Sin, and Huysmans was quick to point out that this discovery lay in the 

exclusive providence of an esoteric group--the artists: " .... this cere

bral hermaphroditism, self-fecundation, is a distinguished vice at least 

--being the privilege of the artist--a vice reserved for the elect, in

accessible to the mob." 6 

These notions, Original Sin and an elect, have a familiar ring 

for the West. They evoke the Reformation, and it is to this precedent 

in the Reformation that one must look to, in order to come to grips with 

4. James Laver, The First Decadent: Bein the Stran e Life of 
J-K Huysmans (New York: Citadel, 1955 , p. 244. 

5. J-K Huysmans, Down-Stream (Chicago: Pascal Covici, 1927), 
p. 325. 

6. J- K Huysmans, .=-D=-ow;:.:n~,.:..:..;.:...::..~=-=---=-=-=-.t...,:""",:",~.,:.;.:=+-...:.i..:..:.n_S:::..,;a;:.;t;-::a..:..:.n...;..i s=m, 
trans. Keene Wallis (New York: , p. 154. 
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abstract art, the domain of Georges Braque. It was a new Reformation 

that Braque and the Cubists ushered in, a new Reformation and a new re-

velation--the revelation of the purified form. These new reformateurs 

did not reject Symbolism as Martin du Gard had. Instead, they purified 

the symbol with discipline and gave it a fresh dignity and authority. 

They created a form with it and they did it with aesthetics, the curse 

and the balm of romanticism. 

Like Martin du Gard, the abstractionist recognized that romantic 

metaphor had become a lie'. They made it their task to rectify this lie. 

Their intentions were expressed in a distinction that the critic Wilhelm 

Worringer drew between "a.bstraction and empathy."7 These were names 

given to different perceptions of the image. According to Worringer, ab-

straction chastened the image making it reveal pure form. Empathy be-

smirched image. It was al coddl ing of the masses wh'ich "tricked" the per-

ceiver with emotion. The new dualism was cast along the lines of this 

polarity between abstraction and empathy. They were the abstractionist's 

transmutation of the romantic concepts of irony and parody, or as Hem

ingway called them, "irony and pity. liB Parody had become suspect by 

Braque's day. It was a vehicle of sentimentalism, or pity, an articu1a-

tion of the sort of illusiory communalism that Martin du Gard sought. Ro

mantic art needed a cleansing, and the abstractionists provided it. 

7. Wilhelm Worringer, Abstraction and Empathy, trans. Michel 
Bullock (London: Rutledge and Keagan), 1953. 

B. Ernest Hemingway, The Sun Also Rises (New York: Charles 
Scribner & Sons, 1926), p. 114, and ef. Erich Heller, The Ironic German, 
A Study of Thomas Mann (Boston: Little Grown, 195B). 
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The Reformation of the sixteenth century blamed the Renaissance 

for the empathy the Puritans albhorred. The Decadent Huysmans attacked 

romantics like Michelet for reintroducing empathy to the West. 9 Both 

the Puritans of the ~ixteenth century and the Decadents of the nine

teenth century perceived grave dangers in the IIrebirth li of pagan myth

ology and the Dionysian spirit. However, the Decadents also saw some 

benefits in empathetic excess land it was here that they differed from 

both the Puritans an~ the abstractionists. Huysmans called Michelet 

lithe least trustworthy of historians,1I yet he also pra.ised his IIper

sonal, evocative ll approach to Ihistory, even if it ended in lies. 10 For 

the Decadents, the rqute to t~uth was through lies. 

Act still pr~ceded Grace for the Decadents, and it was only by 

going through a Dionysian excess that one could arrive at what was trust

worthy. However, foy,' the sixteenth-century Puritans and the twentieth

century abstractioni~ts, Grace and trustworthiness preceded Act. Per

haps both had simply had enough of the sort of excessive "actsll which 

occurred in their lifetimes. IThey wanted authority, and a revealed, ~ 

priori Truth to guid~ them. At first, like the Decadents, they sought a 

subjective, immanent response from the cosmos. However, they were not 

about to indulge any notion t~at Grace was the sovereign property of 

those who had experi~nced thellimits of sensual excess. They assumed 

9. Down There, p. l~. 

10. Ibid. 
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that the revelations they received subjectively carried an objective ~ 

priori authenticity, bereft of any ethical exigencies. 

The immediate task facing the twentieth-century abstractionists 

was reforming the romantic religio aesthetically. It was a problem 

which the reformateurs of the sixteenth century also faced, although at 

bottom, Puritanism was antithetical to all art. In those Northern Pro-

testant communities where Puritanism was most fervent, there was little 

or no art. But in Catholic France, Italy, Spain and Germany accommoda-

tions with the aesthetics were sought in French classicism and the 

Baroque. It must be kept in mind that these accommodating schools still 

had deep ties to the Reformation. They were authoritative, dualistic 

idioms, built around Original Sin. However, they were less interested 

in preaching than persuading. They were instructive rather than didac

tic. Above all, their intention was syncretical, rather than strictly 

Manichean. They detected a cosmic presence which filled space with 

hopeful harmonies instead of brutal power. 

However, French classicism failed at Versailles, and romanticism 

took its place, and it was romanticism with which the abstractionists 

had to deal. Erich Heller called Casper David Friedrich the quintessen

tial romantic painter1l with good reason. Friedrich caught three essen

tial attributes of advanced romanticism. First, he formally declared 

the ego to be the locus for the presence. His canvases are silouhetted 

11. Erich Heller. The Artist's Journey Into the Interior and 
Other Essays (New York: Vintage, 1968), p. 77. 
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against the back of a head as though the scenes p}aced before a silent 

observer were at the disposal of his subjective interpretation, his aes

thetic ego. Second, Friedrich portrayed the romantic cosmos. It is a 

fearful world of infinite materialized space. It has no limit and no 

outlet. It is recognizable only as atmosphere, a cloud of atomized 

light which baffles the observer. Somehow he and he alone must order 

this world and his only aid is his unique creativity. Individual crea

tivity was the third of Friedrich's romantic dictums. The only means 

the romantic man-god has of controlling and structuring his cosmos is to 

bend it to his aesthetic will, to give it some interpretation or meaning 

which can console his essential loneliness. 

After neoclassicism there was an essential 'shift in romanticism 

from Enlightenment morality to nineteenth-century relativism. Fried

rich's paintings ,reflected this shift. His outlook became almost amoral. 

There really was nothing to save this romanticism from the madness of 

Goethe's Faust or Conrad's Kurtz. However, a cure might be found in a 

Faust whose powers were tamed by a higher authority imparted to him with 

revelations. Such a Faust could reform romanticism and give its aesthe

tics a new and vigorous direction. The abstractionists saw themselves 

as such reformateurs and among them were Pablo Picasso, Georges Braque 

and Piet Mondrian. It was their intention to cleanse the romantic meta

phor with divine order. 

These three, Picasso, Braque and Mondrian, represented three de

grees of the reformateur instinct. Mondrian was the most severe of the 
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reformers, Picasso was the least. Braque attempted to synthesize the 

two. Because of this attempted synthesis, Braque1s painting is some-

times viewed as a rebirth of classicism. However, Braque1s IIclassicismll 

was not the wholesome variety of the seventeenth century. It was not 

built on syncretism but on an ordered dualism. It was unique to his 

temperment. Further~ it was purposely dehumanized. All these abstrac-

tionists, in varying degrees, were interested in dehumanizing art, and 

their target was the metaphor. 

Metaphor is the essence of art. Ortega Y Gasset has pointed out 

that metaphor was invented in primitive societies to shield the observer 

from the presence or from its manifestation as the locus of authority.12 

Instead of saying, IIThere is the god, II or IIHere comes the ki ng, II one says, 

IIBehold his thundering presence: 1I Metaphor is how Semele sees Zeus un

til she asks to see him naked. Hence, metaphor is an office, a means to 

an end, and a vehicle of ba,lance between two poles. Like a dream, it 

sublimates a vision with imagery. With the romantics the imagery became 

an end in itself. As a confidence man, the romantic ego became the 
.. 

image, and the image became the presence. The reformateurs intended to 

act as the god1s revenge. They would rid art of romantic metaphor and 

restore the primitive icon, a foreboding and purer image of the naked 

essence. Hence, they would purify art at the same time that they took 

romanticism to its next logical step. The presence would be more fully 

12. Jose Ortega y Gasset, The Dehumanization of Art (Princeton, 
New Jersey: Princeton University Press. 1948). p. 33 ff. 
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unveiled, but it would also be protected from romanticism's disrespect. 

Braque was one of these icon-makers. 

Martin du Gard wanted a father and a prophet, and here was 

Braque to fill that request. Braque had all of Luce's confidence and 

determinism. Yet he could save himself from Faust's madness by surren

dering to a higher will. Braque believed in objective revelation. His 

willpower was based upon voluntarism deeper than Martin du Gard's sto-

icism. He was heroic without being narcissistic. He was sell-suited to 

this age of chaos, of "jazz and Cubist billboards." Martin du Gard had 

looked into the apocalypse and shuddered. Braque regarded the same vi

sion with fearless and naive curiosity. Martin du Gard found the truth 

too painful to bear. The same truth threw Braque into ecstasy. Both 

saw the dualism of the poles, the hypocrisy of words and metaphor versus 

the silence of nothingness; yet, to Braque this very dualism was inspir-

ing instead of inhibitive. It was an order and order implied an or

derer. In the s i 1 ence that made Martin du Ga rd shudder, Braque found a 

paradise. In 1957, just one year before Martin du Gard made his final 

departure to the realm of silence and nothingness, Braque praised it. 13 

Brague is Brague 

Martin du Gard had said "What is difficult is not to have been 

someone but to stay that way.,,14 Cooper could say of Braque, born in 

13. Douglas Cooper, Brague: The Great Years (Chicago: Art Insti
tute of Chicago, 1972), p. 101. 

14. cf. Chapter 2, footnote 137. 
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1883, that he was "already Braque in 1909."15 In studying Braque's life, 

one has the impression that Braque was Braque from the day of his birth. 

Apo11inaire suggested a reason for Braque's consistency of character: 

"This painter is angelic. Purer than other men, he ignores everything 

foreign to his art which might suddenly distract him from the paradise 

in which he 1ives."16 

Argenteui1, where Braque was born, was a sort of paradise to the 

late nineteenth-century school of art, Impressionism. Braque's early 

childhood was spent in the plein air and water which inspired Impression

ism. It seemed as though the boy was born into painting. His father 

and grandfather were painting contractors who supplemented their incomes 

as Sunday painters of passing ability. Charles Braque, Georges' father, 

once had his work exhibited at the Salon des Artistes Francais. In con-

trast to Martin du Gard's case, Braque's artistic interests were en-

couraged by his family from the very beginning. 

In 1890, the family moved to Le Havre. The young Georges was en

tered at the Lycee as an indifferent student. He had a strong interest 

in athletics, as he was a very robust child, but this by itself did not 

earn him many friends. He was a loner and preferred it that way. His 

father bought him a bicycle and a sailboat to occupy his solitude. Be

tween sailing and bicycling Georges grew strong while amusing himself. 

He entered a night drawing class taught by a local painter named 

1 5 . Op. Cit., p. 29. 

16. I bi d., p. 108. 
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Courchet, at the Ecole des Beaux Arts of Le Havre. Though he kept pace 

with the class he received no prize. Feeling certain he would never 

pass his baccalaureate, Braque withdrew from the school in 1899, much 

to the pleasure of his father who wanted to teach him the family busi-

ness. 

With this end in mind, the sixteen-year-01d Georges was appren

ticed to a former employee of his father named Roney. This seeming end 

to a career in the arts was a blessing in disguise. The techniques of 

commercial painting were not wasted on Braque. At this time Le Havre 

had become popular with a young wealthy set. Members of this set en-

gaged the Braques and Georges l employer to resurface the old homes they 

purchased. 17 Working on these homes, Braque learned to use the house-

painter's comb and to marble surfaces, techniques he later introduced 

into Cubism. More than this, the young Braque learned a consistency of 

attitude and a sense of discipline which became the keynote to his char-

acter. Where other abstractionists, notably Picasso, relied upon mo-

mentary inspiration and jumped from one school to another, Braque's work 

had a cohesiveness that was remarkable. Though his style changed super-

ficia11y several times in his career, his paintings have a strong unity 

of purpose and perception. A Braque is almost unmistakably a Braque, 

from no matter what period it is selected. The hard work he learned to 

endure at an early age was no small part of the reason for this. 

17. Edwin Mullins, The Art of Georges Brague, (New York: Harry 
W. Abrams, Inc., 1968). pp. 13-14. 
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Housepainting by itself could not keep Braque occupied. After a 

few months, he returned to night school at the Ecole des Beaux Arts, Em

rolling himself under Eugene Boudin, Manet's former teacher. It was cit 

this time that Braque came under the influence of the Corot landscapes 

hanging in the Le Havre museum. These had some influence on Braque's 

own Estaque landscapes, done years later. In addition, Braque took 

flute lessons from a local musician named Dufy who was a brother to the 

painters, Raoul and Jean. A few years later Braque made their acquain

tances, as well. One supposes that Braque's life was going along welll 

enough in this period, but he had not yet had his eyes opened to much 

of anything, let alone a revelation. Then an event took place which 

changed Braque's life. 

In 1900, French law required three years of military service, 

but this term was reduced to only one year for certain professions. 

Properly qualified artist was included among these professions. Quali

fication depended upon an examination by the Ecole des Beaux Arts, but 

Braque doubted he could pass such an examination. However, the reduc

tion also applied to artist-craftsmen, a title which required an ~ppren

ticeship under a master artist-craftsmen. With this mil itary exemptic)n 

in mind, Braque was apprenticed by his father to another former'employee, 

a Parisian painter-decorator named Laberthe. This step took Braque to 

Paris and introduced him first-hand to the theories and events of con

tempo ra ry art. 
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Braque took a room in Montmartre and enrolled in evening classes 

at the Cours Municipal under Quignolot. It was here that he received 

his first technical training in art. Then in late 1901, he began his 

year of military service. His barracks' acquaintances remembered him 

as being very robust and self-assured. 18 The military life seems not to 

have bothered Braque at all, and he was promoted to non-commissioned of

ficer before the year ended. 

Returning to Paris, Braque entered the Academie Humbert. Here 

he met the young Piacabia, who was later to join the Cubist school as 

one of its most talented members. Soon after. Braque enrolled in the 

Ecole des Beaux Arts of Paris, but two months in the formal. atmosphere 

of that institution left him stifled and bored. It was at this time 

that Braque began to regard himself as avant-garde and took an inter

est in comtemporary art. During the summer of 1904 Braque visited Han

f1eur where he made the acquaintance of the Dufy brothers. the sculptor 

Mano10, and the critic, Maurice Raynal. Upon returning to Montmartre 

in the fall, Braque took his own studio and painted a few pieces, most 

of which he later lost or destroyed. These events served to exacerbate 

Braque's growing impatience with the popular romantic art of the day. 

He was already looking for some cure to the relentless "empathy" of this 

art. He was disgusted by its sentimentalism and mawkish poses. 

In a search for alternatives, Braque made frequent visits to the 

Louvre and the Musee de Luxembourg where he became fascinated with 

18. Jean Laymarie, Brague, trans. James Emmons (Paris: Editions 
D' Art, 1961), p. 12 ff. 
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archaic Greek sculpture and primitive Egyptian art. The importance of 

these "primitive" inf1 uences on Braque cannot be stressed enough, since 

they constituted, together with African art, the primary inspiration to 

the abstract schools. Hereafter, the painters of other periods, with 

the exception of the French classicist Poussin, and the Neoclassicist, 

Ingres. had little influence on Braque. Shortly after this introduc

tion to primitive art, Braque moved swiftly in the direction of Post-

Impressionism. From this point on. he was both a renegade and a re-

formateur in his attitude toward romantic art. 

What were the attributes of this romantic art which Braque ob

jected to? At the end of the nineteenth century the "empathetic" di-

mention of romantic art was in full blossom. Impressionism was only 

one example of "empathetic" romantic art. This art was empiricist, re-

f1ecting the tabula rasa notion. To Zola art was "a fragment of nature 

seen through a temperament. 1I19 This temperament was emotional and sym

pathetic to nature. Empathetic art was also democratic in spirit. Each 

and every romantic ego was an aesthetic expression of the fecunditive 

idiom. These re-creative egos with their constant mask-making comprised 

a sort of "Priesthood of All Aestheticians." This notion had re1ativis-

tic overtones which were carried to great lengths in such romantic lit

urgy as Henry James' Portrait of a Lady.20 

19. Etienne Gilson, Painting and Reality (New York: Pantheon 
Books, 1957), p. 116. 

20. Henry James, The Portrait of a Lady (New York: Norton, 1975). 
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The end of such an art was not beauty as defined by formal de-

finitions t,ut an individualized "script" as represented by the ego's 

particular identity at a given time. To James, formal beauty was a 

"metaphysiqa1 n.otion which can only get one into a muddle and is to be 

severely l€1ft a'lone." 21 The artist's function was to give a vivid "im-

pression" Of re.ality at a given moment. Such a philosophy of art could 

abide in a period of cheery optimism, a period given over to the sort 

of aesthetic communality that Martin du Gard sought. However, when the 

individual ego ifelt that his interpretation of reality was not meeting 

with approval and that his interpretation had touched on something uni-

versal in ~he cosmos and ought to be accepted as such, considerable 

Angst cou1~ res~lt. This Angst and the impetus toward new universals 

were what first inspired both Post-Impressionists like Van Gogh and the 

abstract sqhool's. 

The aesthetic problem the romantics attempted to solve with em-

pathy was ~he slame probl em that faced romantic phil osophy--the infinite 

flux that qondemned man to insignificance. Just as romantic philosophy 

tried to overco~e and contain the flux, so romantic art tried to cap

ture infinite space-time on canvas. The monistic romantic philosophers 

warmed to ~he fllux with philosophies of motion and dialectical rhythm. 

The romantic artists attempted to warm to space-time with the "movement" 

of feeling, Emotion, vitality, and sensualism were their.mainstays. 

21. Frederick William John Hemmings,. Culture and Society in 
France 1848-1898 (New York: Scribner, 1971), pp. 202-203. 

, 
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They attacked the equipoise and structure of classicism, and broke down 

its lines and form. Romantic art became curvilinear and feminine much 

like the Baroque. However, the Baroque was orthodox and Christian 

where the romantic was rebellious and pagan. The Baroque did not at

tempt to overcome Original Sin and dualism. It perceived an intelli

gence behind these attributes of the cosmos. The romantic was anti

intellectual, and where the romantic sought dualism and transcendence, 

the transcendence was invariably directed toward a force or energy that 

was elusive and incohesive. 

Democratic romantic art was suited to its perspective. An infi

nitude of aesthetic egos could conquer an infinite space-time. Yet 

there were those who disparaged this "aesthetic populism." Throughout 

the nineteenth century an elitist impulse grew, whether expressed in 

the eccentricites of the Dandy, the excesses of the Decadents, or the 

esoteri~ of the Symbolists. However, it was not eccentricity, excess, 

or esoteria that interested ~he Post-Impressionists. What they were af

ter was a new science and a new metaphysics. Aristotelian science was 

dead, on that question there could be no debate. The "species" of man 

was in disrepute, thanks to the relativism and transcience of romantic 

scientism. Nevertheless,. Platonic form, the universals, could be re

surrected and objectified. The esoteric visions of the Symbolistes 

could be turned toward such forms with discipline. The Post-Impression

ists began a movement toward discipline, purity and authority that led 
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to abstract art. However, the West had first to free itself from the 

IIcancerli of empathy. 

Attacking the Cancer 

The theory of E'infuhlung, or empathy, reached a turning-point in 

the late nineteenth-century pronouncements of the "scientific psychol

ogists of art,1I Karl Glroose, Theodor Lipps, J. Volkeit, and Max Dessoir. 

This group led the way toward an egoistic intuitionism in critiquing 

the categories of Kant'ian Idea1ism. 22 Said Lipps: liThe object of sym-

pathy is our objectified ego ... There is a direct intuitive awareness of 

form, an unconscious identification, and the specifically aesthetic 

feeling fo1lows." 23 Tlhese statements, while still fraught with empathy, 

pointed the way toward a new aesthetic formal ism. Lipps' statements im

pl ied that some object'ive and universal donnee would be forthcoming if 

one applied one's aestlhetic intuition to the problem of perception. 

This was a departure from the relativism of romantic empathy, as it had 

been expressed by Zola or James.* An "objectified ego ll and an "intui-

tive awareness of formu--were such possibl e? Worringer thought so if 

art were treated to the purification it needed. 24 

22. Worringer, op.cit., p. 64ff and pp. 129-130. 

23. Herbert Read, Art Now (An Introduction to the Theory of Mo
dern Painting and Scu1lPture) (London: Faber & Faber Ltd., 1936). pp.48-
50. 

* 
24. 

cf above. IP. 165. 

Op.cit., p. 75. 
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The specific targets of such a cleansing were the notions of I 

"academic realism" and trompe l'oeil. Academic realism was the IRenails-

sance's practice of three-dimensionalizing. It employed trompe l'oeil 

to create a sensual perception of space. To the reformateurs, tlrompe 

1 'oeil defrauded space-time with shadow and a false creation of volume. 

To the abstractionists, this was all cheap illusion. Said Braque: 

What other artists have particular significance for me? It's 
difficult to say. You see, the whole Renaissance tradition 
is antipathetic to me. The hard and fast rules of perspecti~e 
which it succeeded in imposing on art were a ghastly mistake' 
which it has taken four centuries to redress. Cezanne, and af
ter him Picasso and myse1 f can take a lot of the credit for' 
this. Scientific perspective is nothing but eye-fooling illu
sionism; it is simply a trick--a bad trick ... That's why I have 
such a liking for primitive art; for early Greek art, Etruscan 
art, Negro art. None of this has been deformed by Renaissance 
science.25 

To Braque, Renaissance "science," by which he meant tromp~l..~ .. .geil, 

did not give a true experience of space. " ... since it forces thle ob~ .. 

jects in a picture to disappear away from the beholder instead of bring

ing them within hfs reach, as painting shou'-d.,,26 What he and the ab-

stractionists proposed was an intuitively immediate and objective experi

ence of space without any Einf~hling. Beyond aesthetic critici~m there 

were moral overtones: "The Renaissance confused stage setting with (Com

position. The truth has no opposites.,,27 "Academic realism" was not 

25. Georges Braque, The Power of Mystery, ed. John Richardson 
(Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Carnegie Institute of Technology, 1960), p:.3, 
(hereinafter referred to as Richardson). 

26. Ibid. 
I 

27. Georges Braque, Cahiers, 1947-1955, trans. Stanley Applebaum 
(New York: Power Publications, 1971), #105, and cf. Vallier, ~cit..!....,P.14. 
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simply an attempt at an entertaining deception, it was almost a collec

tive perversity instituted by a group of sentimentalists and sensual

ists whose outlook was not pious enough to dignify art: liThe senses de

form, the mind forms. Work to perfect the mind. There is no certitude 

but what the mind conceives. 1128 This remark of Braque's reflected a 

Cartesian reformateur instinct. Braque readily acknowledged Descartes' 

influence on his thought. 29 However, abstractionism was essentially 

fideistic, not intellectual. This was especially the case with Braque. 

Whenever the intellectual side of abstractionism was over-emphasized, 

it met with his prompt disapproval. 

Abstract art began with the Post-Impressionists, particularly 

Van Gogh and Cezanne. Van Gogh introduced an abstraction in color 

which had an immediate impact. Cezanne's abstraction of line was u1-

timately more importa'nt to twentieth-century art, but thi s was not im

mediately realized. After a brief flirtation with Neo-Impressionism, 

Braque was attracted to the Fauve, a school of expressionism which took 

its lead from Van Gogh's revolution in color and whose aims Matisse, a 

foremost proponent, summed up: 

28. Georges Braque, IIThoughts and Reflections on Art, 1917,11 
ed. Herschel B. Chipp, Theories of Modern Art, A Source Book by Art
ists and Critics (Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 
1968), p. 260. Originally published in Nord-Sud, ed. Pierre Reverdy 
(Paris: December, 1917). English trans. from Artists on Art, eds. 
Robert Goldwater and Marco Treves (New York: Pantheon, 1945). 

29. IIResponses a une Equette ll Cahiers d'Art, Georges Braque, 
No. 10, ed. Christian Zervo (Paris: 1935), p. 21. 



What I am after, above all, is expression ... 1 am unable to 
distinguish between the feeling I have for life and my way of 
expressing it ... Expression to my way of thinking does not 
consist of a passion mirrored upon the human face or betrayed 
by a violent gesture. The whole arrangement of my picture is 
expressive. 30 
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This was a definitive break with Impressionism, tabula rasa, and 

empathy. The implication of the Fauve thesis was that the artist had 

something a priori and non-empiricist to express, something basic and 

primitive. The term, Fauve, means II wild beast.1I The Gil Blas critic, 

Louis Vauxcelles, (who also later coined the term IIcubismll) invented 

the term to describe the paintings of Matisse and Andre Derain which 

were shown at the Salon d'Automme exhibition of 1905. Braque was there 

too, and later said, IIMatisse and Derain opened the door for me. 1I3l 

Brilliant color and wavy, even violent lines, were the elements of the 

Fauve, tools adopted from Van Gogh. Van Gogh's plaintive and paranoic 

visions of a fearful cosmos marked the end of Impressionist empathy. 

His perspective carried him beyond naturalism to that silent primitive 

sphere that Martin du Gard also discovered. However, for Martin du 

Gard this was the aphonic sphere of nihilism, a final condemnation of 

both society and art. Van Gogh saw something else in it that was not 

only expressible but was even vaguely consoling. What Van Gogh saw was 
~ ~ 

a presence on a higher plane. It was a distant and melancholic presence 

but something was there. 

30. Herbert Read, A Concise History of Modern Art (New York: 
Frederick A. Praeger, 1959), p. 38. 

31. Henry Hope, Georges Brague (New York: New York Museum of 
Modern Art, 1941), p. 21. 
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With Post-Impressionism, the direction of art and perspective 

shifted. Instead of being bombarded by physical impressions, one was 

invited to undergo spiritual revelations. The ~xperience was cathartic. 

It washed off the filmy vagaries of empathy. The Impressionist Manet 

perceived that the Fauve had broken radically with empathy, and he 

traced its philosophy to the contemporary intui~ionists, Croce and Berg

son. 32 For the Fauve this was both a revelationist land revolutionary 

intuitionism. It attacked tabula rasa with its grasp at pure form and 

it attacked society with its grasp at primitive form. Said one Fauvist, 

Maurice Vlaminck: 

I wanted to burn down the Ecole des Beaux-Arts with my cobalts 
and vermi 11 ions. I wanted to express my fe~l ingls without 
troubling about what painting was like befoY'e me .... when live 
got color tubes in my hand, I don't give a ~Iamn labout other 
people's pictures. Life and me, me and lif~--that's all that 
matters. 33 

The Fauve blossomed quickly in France an~ moved across the Rhine 

where it was introduced to German Expressionism 1 THe painters of Die 

Brucke radicalized the Fauve between 1907 and l~ll. Kandinskyattempted 

to synthesize it with other perspectives in a nqn-figurative Expression

ism, "thus carrying Impressionism and Fauvism tq their logical end." 34 

By then t~atisse himself had long disavowed the £"auve_. Under the influ

ence of a yet more "pure" Oriental, Egyptian, and prrimitive Greek art, 

32. Jean Leymarie, Fauvism, trans. Jame~ Emn,lOns (Paris: Editions 
D'Art, 1959), p. 24. 

33. Ibid., p. 49. 

34. I bi d., p. 145. 
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and disgusted with the sensual and even carnal twist the German Expres-

sionists had given the Fauve, Matisse opted for something less vitri-

1
. 35 o 1 C. He declared that "by abandoning the literal representation of 

movement, it is possible to reach toward a higher ideal of beauty.1I36 

In his Joie de vivre series, Matisse became one of the first to push 

the primitivist spirit of Fauvism toward a more abstracted, static end. 

Braque soon joined him, but the Germans remained enthused with the 

energy and savagery of the Fauve, which perhaps underscored the impul-

ses that were beginning to evidence themselves in their nation's po1i-

tics. 

As for Braque, his dealings with the Fauve were brief. In 1906 

he entered six paintings in the Salon des Independents all with brilli

ant color but none really Fauve. They lacked any hint of rebellious-

ness and were little more than the productions of a curious and tempor-

izing experimenter. Braque spent the summer of 1906 in Belgium with the 

Fauvist Othon Friesz who helped Braque radicalize his approach. 

Braque's Antwerp landscapes from this period were the first of his 

paintings that he kept, which indicated that he was pleased by this ini

tial step into the abstractionist mode. 

At this time Braque also visited L'Estaque, in the south of 

France just west of Marseilles. L'Estaque was the scene of many Braques 

yet to come. The hills in this area had already been made famous by 

35. Read, A Concise History of Modern Art, p. 40. 

36. Ibid. 
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Cezanne, but his influence on Braque was yet to take effect. In the 

1907 Salon des Independents, Braque entered several Fauves and sold 

them all. However, by May of that same year, just two months after the 

exhibition, Braque's interest in the Fauve had begun to wane. Revisit-

ing the south of France, he began experiments with line that differed 

from the Fauve. The waves and curves of the Fauve soon were replaced 

by stiffening lines and perpendicularity. The brilliant colors gave 

way to the renowned Braque greens and browns. Further, the pictures 

from this period were done from memory as Braque shunned the plein air 

of both the Impressionists and the Fauve. These developments were in

dicative of a larger theme. Braque was growing restless with the ado

lescent rebelliousness of the Fauve, just as he had previously out

grown the childlike preciosity of the Impressionists. He was now look-

ing for something more manly, and less emotional. 

Fauvism caught my interest because it was novel and that suited 
me at the time. It was an explosive style, and that suited me 
at the age of twenty-three .... Since I disliked romanticism, 
this "physical" style pleased me. This pleasure lasted the 
same as with most novelty. I came to realize that the paroxysm 
this style inspired could not endure. How could I tell? When 
I returned for the third time into the Midi, I perceived the 
exhaltation, which seized me on my first sojourn there and 
which I transmitted to my canvases, was not the same. I began 
to see something else. 37 

37. "La peinture Fauve m'avait impressione par ce qu'elle avait 
de nouveau, et cela me convenait. C'etait une peinture tres enthousi
aste et elle convenait a mon age, j'avais vingt-trois ans ... Comme je 
n'amais pas le romantisme, cette peinture physique me plaisait. Cela a 
dure 1e temps, des choses nouvelles. J'ai compris que 1e paroxysme 
qu'il y avait en e11e ne pouvait pas durer. Comment? Quand je suis re
tourne pour 1a troisieme fois dans 1e midi je me suis apercu que 1 'exal
tation qui m'avait rempli 10rs de mon premier sejour et que j'avais 
transmise a mes tableaux, n'etait pas 1a meme. J'ai vu qu'i1 yavait 
autre chose." Quoted in Ed. Dora Vallier, "Braque, La Peinture et Nous," 
Cahiers d'Art, no. 1 (Paris: 1954), p. 14. 
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Braque later attributed this change to the timely influence of 

t e Neo-classicist Ingres,38 but a break with the Fauve was inevitable 

i any case. So passionate a style simply did not suit Braque's plod-

ding, methodical temperament. In any case, the "something else" that 

B aque was beginning to see was put into focus by a clash with Matisse 

a d an attachment to Picasso. Braque blamed the break with Matisse on 

M tisse's exasperation with Braque's new-found admiration for Ingres: 

Matisse wouldn't tolerate a neophyte like myself upholding the 
merits of an artist who hadn't received the official stamp of 
his approval, a'nd after a stormy luncheon we didn't speak for 
about ten years. The irony is that in the end Matisse grew to 
admire Ingres, as his work clearly shows. 39 

B aque thereupon entered into an intimacy with Picasso that give birth 

t Cubism. The cancer of empathy had been pierced by the Fauve. It 

a more in-depth treatment. 

Purism and the Pre-War Years 

Braque's early association with Picasso and Cubism was an appren-

t ceship, like his introduction to Matisse and the Fauve had been. His 

a tachment to these masters earned him such labels a.s "unoriginal" and 

" ollower" in the artistic community. However, though Braque's methods 

w re plodding, he was never passive. Until Braque grew to maturity. 

t ese masters were surrogate outlets for his paternalistic predilic-

tons. Braque's personal relations with all of his fellow artists, 

38. Richardson, op.cit., p. 3. 

39. Ibid. 
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including his masters, were seldom very familiar. What Braque sought 

in them was professional advice, not ambience. He could break off a 

rapport anytime it was no longer instructive. His temperament, aloof 

by nature, was confirmed in its calling. 

About the time that Braque broke with Matisse, he was visited by 

a young art dealer, Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler, who purchased several of 

his canvases and eventually bought Braque's entire production. It was 

during a return visit to the Kahnwei1er Gallery that Braque met Picasso. 

In the fall of 1907, the critic and poet Apo11inaire, who was Braque's 

close friend, took Braque- to see a study of nudes that Picasso was 

working on. Braque viewed ilLes Demoiselles d'Avignon," the first paint

ing to layout the major lines of the approaching Cubist revolution. 

The effect on Braque was startling. Though he was initially confused 

and put off by ilLes Desmoiselles," within months tie began a similar 

study of nudes. 

Braque spent the spring and summer of 1908 at L'Estaque and re

turned to the Salon d'Automne with a series of landscapes in the budding 

Cubist genre. The Salon's jury rejected two of these and Braque with

drew the rest in a huff. He took them to the Kahnwei1er Gallery and set 

up a one-man show, which immediately established Braque at the forefront 

of the Cubist school. In 1909, after exhibiting at the Salon des Inde

pendents, Braque became close friends with Picasso and the two decided 

to work together. Picasso and Braque collaborated closely from this 

time until the outbreak of war. They were the undisputed champions of 

Cubism. 
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Cubism, .proper, reached its height in 1910-1911 and then diversi

fied, but it has never lost its status as the most influential movement 

in modern art. Cezanne, who can be called the founder of modern art, 

gave the impetus to Cubism' and the other abstract schools with his 

theory of "rea1ization.,,40 The intention of "realization" was to ad-

vance beyond empathy toward a more abstracted and cerebral grasp of 

Form. Cezanne wanted to transcend the senses and purify his images, to 

"bind Pous,sin to nature" as he put it.41 Cezanne accomplished this end 

by bringing out the linear dimensions of his paintings. He did this by 

refining and structuring images in order to flatten them toward a pure 

form. His layered landscapes and flattened still lifes introduced a 

two-dimensional ism into modern art which became the abstractionist's 

chief weapon against romantic space-time. Said Braque: 

... You must not forget that Cubism was essentially a reaction 
against the Impressionists. For whereas the Impressionists 
concentrated on rendering nature in terms of atmosphere and 
light--they scattered bits of sky everywhere--we were out to 
attack space. 42 , 

The enemy was any element of art that excited the senses, and 

thereby degraded both artist and observer. When referring to late nine-

teenth-century romantic art, the Cubists, G1eizes and Metzinger, who 

wrote the "Cubist Manifesto" of 1912, exclaimed, "Enough decorative 

40. Read, A Concise History of Modern Art, p. 16. 

41. Ibid., p. 17. 

42. Richardson, op.cit., p. 3. 
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plastic art and pictorial decoration, enough confusion and ambiguity~1I43 

To them, the romantics had let nature and the aesthetic fate beguile 

and captivate the imagination for too long. Apollinaire in his famous 

Les Peintres CUbistes of 1913 made it clear what the new role of artwas 

to be--"The plastic virtues; purity, unity and truth keep nature in 

subjection ... However, too many painters still adore plants, the sea ... 

or men .... The time has come for us to be masters. 1144 

Asceticism and l'audace were the way of the abstractionists. 

They erected a new dualism by which they hoped to cure romanticism's 

ills. It was with this dualism in mind that Braque uttered his "l aw of 

contrasts. 1145 liThe analytical techniques of Cubism, by putting into 

play the law of contracts, worked to undermine a synthesis taken for 

granted and to put it on a higher plane."46 Hence, the Cubist formula 

was to break up the empathetic harmonies of romanticism and then recon-

struct them along abstract lines. 

Braque had another term to describe this process of reconstruc-

tion on the "higher plane"--"tactility," the mental integration of form 

43. Albert Gleizes and Jean Metzinger, Cubism (1912), in Modern 
Artists on Modern Art ed .. Robert L. Herbert (Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey: Prentice Hall Inc., 1964), p. 5. 

44. Guillaume Apolliinaire, The Cubist Painters-Aesthetic Medita
tions (1913), trans. Lionel Abel (New York: Wittenborn and Co., 1944), 
p. 9. 

45. Zervos, op.cit., p. 21. La tendance analytique du Cubisme, 
enfaisant jouer la 10; des contrastes, l'a prepare a soupconner cette 
necessite de synthese et a la pacer sur un plan eleve. ~ 

46. Ibid. 
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with the spectator. 47 By "tactil ity" Braque meant that the essence of 

an object could be grasped in its purity, without the interference of 

sentiments, trompe 1 'oeil , or any of the other measures of romantic 

space-time. The object of abstract art was to rid one of that hesi-

tancy that occurred when an object was approached with empathy. Braque 

told Dora Vallier in 1954, "I had already approached tactile, manual 

space, as I prefer to call it, with the use of musical instruments for 

subject matter, since those (instruments) had the same tactile quality-

they were animated by touch." 48 The analogy to musical instruments was 

a good one. As \'Jith these instruments, "touching" the object called 

forth a noumena1, immaterial form. "Touching" really translated into 

transcending, reaching into the object and pulling forth its essence, 

purifying it by removing it from space-time. The object was experi-

enced immediately, not a posteriori as in romantic art or romantic sci-

ence. 

Traditional perspective gave me no satisfaction. It is scien
tifically ordered and never allows one to take full possession 
of things. It operates from a single viewpoint which is never 
abandoned. Now the viewpoint is a minor consideration. Imagine 
a man who would spend his life drawing profiles, as though he 
would have one believe that man has only one eye. Once we reach 
this stage in our thinking--Picasso and I--everything changed. You 
have no idea how much! I was, above all attracted to making 
real the new sense of space that I felt--and this was a major 

47. Georges Braque, Cahiers 1917-1947, trans. Bernard Frechtman 
(Paris: Maeght Editions, 1948), p. 1. 

48. "Je m'etais deja achemine vers 11espace tactile, manuel comme 
je prefere le definer, et 1 I instrument de musique en tant qu'objet, avait 
cette particularite qulon pouvait 1 'animer en le touchant." Ed. Vallier, 
op.cit.,-p.16. 



force in Cubism. So I began to paint, above all, still 1ifes, 
because there is in nature a tactile, I almost mean, "manua'" 
space. 49 

Dualism, tactility, and abstraction--these were the means by 
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which the Cubists sought to rescue the object from the aesthetic psyche. 

One final ingredient was primitivism. Primitivism was another attack 

on romantic space-time. It evoked the primordial and the timeless. 

Braque, Picasso and other early Cubists were especially influenced by 

the masks of- Ivory Coast dancers. "Negro masks in particul ar opened up 

a new horizon to me because, as I have said elsewhere, Ithey allowed me 

to make contact with instinctive things, with direct manifestations 

which were in opposition to the false tradition which I abhorred. 11150 

These masks were death-masks. Expressionless, stern, and authoritar-

ian, they put an end to the mask-making of romantic confidence games. 

They evoked the Imperator-god or Cronus, the cosmic law-giver and a cos-

mic father-of-time, the one who could order romantic space-time because 

he was outside of it. Objects hitherto perceived as a part of this ro

mantic space-time had to be shattered, purified, and re-assembled as 

essence in the "space" of a higher plane. 

When objects shattered into fragments appeared in my paintings 
about 1909, this for me was a way of getting closest to the 
object so far as painting allowed one to do so. Fragmentation 
helped me to establish space and movement in space, and I 
cou1dn 1 t introduce the object until I had created space. 51 

49. Douglas Cooper, op.cit., p. 45. 

50. Richardson, Ope cit., p. 3. 

51. Ed. Vallier, op.cit., p. 16, trans. by James Emmons in 
Leymarie, op.cit., p. 47. 
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Primitivism had various expressions in both Cubism and other 

abstr,actioni st 'school s, but its function was invari ably the same. It 

recalled a prehistoric time, which was in some ways the far-off and he

roic .era that the romantics also sought. However, the abstractionist's 

primordial sphelre was uninhabited. It wanted no men, not even heroes. 

to sully it. lit was a crystalline plane, far removed from the dirty 

lies of the abberant metaphor that was man's existence. Hence, Cubism's 

basic task was :one of creating objectified space. This new space must 

be ridded of sHadow, chiaroscuro, three dimensionalism, trompe l'oeil, 

and all other elements that cursed romanticism. Shadow and trompe 

l'oeil invited Ithe imagination to act, and this required time, exactly --,- , 

what the abstractionists were striving to purge. 

However', by definition, space has to be expressed by volume so 

the problem that lay before the Cubists was finding a way of expressing 

volul11e without lusing shadow or trompe l'oeil. Volume had to be experi

enced, immediately, not imaginatively. The Cubists, Braque and Picasso 

accol11plished their task by flattening out the picture and bringing all 

views, of the object, from whatever angle, to the surface of the painting. 

Actually, the term "cubist" is rather inaccurate. The Cubists broke 

thei~ subject into planes of light, not cubes. The sides of a form 

were flattened like a box that is opened and spread out. An object was 

pres~nted as it was known to exist, not as it was perceived. One did 

not have to imaginge what the reverse side of an object looked like. It 

was a,lso flattened and brought to the surface. The canvas almost fell 
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into the observer's gaze. The space and shadowed volume of romantic 

painting that invited the observer into the picture, into the imagination 

and into a subjective consciousness, disappeared. Color, where it was 

used by the Cubi sts, was purged of any chiaroscuro and mostly restri cted 

to pure, primary uses. As for portrait profiles, both eyes of the head 

were brought around to the surface, as in Egyptian art. One did not 

have to imagine the other side of the head. Circles seen at an angle 

were not turned into ovals to give the natural perceptionofacircle. 

They were 1 eft as perfect ci rcl es. "Nature" to the Cubi sts was not as we 

perceive it but as we know it, intuitively and immediat21y, as in a reve-

lation. 

These techniques took cubism far beyond Cezanne's "realization." 

Cezanne's experiments were basically the result of an intellectual curios-

ity. For Braque at least, Cubism was not intellectual but pietistic. Pur

ists such as Braque resented the intrusion of the intellect as another be-

smirchment of the almost mystical "poetry" of form that he was after. 

I would say that it was "poetry" which distinguished the cubist 
painting which Picasso and I arrived at intuitively from the 
lifeless sort of painting which those who followed us tried, 
with such unfortunate results, to arrive at theoretically. For 
alas, Cubism was very quickly destroyed: too many mediocre 
painters pounced on it. But I make an excep~ion of Juan Gris 
for he managed to transcend his theoretical approach. Of course 
he was often led astray by science. I remember on one occasion 
Gris showing me a still life ... I made a few criticisms whereupon 
Gris looked at it again and after pondering a bit, exclaimed, 
'My God, you are right; I've made a mistake in my calculations.' 
A terrifying admission wasn't it? 'You had better be careful,' 
I said to him, 'or else one day you are going to find yourself 
trying to fit two fruit dishes into a single pear.'52 

52. Richardson, op.cit., pp. 3-4. 
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To Dora Vallier, Braque further dissociated himself from the "intellec-

tua1" Cubists: 

Neither Picasso nor myself had any relations with G1eizes, Met
zinger or the others, either before or after the ,exhibition 
(Salon des Independents, 1911). Those fellows made Cubism into 
a system. They tried to say: 'This is Cubism, this is not. 1 

In short, their theorizing had nothing to do with painting. 
They were simply intellectualizing.53 

Braque attacked phenomenal nature itself as "untrustworthy;" 

its verisimilitude was a sham, a cheap imitation of true nature, the es

sence known only to the mind. 54 However, this was Braque's view in the 

early Cubist period, the months of zealous, even fanatical reformateur 

instincts. It was not a sustainable position, and even prior to the 

war Braque mellowed. He began to compromise with the natural and even 

with empathy. In the spring of 1910, Braque painted a nail with its 

shadow into a canvas, which incorporated a phenomenal object into the 

uncorrupted unity of the picture. Next, letters of the alphabet made 

their appearance to serve as I natura1" stimulants to the transcendent 

forms. Color was introduced next and then papiers co11es, which were 

scraps cut from magazines and newspapers and pasted against the cubist 

planes. However, Braque would not attribute these humanistic touches 

to a compromising of his fidei sm. They, too. were inspired by the di-

vine. 

It goes without saying. that dependency between color and mate
riality is highlighted in painting. And what pleased me was 
precisely that 'materiality' which was bestowed by the diverse 

53. Vallier, op.cit., p. 19. 

54. I bi d., p. 14. 



material objects that I introduced into my paintings. For me, 
this amounted to an actual distancing from idealistic painting, 
and an intimacy with the 'real' objects that I cherished .... 
The turning point for color arrived with the papiers colles. 
This is something the critics have never understood .... I made 
my first papiers collies in 1914 before I went to war. It was 
not an idea. I don't know how to explain it. It was a sort 
of revelation.55 
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Picasso went much further in his compromises with the phenom-

enal. In fact, these compromises went to such a length as to worry 

Braque even before the war. Furthermore, Braque could sense that Pi-

casso's ego was swelling from the success that the abstractionists were 

beginning to enjoy. He was afraid this ego might turn the objective 

and universal perceptions of Cubism to its own subjective ends. In 

1932 Picasso all but admitted this to E. Terriade, "When you come right 

down to it all you have is your self. Your self is a sun with a thou

sand rays in your belly. The rest is nothing.,,56 This was an artist 

speaking as a god. It was exactly what Braque abhorred, since if the 

artist were to become god, the objective nature of the abstractionist 

perspective would be lost, and the Faustian failings of romanticism 

would recur. For a time Braque and Picasso did not sign their canvases. 

When Picasso began to sign them, Braque tried unsuccessfully to per

suade him not to. The stage was set for their future break. 

Another grbup who risked compromising Cubism with empathy were 

the Futurists. This group went beyond Cubism's still-lifes to paint 

55. I bi d., p. 17.· 

56. Read, A Concise History of Modern Art, p. 147. 
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motion as an immediate experience. Was this possible? Did not motion and 

"tactil ity" contradict each other? Braque himsel f never moved away from 

still lifes, though hedidnotcondemnFuturism. It was simplyanotherem

pathetic pressure on the Cubist discovery with which he had to deal. 

On the other hand, the purists radicalized Cubist technique to

ward static and pietistic ends that even Braque could not endure. Mon-

drian was one of their leaders. His approach grew ever more ascetic 

and simplified, "I always confine myself to expressing the general, 

i.e., the intrinsic element (that which is closest to the spirit), do

ing this in the simplest external form, in order to be able to express 

in this way the inner meaning in the least veiled manner.,,57 Mondrian 

became leader of De Stijl ("The Style"), a group of purists whose views 

Mondrian summed up years later: 

Gradually I became aware that Cubism did not accept the logical 
consequences of its own discoveries: it was not developing ab
straction toward its ultimate goal, the expression of pure 
reality. I felt that reality can only be established through 
pure plastics. In its essential expression, pure plastics is 
unconditioned by subjective feeling and conception. It took me 
a long time to discover that particularities of form and na
tural color evoke states of feeling which obscure reality.58 

Mondrian's canvases were broken into flat planes of pure pri-

mary colors--reds and blues over white and black perpendiculars. To 

Mondrian the right angle was the ultimate in structure and his paintings 

57. Letters of the Great Artists, ed. Richard Friendensthal, 
Piet Mondrian, letter to Theo Von Doesburg (Amsterdam, 1915?) (London: 
Thames and Hudson, 1963), vol. 2, p. 234. 

58. Piet Mondrian, "Toward the True Vision of Reality" (1942) 
in Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art 1937 and Other Essays 1941-1943 
(New York: Wittenborn, Schultz Inc., 1947), p. 10. 
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were constructed with nothing else. 59 They were the ultimate in ab

stract piety, as Mondrian envisioned it. Despite his concern over the 

empathetic incursions in~o Cubism, Braque could not go that far, and 

the war intervened in any case. Braque went off to the war with these 

schisms threatening the family of schools which grew out of Cubism. He 

returned with the intention of reestablishing order. 

Primal Order 

Curiously where Martin du Gard's vision of an aesthetic/moral 

communalism was destroyed by the war, Braque seems to have arrived at 

some sort of equilibrium from it. Indeed, Braque almost thrived on it, 

despite the fact that he was severly injured and came out of the war 

with a temporarily damaged constitution. It was as though he were bap

ti zed by its blood and came of age in it. After it was done he di scon

tinued his practice of attaching himself to surrogate father-figures. 

He was confirmed in his view that romanticism was bankrupt and could 

now assert the new order of primal form with assurance. Neither Pi

casso nor Mondrian shared Braque's war experience. While Braque was 

absent, these two took abstraction to opposite poles. Picasso moved 

toward a greater compromise with empathy, while Mondrian tended to a 

more severe purism. Upon his return, Braque determined to lead the new 

perspective to synthetic ends. His style avoided both parody and elit

ism. He became a father-figure himself to the family of schools that 

Cubism spawned. Braque, like Martin du Gard, lost the past~ but he 

59. Ibid. 
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discovered a future in a new race that was both primordial and progres

sive. However. that discovery was paid for in the war. 

In the fall of 1914 Braque was called up to join his regiment. 

and by September he was on the front. By December he had been promoted 

to Lieutenant and was twice cited in dispatches. In May, 1915, at Car

ency in the Artois sector his head was nearly taken off in a shell ex

plosion. He was trepanned on the front in a field hospital. Shortly 

thereafter he was sent to a Paris hospital for several months where he 

lay in a critical state and temporarily lost his eyesight. Braque's 

sight a,nd health were partially restored, and though still convalescent 

he insisted on rejoining his regiment. Finally in 1916 he was mustered 

out of the service. He was awarded the Croix de Guerre and the Legion 

d'Honneur. Braque had married in 1912 and he now rejoined his wife in 

Paris. He took up a working relationship with Juan Gris and acquainted 

himself with the latest Cubist techniques. 

Braque's war experience was a crucial part of his life. The bour-

geoi s democracies with thei r empatheti c art had reveal ed thei r vu1 nerabi 1-

ity in this war. Mass art had become mass destruction. The sentiments of 

James' Portrait of a Lady had been thoroughly debunked. In 1935 he tol d 

Dora Vall i er: "I am opposed to art for the masses. An art whi ch sets out to 

win the approval of the multitude is a passive art. instigated by some prompt

ing outside of itself. It is official art! In the interests of mankind 

one must fight against it with an active art. born of intuition.,,60 

60. Cooper. op.cit., p. 87, in Vide Cahiers d'Art, no.l,trans. 
by Cooper, 1935, p. 22. and Zervos. op.cit .• p. 22. 
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Picasso. who thrived on commercial success and fame. was too 

compromising to Braque. However. Braque was not disposed to esoteria 

or el iti sm. Though great art coul d not be produced ~ the masses. it 

was for them. Furthermore. concrete experience such as the war were ne-

cessary to the artist. His special insight was only valuable if it was 

tempered by the experiences of other men: " ... it is not possible to 

create ... new elements unless one is immersed in the surrounding 

world.,,61 In 1939 he wrote. "there is nothing that distinguishes the 

artist from other men. He lives on the same plane as everyone 

1 ,,62 e se ... It was Braque's intention to articulate that plane for the 

masses. 

Braque had been wounded. He had suffered brain damage. been 

blinded and then had seen the light anew. He was like a Semele who had 

been left alive with a chance to describe the naked presence. Yet. 

even in the throes of battle he had kept his perspective and attempted 

to synthesize it with his environment. Out of this attempted synthesis 

came Braque's theory of "metamorphosis." 

If there is no mystery, then there is no Ipoetry;1 the quality 
I value above all else in art. What do I mean by Ipoetry?1 It 
is to a painting what life is to man. But don't ask me to de
fine it; it is something that each artist has to struggle to 
discover for himself through his own intuition. For me it is a 
matter of harmony. of rapports. or rhythm. and--most important 
for my own work--of 'metamorphosis. ' 

61. Ibid .• trans. Cooper. p. 87. 

62. Ibid .• p. 74. in Cahiers d'Art, no. 1-4, trans. Cooper 
(Paris: 1939)~ 65. 



I will try to explain what I mean by metamorphosis. For me no 
object can be tied down to anyone sort of reality. A stone 
may be part of a wall, a piece of sculpture. a lethal weapon, 
a pebble on a beach or anything else you like. just as this 
file in my hand can be metamorphosed into a shoe-horn or a 
spoon. according to the way in which I use it. The first time 
the importance of this phenomenon struck me was in the tren
ches during the First World War when my batman turned a bucket 
into a brazier by poking a few holes in it with his bayonet 
and filling it with coke. For me this commonplace incident 63 
had a poetic significance. I began to see things in a new way. 
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Was this a surrender of form to function? It would be more in-

sightfu1ly viewed as Braque's testimony to a synthesis built on the new 

perspective. It was the fault of romanticism that it did not perceive 

the form in the function. Braque hoped to re-invigorate the tired, sub

jectivised phenomena of.romanticism with the purifying visions of Cub

ism. The object and its image would then take on a new significance. 

the very significance that Martin du Gard thought had been lost in the 

war. 

Braque's attempts at synthesis would not amount to re1inguish

ing his purist instincts, which Picasso appeared to be doing. Neither 

would Braque insist on the pure form at all times as Mondrian did. He 

was willing to compromise form with the individual object but the form 

was both a priori and paramount: 

Every pic~ure has a subject. but it is not inevitably anecdo
tal. The starting point of a picture for any painter is a 
matter of colors and forms. I don't believe you can get away 
from that. although it is not an absolute ru1e .... I believe 
that, first of all, there is a play of colors and forms. I be
lieve that the poetry of art--if that is what one may call it 
--is a matter of animating these forms and colors. That is to 

63. Richardson, op.cit .• p. 1. 



say, turning a patch of white on a canv~s into a napkin. But I 
believe that the patch of white is conc6!ived in a:dvance, with
out knowing what it will become. So th6!re is a proc~ss of 
transformation. one might call it a poet;ic transf!Ormation.64 
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This may seem to contradict Braque'~ earlier reflections con-

cerning the bucket turned into a brazier. Then it seemed that form was 

following function, but this was not really the case.1 The bucket was 

the form and it was animated by the function of being! turned into a 

brazier. This animation was important to By'aque not Ibecause it drew 

one's perception from form to function but ~ice-versa. For Braque, the 

function evoked the form. The Act .preceded Grace in Igeneration but not 

in primacy. The direction of romanticism, ~rawing the pr~sence down to 

the terrestrial and synthesizing them into qne monistic principle was 

reversed. The new art not only forced the ~Iirection back toward the for-

mal, but it elevated dualism, not monism. Recognizing the dichotomy be-

tween essence and the terrestrial heightene~ the awaneness of both. 

Hence, Braque's synthesis was one built not on cohesi:veness but on dual-

ism. 

One begins to paint under the impulsion of an idea. Something 
happens first in one's head before it b~gins to happen before 
one's eyes. An idea takes shape, do yo~ see? But as one goes 
on working, the picture itsel f takes ov~r. That lis·to say there 
is a tussle between the idea--the pictuY"e as it ils conceived in 
advance--and the picture which fights fqr .its owrl life. It is 
this conflict which creates that vital tension which gives life 
to a picture. 65 

This "vital tension: was to be Braq~e's main~tay--the heart of 

his "classicism." It was a communalism rea~hed out of the polarity of 

64. Cooper, op.cit., pp. 45-46. 

65. Ibid., p. 45. 
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opposites. It was also very delicate. It could only be sustained by a 

strong-willed soul. Braque had survived the horror of the primal. Now 

he prepared to order it by harmonizing it with the phenomenal. 

In-Between 

Between wars. in the 1920 l s and 1930 l s, Braque attempted to syn

thesize abstractionism in two ways. In the 1920 l s he employed natural

ism and in the 1930 l s he used expressionism. Braque first addressed 

his task with his gueridon (footstool) series, beginning in 1918 with 

the painting "Cafe-Bar." In this series "tactility" became Braque1s 

method of "hanging" objects on the canvases so that they fall into the 

observer1s immediate consciousness. Tactility was fully integrated 

with the correlative technique of "metamorphosis." Braque1s footstools 

were allegorical entries to the higher plane. To heighten the effect 

of accessibility, Braque thickened his palette to a plastered state, in

creased his use of color, and made the objects more malleable than 

hitherto. His footstools were strewn with the trappings of domestic 

tranquility, pipes, fruit, and musical instruments. Braque was not de-

serting the principles of abstraction, but he was trying to humanize 

them. 

Braque explained himself when he reflected that color. for ex-

ample. was a constitutive part of objects and need not necessarily con

vey the "atmospheric ambiance" of I~pressionism.66 Critics accused him 

66. George Waldemar. "Georges Braque," L1Esprit Nouveau #6. 
(Paris: 1921). pp. 636-639 in reprint of (New York: Da Capo Press, J968). 
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of a sell-out or as Andre Lh6te put it, of surrendering the "spiritual 

language to the sensual.,,67 Braque unabashedly continued his natural

izing ways in the 1920's and went on to employ nudes and other more hu-

man motifs, even thicker impastos, more brilliant color, and an ever

present, ever more luminous black background. This last technique is 

interesting in its own right. In these 1920's works, it is as though 

Braque was creating his own providence out of a darkness that was it-

self alive with hidden mysteries. The pellucid solemnity of early CU-" 

bism had been penetrated. Essence had been unveiled, but always the 

direction was the same--from the form to the observer by the grace of a 

Lawgiver, and from the object to the form by the inevitable nature of 

truth. There was no sell-out here, only a condescension. 

However, Braque's troubles mounted when a glut of his earlier 

paintings were sold after the collapse of the Kahnweiler galleries. 

Kahnweiler was a German national who sought refuge in Switzerland du

ring the war and returned after the Armistice only to find all of his 

property confiscated by the French government. His inventory, inclu-

ding many Braques, were thrown on the market at a poorly-run auction. 

Braques were suddenly available everywhere and Braque's reputation suf

fered accordingly. However, his cause was taken up by LeFonce Rosen

berg, owner of a moribund gallery on the Ru~ de la Boetie. Braque's 

first exhibition there in 1924 netted him a considerable sum and after 

that his success was assured. 

67. Andre Lh6te, "Exposition Braque," Nouvelle Revue Fran aise 
(Paris: Editions Ga11iard, June 1,1919), pp. 153-157, reprint Kraus, 
Mend1e1n, Lichtenstein, 1968). 
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After his success with the gueridons, Braque turned his atten

tion to two other motifs, mantel pieces and female figures. Again the 

emphasis was on synthesis and rapport. He was confident now in his 

handling of space, which was (it bears repeating) the main concern of 

abstraction. Braque was creating space just -as he had with pure Cubism, 

only now he was creating it with relationships instead of simply with 

planes. He told Georges Charbonier: 

Don't forget that you also have to paint what there is between 
the apple and the plate, and this, it seems to me is every bit 
as difficult as painting the two objects themselves. Indeed 
this 'in-between' is a no less important element than what 
they call the 'object.' In fact, it is the relationship be
tween objects themselves, and with the 'in-between' which con
stitutes the subject-matter.68 

Braque quickly dispatched a series of mantel-piece paintings, 

and again loaded the central piece with fruit, pipes, and musical ref

erences and continued "hanging" the objects from the black background. 

For the female figures he chose the classical Greek caryatids 

and Poussin's basket-laden maiden in liThe Triumph of Flora" as his 

source. These were chaste, unfeminine women, not soft and pliable. 

Still, in this series, the Cubist planes reached a climax of plasticity 

for Braque. His line became more curvilinear in subsequent paintings, 

but nowhere in his works is there a greater effusion of fecundity. The 

fruit these kanephori bear is a gift from the gods, a chastened yet 

gracious imparting from the donnee. Through the twenties Braque con

tinued these series and the gueridons. 

68. Cooper, op.cit., p. 51. 
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However, Braque could draw from his synthetic Cubism no ~niver-

sal, moral-aesthetic communalism such as Martin du Garq sought, mor did 

he desire to. He was decidedly apolitical and elitist. He considered 

ethics on any sort of practical level an impossibility. liAs for.me, I 

have never had a moral in mind. 'A moral is a servituqe,' wrotelNiet

zsche, I believe, andl that is correct." 69 The ethics that Braque sub

scribed to were on the higher plane, along with his art. They were re

moved from worldly struggles. Yet, the events of the thirties were not 

without their effect upon him. at least so far as they had an aesthetic 

expression. His role as a father-figure to abstractionism was chal-

lenged by the avant-garde and his response was once again stoical', and 

disciplined, just as it had been to Impressionism and the Fauve. I How-

ever, his next "synthesis" was not accomplished by compromising with 

naturalism and the empathetic but by appealing to a more transcendent 

harmony, one of esoteric and etheral mystery. 

The only valid thing in art is that which cannot be explained, 
I wrote once. I still feel this very strongly. To explain I 

away the mystery of a great painting--if such a feat were poslsi
ble--would do irr.eparable harm, for whenever you explain or de
fine something, you substitute the explanation or t~e defini~ 
tion for the real thing. The same is true of scien~e. Each I 

time a new probl~m is solved I feel that something pf value has 
been lost. Inste,ad of having matters made clearer, I should I 

1 ike to have them made even more obscure. Il faut toujours aUJI
menter le trouble.70 

The thirties Iwere a period of troubles for the West and this 

trouble was manifested aesthetically in a renewed outburst of 

69. Vallier. op.cit., p. 14. 

70. Richardson, op.cit., p. 1. 
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expressionism, represented by Surrealism, Dada, and German Expression-

ism. Dualism and Original Sin, the commodities of troubled times were 

brought to the fore again. Hans Arp, the Surrealist, aspi'red to "a new 

order which might reestablish the equalibrium between heaven and hel1.,,7l 

Braque thought he had just fulfilled this prescription, but the avant-

garde was impatient with his still-lifes. It wanted something more vi-

brant so Braque sought a remedy in his own brand of expressionism. 

Braque's expressionistic synthesis did not entirely abandon the attempt 

at a fusion of naturalism and abstraction, but it appealed to more mys-

terious rapports than hitherto. 

Braque was indifferent to the se1f-consciousoexpressionism of 

Dada and the Surreal. These were twentieth-century versions of roman-

tic Angst. Instead, he looked to a collective unconscious. a poetry of 

the spheres which would synthesize on the higher plane. 72 This synthe

sis droew on currents of thought that had been popularized by Carl 

Jung. 73 Braque still pursued the universal, but he feared that in the 

1930's the masses could not be ignored and he hoped for an art that 

71. Marcel Brion, Modern Painting, transo. Stuart Hook (London: 
Thames and Hudson, 1958), p. 34. 

72. Contrast E. Terriade, "L'Epanouisement de 1 'oeuvre de 
Braques," Cahiers d'Art, vol. 3, No. 10 (Paris: 1928), pp. 361-369 and 
Christian Zervos, "Observations sur les peintures recentes de Braque," 
Cahiers d'Art, vol. 5, no. 1, (Paris: 1930). pp. 5-10. 

73. Carl Jung, et al, Man and His Symbols (Garden City, New 
York: Doubleday and Co., 1964), pp. 60ff and 94. 
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would manifest at general ambiance in mass reflection upon the univer-
74 I I sal. Art would soothe the tensions gripping Europe. 

Braque thinned his palette and his line became thinner and more 

curvilinear, even serpentilne. Skulls made their appearance on his guer

idons, as if fo~boding th~ second catharsis that Europe was about to un-

dergo. His sounce was once again Greek; this time he picked on Psaix's 

sixth-century amphoras whi,ch employed black figures incised in white. 

Braque added free-form colors and contiguous flowing lines to heighten 

an effect of f1 il ght and m~stery. The total effect was one of extreme 

simplification ~nd a sens~ of removal which was faintly mocking: With 

these paintings, which have earned some measure of criticism,75 Braque 

began a flight into a mysterium that he managed to discipline and syn

thes i ze 1 ater. IWithi n t hils new synthesi s, Braque produced hi s greatest 

works, but it WqS an achi e1vement on a st i 11 hi gher pl ane than he had 

previously attatned. Braque's inspiration for this period was not the 

formalist, P1atd, nor the ~onstructionist, Descartes, but the prophet 

and poet, Pascal:. 76 

Braque h~d attained the consciousness of the post-warrier. He 

had turned the primitivism that Martin du Gard abhorred into an aesthe

tic--re1igipus cpmmunalism. He had fashioned a Garden, albeit a very 

spartan one, fra~ the jung~e, and he did it with sheer willpower. With 

74. Zervos, op.cit., p. 22. 

75. Cooper, op.cit., p. 68. 

76. Zervos, op.cit., p. 21. 
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thi s he ridded art of its clreaded se1 f-conscious universal ity. To ce1 e

brate his achievement he loaded his gueridons with bread and water, and 

now also with birds, qreatuJres of flight. For the final time, Braque 

removed himself from ~he II princip1e of internal necessityll to an u1-

terior locus, the lex mysterium, lias in a symphony, the theme rushes to 

the infinite. lln 

Braque was unqer tme influence of Zen Buddhism at this point in 

1ife. 78 He had begun to perceive the phenomenal as maya, but he re

jected any assertion t;hat this perception represented a flight of fancy, 

or a narcotic that prQvided an escape from rea1ity--IIA distinction must 

be made between wi11pQwer and persistence. Alcoholism is not an exam

ple of willpower. 1I79 From his point of view, he was not flying away 

from reality, but intQ it, linto its ultimate essence. His former cri

tic, Andre Lh6te, proq1aimed Braque the heir to Ma11arme and DebUSsy,80 

those symbol ists whom ~1arti;n du Gard had rejected as hopeless ideal iz-

ers of a grim, primor~ia1 Truth. But Braque was not so much the heir 

to the symbolists as ~e was their cure. He did not idealize primal 

horror, he tamed it and willed it to aesthetic obedience: 

You see I have ma~e a great discovery: I no longer believe in 
anything. Objects don'lt exist for me except insofar as a 

n. Vallier, op.ci.1., p. 24. 

78. Richardson, QP..cit., p. 2. 

79. Georges Braque, Cahiers 1947-1955, No. 101. 

80. Andre Lh6te, 'jLe Symbol i sme p1 asti que de Georges Braque, II 
Nouvelle Revue Fran~~~, ~o. 48, 1937, p. 795. 



rapport exists between them. and between them and myself. 
When one attains this harmony, one reaches a sort of intellec
tual non-existence--what I can only describe as a state of 
peace--which makes everything possible and right. Life then81 becomes a perpetua 1 revel at i on. Ca, c I est de 1 a vra i e poes i e! 

Castles in the Sky 
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In 1939 another bloodletting descended upon the West. Braque 

was not oblivious to this second crisis, but he was hardly daunted by 

it. By this time he had acquired the status of "l'Eminence Crise of 

the art world."82 With a typical gruff assertiveness, he continued to 

work after the occupation and rejected commissions from both the Nazis 

and Vichy though he was commanded to accept them. How could these 

groups threaten him? He feared neither death nor nothingness, for he 

was self-sufficient. He had become an aseitic and ascetic prophet who 

was unmoved by history. At war's end he was decorated and his acclaim 

became universal. To this he was also oblivious. He predicted that 

the day of le grand maistre in Western art was finished. 83 This re

flection was echoed by a spectator at a 1946 exhibition in the Museum 

of Non-Objective Painting in New York--"It is not necessary for us to 

know about the artist--thereisnone of his own personality between the 

spectator and the painting in which he is revealed in the modern world 

--the subjecti ve is gone and only the uni versal rema ins. "84 Statements 

81. Richardson, op.cit., p. 2. 

82. Mullins, op.cit., p. 127. 

83. Richardson, op.cit., p. 2. 

84. Wassily Kandinsky, "Public Comments from the Museum of Non
Objective Art Exhibition of April, 1946," On the Spiritual in Art (New 
York: Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, 1946), p. 138. 
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such as these signaled the death of the romantic ego. It was a long 

time dying and may still revive itself, but for Braque, it was gone. 

Perhaps it had always been so with him for he had maintained a consis

tency of character all his life, even as a child, which both con

strained and liberated him. The romantics had looked for salvation in 

recapturing the childlike innocence of the Garden and Braque had found 

it. As if to celebrate the communion of father and child, Braque be

gan to place objects of his childhood in his canvases--bicycles, stoves, 

and kitchen fixtures. 

As far as he was able, Braque had domesticized his vision. He 

had built a house, a castle for the Lawgiver. From living-room fix

tures like gueridons and mantel pieces, he moved to kitchens and par

lors. Eventually, he produced paintings of studios and billiard rooms, 

those centers of recreation where a prophet might ponder the mystery of 

things. This was his "classicism" and his strength. Here on the 

higher plane he could rest, untouched by terrestrial trammel. As one 

self-created child of the Garden, he beckoned back to the child who had 

begun it all--Van Gogh. Braque called Van Gogh "a fool, but a genial 

fool II because he woul d not permit the negl ect of the publ i c to destroy 

his vision. 85 Braque had achieved this "geniality" also, and even more 

than Van Gogh for Braque had risen beyond the emotional torments of 

Van Gogh. In his later years, Braque turned once again to studio mo

tifs, to his birds, and after a long absence, to exteriors. It was as 

85. Zervos, op.cit., p. 21. 
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though his house were completed and he had now only to rest and contem

plate. His birds were always on the wing~ but gliding. 

It was Braque's great accomplishment to have helped restructure 

Western art. However~ he had built a house with no residents. Braque's 

reshaping of the romantic re1igio was unfinished. He had climbed into 

the primal sphere~ grasped a Decalogue and returned, but he had no Gos

pel to complement his testament. He had found the peace where Martin 

du Gard could not~ but it was a peace of solitude. Braque's world re

mained too cold and harsh for anyone to enter who did not have his 

toughness. He was a surviving Semele, isolated by his gift of special 

insight. His last paintings were imitations of the bleak wheatfie1ds 

that Van Gogh painted late in life. In them, the Cubist planes had be

come two slabs which denoted an expectant horizon. What they were 

missing was a person, a wayfarer who might complete the covenant Braque 

had begun. 



CHAPTER 4 

MISSING PERSON: GABRIEL MARCEL AND A HIGHER EMPIRICISM 

Thanks to the reports on the wounded and the prisoners which 
we had at our disposal, we were often able to get into touch 
with the comrades or the officers of the missing men; need
less to say, in the great majority of cases what we had to 
report was the news of their death. Every day I received 
personal visits from the unfortunate relatives who implored 
us to obtain what information we could; so that in the end 
every index card was to me a heart-rending, personal appeal. 
Nothing, I think, could have immunized me better against the 
power of effacement possessed by the abstract terms which 
fill the rep~rts of journalists and historians of the war.1 

Ariadne: 
It's become so very clear to me how all these stories, in 
which we're both actors and audience, are interlinked, and how 
they illuminate each other. That's what the novelists have 
understood so well, and it's why they alone can shed such 
flashes of light on the real meaning of 1ife.2 

The Desert Universe 

Braque discovered his paradise by externalizing his vision 

through his painting. He was made cognizant of a presence outside of 

the phenomenal world which provided order and stability. Unfortun

ately, this discovery also externalized the person who made it. It 

isolated him in the calm of his truth. To a loner like Braque, this 

1. "An Essay in Autobiography" in The Philosophy of Existen
tialism, trans. Manya Harari, (New York: Citadel Press, 1966), p.121 
(hereafter referred to as E.A.). 

2. Ariadne from Three Plays, trans. Rosalind Haywood (London: 
Secker and Warburg, 1952), p. 196. 
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was a satisfying isolation. Gabriel Marcel, philosopher, dramatist. 

and composer approached the same self-satisfaction in his early works, 

but the war of 1914 turned his concerns back toward humanity and the 

phenomenal. Instead of prompting the vision of a "higher plane" as it 

had for Braque, the war induced Marcel to propose a "hi gher empi ri

cism,"3 which he hoped would blossom from the dead flowers of romantic 

aesthetics. To Marcel, the war was proof that romanticism's aesthe-

tics had killed the ethics of humanism. It was compassion, the 

donnee of a person and not a form, that Marcel hoped to restore. 

Braque found a missing order by approaching the cosmos from 

the outside-in. Marcel looked for a missing person by looking at 

things from the inside-out. They had the same enemy--the insignifi

cance rendered by romantic time--but the approach was different: 

Travelling on the Underground, I often wonder with a kind of 
dread what can be the inward reality of the life of this or 
that man employed on .the railway--the man who opens the 
doors, for instance, or the one who punches the tickets. 
Surely everything both within him and outside him conspires 
to identHythisman with his functions ... The rather horrible 
expression "time-table" perfectly describes his life. 4 

Those reflections came later. In fact, Marcel began from 

much the same direction as Braque, although it was not with any of 

Braque's self-assurance. Marcel's development was faltering and hesi-

tanto Where Braque struck directly at a problem, Marcel poked around 

3. E. A., p. 1 06. 

4. "On the Ontological Mystery" in The Philosophy of Existen
tialism, p. 11 (hereinafter referred to as a.M.). 
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it, as though he were afraid that too simple an approach wouid not do 

justice to the complexity of the issue. 

Both compl exiti es and compl exes began in chil dhood for Marce l. 

His upbringing was confused enough to have disturbed him at an early 

age. He was born on December 7~ 1889, in Paris, six years after 

Braque's birth and eight years after Martin du Gard's. He was a 

sickly child whose frailties were exacerbated by the frequent travels 

that were forced upon him by his father ' s vocation. His father worked 

in the French state department and the Ministry of Fine Arts. M. 

Marcel was a well-informed, cultured man whose rapport with his son 

was one of relaxed pedagogy. He was a positivist but not a radical: 

My father, who had been brought up as a Catholic, had ceased 
practicing his religion at an early age; imbued with the 
ideas of Taine, Spencer, and Renen, his position was that of 
the late nineteenth-century agnostics; acutely and gratefully 
aware of all that which art owes to Catholicism, he regarded 
Catholic thought itself as obsolete and tainted with absurd 
superstitions. A free mind, according to him, could not but 
turn away from such childish beliefs; and I suspect, too, that 
a kind of basic French paganism rebelled in him against the 
subjection of human nature to Catholic asceticism. Not that 
he was in the least a hedonist or a traditional Epicurean: few 
people, I think, have had a stricter or more disciplined life 
or a more developed sense of their duties of state. 5 

This description is respectful enough, but one senses in it 

and elsewhere in Marcel IS autobiography a feeling of distance, as 

though the relationship was not really one of father and son but of 

mentor and pupil. Marcel later alluded to the lack of domestic 

5 . E. A., p. 1 09 . 
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warmth as a major contribution to his thought. 6 He was an only child 

who "suffered from exaggerated attention,"7 and it was not an endear-

ing attention. The young Gabriel was "racked by a kind of tension 

which at times reached an almost intolerable degree. 1I8 Part of the 

cause for this trauma Marcel ascribed to his fear of parental expec-

tations: 

My illnesses, my successes and failures at school were given 
an absurd importance. I felt watched, spied upon; I guessed 
that after I had gone to bed, the conversation in the draw
ing-room turned on my inadequacies and on what could be ex
pected of me. Our school system, if it is not to do posi
tive harm, should be balanced by a goodly dose of scepticism 
and indifference on the part of the family, but in my case 
there was no such corrective. My par~nts had been brilliant 
pupils and they gave too much importance to my marks and to 
my places in class. Thus, every composition became a drama. 
I felt each time that it was a test of my whole being, since 
no distinction seem,ed to be made between my scholastic output 
and myself. 9 

Marcel was a child reared in a drama and orphaned by a clini

cal domestic aura. His father excelled as a model of august and cul-

tured dignity, but not as a loving parent. He left those obligations 

to Marcel's aunt and grandmother. The father was like Hermes trans-

porting the young Dionysus to the lovely valley of Nysa to be cared 

for and reared by Nymphs. 

6. Ibid. , p. 116. 

7. Ibid., p. 11l. 

8. Ibid. 

9. Ibi d. , p. 111. 
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Marcel had two mothers. His natural mother, who was Jewish, 

died when he was four. She was. a figure of IIspark1ing vivacity"10 

from what Marcel could judge of her, IImarve1ous1y adjusted to 1ife."" 

She fully shared the tasks and interests of the father. Though Marcel 

had few visual memories of her, her death forever overshadowed his 

life: II(It) was completely sudden and ... shook the existence of all of 

us. 1I12 The mother's sister came to live with the family and eventu-

ally became M. Marcel's second wife. She was a converted Protestant 

of very strong will. Marcel credited her with instilling him with a 

IIneed for rigorous truth. 1I13 His descriptions of her puts one vaguely 

in mind of Braque. 

Imbued with the pessimism of the nineteenth-century poets from 
Vigny to Mme. Ackermann she had an acute and implacable sense 
of the absurdity of existence. Nature, if not utterly evil, 
at least indifferent to right and wrong, was to her completely 
unreliable. In the essentially uninhabitable world in which 
an incomprehensible play of circumstances had caused us to be 
born, there was only one resource: to forget oneself, to 
strive to lighten the burden of one's fellow sufferers, and to 
submit to the most severe self-discipline, for outside this 
there was nothing but 1icence.14 

She eventually overshadowed Marcel's mother, without extin-

guishing the memory of her: 

10. E.A. , p. 112. 

1l. Ibid. 

12. Ibi d. , p. 112. 

13. Ibid., p. 109. 

14. Ibid. , p. 110. 



There was a strange duality in my life between a being who had 
vanished--of whom ... we hardly ever spoke, and about whom, 
through a kind of reverential awe, I could not ask questions-
and another--dominating, self-assertive, and convinced that it 
was her duty to shed light into the inmost crevices of my 
mind. I believe now that this disparity, this hidden polarity 
between the seen and the unseen has played a far greater part 
in my life and tnought than any other influence .... 15 
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The aunt convinced the young Marcel that in their era it was 

only possible for one to be intelligent by being Protestant, "because 

Protestantism implied private judgment.,,16 This encouraged Marcel's 

early dealings with Idealism and his flight into Braque's world of ab-

stracted intelligence. However. it did not remove the haunting mystery 

and curiosity surrounding the memory of the dead mother, nor did it 

prevent a "religious crisis" from precipitating itself in the young 

boy's mind. Marcel came to recognize that both his father and aunt 

were victims of the same "invincible agnosticism,,,17 although the fa-

ther's was of an aesthetic variety and the aunt's was ethical. The 

boy's recognition of this left him stifled by an "unstable and arid 

climate.,,18 To Marcel, theirs was not a true religion. It was as un-

fulfilling as the education he was forced to undergo: 

My education aroused in me an obscure revolt. not indeed 
against my family. of whom I was passionately fond, but 
against what we should now call the system of values ulti
mately bound up with the desert universe in which I was 

15. Ibid., pp. 112-113. 

16. Ibid., p. 110. 

17. Ibid., p. 110. 

18. Ibid. 



. expected to live. I can still feel the exasperation provoked 
'in me by.the image of the little livid archetype of all per
fect pupils who sat in my class and with whom I was constant'ly 
compared. The thought of this measuring rod, of this inces
sant evaluation, put me beside myself with rage .... 19 
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One comfort Marcel found to solace his empty existence wasina 

sojourn the family made in Sweden when the boy was eight years old. 

His father was assigned as Minister Plenipotentiary there for a year, 

during which Marcel enjoyed a freedom that he savored; he was not re

quired to attend school. He was exotically transported by simultane-

ously coming into contact with the "attractively strange" children of 

the diplomatic corps, while being at "home" al, the while. 20 His 

"home" was the ruggedly elevated physical surroundings: " ... the Swe-

dish landscape of trees, water, and rocks, of which I was to keep a 

nostalgic memory, symbolized for me, I think, my own sorrowful inward 

world.,,21 The experience of that year was dampened by a return to 

Paris and the Lycee. Marcel lived for the holidays, "an oasis in my 

wasteland,,,22 when he implored his aunt and grandmother to take him to 

the mountains. 

Marcel was a Dionysus in flight from the hermetically sealed 

valley of his upbringing. He was born of the stock of three religions, 

but as they were manifested to him they were nothing more than empty 

19. Ibi d. , p. 112. 

20. Ibid., p. 113. 

21. Ibi d. , p. 113. 

22. Ibid., p. 114. 
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and futile expressions of old and saddened pagan myths. He wanted to 

rechristen them in order to overcome the antagonisms of the two sis-

ter-mothers. They were really two Semeles of revealed and unrevealed 

. mystery. The one was struck down, yet lingered, as though in unremit-

ting audacity. The other was an equally unremitting voice of chastened 

and sequestered taboo. Marcel's first step was to remove himself, as 

Braque had done, from the world of inadequate scientism and hollow em

pathy. Form and abstraction, the world of Idea and music, became his 

initial refuge from the confusions of his rearing: 

From my earliest childhood I witnessed in my family circle dif
ferences of temperament and opinion which forced me to become 
aware of insolubilia involved even in the most simple relation
ships ... At the same time, music offered me an irrefutable exam
ple of the kind of suprarational unity which I believed to be 
the essential function of drama to establish and promote. This 
explains the bearing of the most important of my early works, 
the Quartet in A Sharp, on the connection between family trag
edy, music and pure thought. 23 

An Ice Palace 

Marcel compared his holidays in the Bavarian Alps to a reading 

of Proust. 24 Both stemmed from a "predilection for the inaccessible." 25 

He admitted some elitist vanity in this desire, but he saw something 

el se as well : 

... a childish horror of what has lost its freshness, the ingenu
ous and absurd notion that what is distant in space is also the 

23. Ibid., pp. 106-107. 

24. Ibid., p. 115. 

25. Ibid. 



untrodden, the undefiled, is that with which the .soul contracts 
an enchanting intimacy, whereas the familiar and the nearby 
has been distorted and polluted by the stale gushing of Sunday 
trippers. 26 . 

This statement indicates that Marcel shared Martin du Gard's 

and Braque's yearning for the primal plane of hope and horror beyond 
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the hypocrisies of the phenomenal. In Marcel's early philosophy this 

yearning was expressed in German Idealism, a vehicle of transcendence. 

"What I denied, rightly or wrongly was that experience, as it is un-

derstood by empiricists, could ever be a springboard: it seems to me 

that it must suck down the spirit 1 ike a quicksand. ,,27 Later, t~arcel 

would not desire escape so much as he would want to bring the remote-

ness of the cosmos to a "here," to his "suprarational unity" of faith 

and intimacy.28 However, in his school years it was Idealism that en-

thralled Marcel. One reason was that Idealism reflected his confessed 

pietistic "horror of dirt and germs.,,29 Idealism captured the snow-

white purity and icy aloofness of the Swedish landscapes that Marcel 

found so enchanting. 

Marcel had proved himself brilliant in school, despite the in-

terruptions of travel and frequent absences caused by his weak consti

tution. After matriculating at the Lycee Carnot he entered the Sor-

26. Ibid. 

27. Ibid., p. 105. 

28. Ibid., pp. 106-107. 

29. ibid., p. 105. 
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bonne where he met Henri Bergson, the intuitionist, in 1909. He made 

close friends in Jacques Riviere (later an intimate of Martin du Gard,) 

Henri Franck, and Jean Wahl. Marcel received an Agregation de philoso

phie in 1910, but he never completed his doctoral thesis (written on 

the necessary conditions for the intelligibility of religious thought.) 

However, in 1909, he had received the Diplome d'etudes superieures for 

his Les idees metaphysiques de Coleridge dans leurs rapports avec la 

philosophie de Schelling. 30 It was Marcel's first published work and 

the one most imbued with Idealism. 

In this work, Marcel reacted to positivism and the material is-

tic philosophies with which he associated his education and the shallow

ness of the contemporary social mythology. Marcel later admitted that 

the hygienic caliber of his upbringing and its heavy emphasis on moral 

scruples probably helped cause his hostility toward empiricist philoso

phies. 3l He saw in them what Braque saw in empathy; debilitation and 

deception. Ideas were a shelter from a world which, besides offending 

Marcel, embarrassed him by exposing his physical deficiencies. 32 This 

was an aesthetic, not a metaphysical retreat. Ideas took Marcel 

away, not to Platonic archetypes, from which he dissociated himself,33 

C. S. ) 
30. Paris: Aubier-Montaigne, 1909. (Hereafter referred to as 

31. E.A., p. 104. 

32. Ibi d. 

33. Ibid., p. 104. 
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but trr a lyrical, musical plane. Marcel subscribed to Schopenhauer's 

theory of music, which viewed this art as a respite from an illusory 

world's sufferings rather than as a heuristics for the world's under

lying real ity. 34 

It was Marcel's intention to link German Idealism with English 

aesthetics in Coleridge et Schelling. 35 He thought that such a union 

could help mature romanticism toward more refined ends. 36 He also 

sought to rescue romantic thought "from the functionalism of the empir-

icists whose heartland was England. Marcel never abandoned this aim, 

even long afterward when he had disavowed Idealism. 37 

Early in Coleridge et Schellifr[ Marcel asked himself why he 

could not have compared Coleridge and Hegel or Coleridge and Kant and 

his answer provided the key to the entire work. To Marcel, Schelling 

had a much greater understanding of the poetical and lyrical than ei

ther Hegel or Kant. 38 For Marcel, here as elsewhere, drama was a 

means of escape from the dehumanization of both functionalism and ab

straction. Schelling and Coleridge had independently arrived at the 

idea of an aesthetic ego which transcended the abstracted systemes of 

34. Royce's MetaphysiCS, (hereafter referred to as R.M.), 
trans. Virginia and Gordon Ringer, (Chicago: Henry Regnery &~, 
1956), p. 76ff. 

35. C. S., p. 13. 

36. Ibid. 

37. a.M., p. 10. 

38. C . S ., p. 18. 



the other Idealists found in Kant's categories, Hegel's Geist, Spin

oza's pantheism, or Leibniz' monadology.39 
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Marcel was especially critical of Leibniz40 and Descartes4l as 

the progenitors of systemes that wholly ignored the individual. Ra

tionalism was the evil genius of these philosophers. To counter ra

tionalism and systemes, Marcel introduced his distinction between en-

tendement and raison, a distinction understood by Coleridge and 

Schelling alone among the principal Idealists. Entendement was dis-

cursive thought. To Marcel, it "separated what was inseparable and 

divided what is one."42 Raison is life and ... alone comprehends life 

and can attest the creative affirmation, the idea which is at the ba

sis of life." 43 "This "creative affirmation" was another notion that 

remained with Marcel after he turned away from Idealism, but the em-

phasis in Coleridge et Schelling was on "creation" rather than "af-

firmation." 

To Marcel all the Idealists owed something to Kant's transcen

dental aesthetic. 44 The transcendental aesthetic united reason with 

39. O.M., p. 105, and C.S., p. 84, and Philosophical Frag
ments 1909-l9~South Bend, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 
1965), p. 102 (hereafter referred to as P.F.). 

40. Metaphysical Journal, trans. Bernard Wall (Chicago: Henry 
Regnery Co., 1952), entry of February 7,1914, p. 62 (hereafter re
ferred to as M.J.). 

41. O.M. , p. 18. 

42. ~, p. 83. 

43. Ibi d. 

44. C. S. , p .. 46ff. 
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sentiment and provided a bridge between the absolute and the individ

ual. 45 However, only Coleridge and Schelling perceived that this 

transcendental functioned in the individualized and self-conscious 

aesthetic ego, instead of in cosmological or historical systemes. 46 

Marcel gave birth to his own notion of "concreteness" in discussing 

this distinction of Coleridge and Schelling from the other Idealists. 47 

It was yet another notion that stayed with Marcel long afterward, and 

one that held special importance for his mora'i philosophy. 

Along with its transcending of entendement, the aesthetic ego 

also transcended both categorical and conventional morality. One 

preference Marcel had for Schelling over Fichte was that the latter 

was "too ethical." 48 Fichte irritated Marcel with "his moral izing" 

and with his failure to achieve credible links between his own Abso

lute Ego and Marcel's "concrete" ego. 49 Unfortunately this criticism 

also led to distressing concerns for Marcel. He had as much trouble 

reconcil ing the "concrete ego" with his aesthetic ego as Fichte did 

with his Absolute Ego. Still, it was Marcel's first major effort at 

his lifelong ambition of synthesizing ethics and aesthetics. 

45. I bi d. 

46. I bi d. , pp. 93, 102-103,162. 

47. I bi d. , p. 183. 

48. I bi d. , p. 9. 

49. E.A., p. 105. 
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To begin his attempt, Marcel ~enta~ively defined sin as' an 

abuse of rationalism. 50 Entendement qehum&nized and raison (creative 

aesthetics) humanized; entendement ab~trac~ed alnd raison "concre-

t · d 11
51 lZe . Marcel praised Schelling for ta~ing IKantian Idealism to its 

logical, existential end--to the "imm~diat~ in lall its purity."52 --,--,- , 

This "immediate" had a different meaning fQr Malrcel than for Braque. 

To Braque, "immediacy" meant an objec~,ive qnd u:niversal revelation of 

form. To Marcel, "immediacy" meant bindin~ thel individual. aesthetic 

act to its relative ethical connotatiQn. ~t was a synonym for the 

"concrete," which, at this point, was still a v,ery vague concept. 

Marcel later tried to explain it: 

Evil which is only stated or observed is no longer evil which 
is suffered: in fact it ceases to be eVil. I In reality I can 
only grasp it as evil in the meas~re irl whiiCh it touches me-
that is to say, in the measure in which I ~m involved, as one 
is involved in a lawsuit .. Being ·'involved" is the fundamen
tal fact.53 

This approach in itself offer~d no groUind for an objective 

moral ity. It was merely a criticism lackiNg any suprapersonal author

ity. To establish this authority, both Coleridge and Schelling turned 

to the notion of an absolu moi later in life. This absolu moi was a 

pure spirit divorced from the ego as it is found in nature. 54 To 

50. C.S. , p. 225. 

5l. I bi d. , p. l83. 

52. I bi d. , pp. 83 and l80ff. 

53. O.M. , p. 19. 

54. C. S. , p. 239. 
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Marcel, it was too removed from the IIconcrete. II However, hi sown IIdra-

matic ethics ll were left high and dry. If raison represented both 

ethics and aesthetics, did neither rationalism nor volition have any 

role in it? Were art and morality all creative IIfee1ing,1I or senti-

ence? 

This question led to further problems in another distinction 

Marcel drew within the realm of aesthetics itse1 f between IIfancy ll and 

lIimagination. 1I55 The first was passive and the second active, imp1y-

ing a judgment of the will. Yet, Marcel could not explain the basis 

for this judgment. 56 Marcel reluctantly admitted the advantages of the 

Leibnizian monado1ogy in avoiding both dualism and materia1ism. 57 How-

ever, his prejudices against determinism in any form prevented him from 

embracing Leibniz and this was the way he saw Leibniz--as a determin

ist. 58 Marcel needed passivity to explain activity and activity to ex

plain passivity.59 His idealism threatened to become either tautology 

or solipsism. In either case he had created an ice palace. Marcel's 

philosophy reflected his feelings toward the cold and rarefi~dSwedish 

landscape, but it was undermined by the IIconcrete. 1I His house would 

have to be concrete, not ice, to satisfy his longings for a cosmologi-

55. e. S. , p. 108. 

56. Ibi d. 

57. I bi d. , p. 115. 

58. Ibi d. 

59. Ibi d. 
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cal domestic harmony. However, the road to this harmony was stricken 

by several familial mysteries which would have to be dealt with. For 

now, recognizing what he was up against was a positive step for Mar

cel. He remained adamant regarding the powers of reason: 

Nothing has helped me more to understand that there can exist, 
on a given plane, incompatabilities of outlook such that a 
truthful and fair mind can only adopt the divergent opinions 
each in its turn without any real hope of reconciling them by 
a formula. This led me, quite apart from any technical specu
lation, to perceive directly that there is a certain radical 
weakness in the faculty of judgment and that it is necessary 
to assume (I will not say to conceive) the existence of a do
main beyond speech in which harmony can be discerned and in a 
sense even restored ... 60 

This was Marcel's introduction to the "metaproblematical," the 

plane that could not be described in terms of forms, systemes, abstrac

tions or even formulas such as an "aesthetic ego.,,61 The "metaproblem-

atical" was Marcel's initial stand against Idealism. As a synthesizer, 

Marcel did not abandon Idealism outright, but he began to recognize 

some of its inadequacies. The question of evil was one that shed some 

light on these inadequacies. In the end it was the war which offered a 

"concrete," firsthand look at evil and confirmed Marcel's break with 

Idealism. 

A Sand Castl e 

Like Martin du Gard and Braque, Marcel enjoyed a period of 

hoped-for ideals which was shattered by the ~pocalyptic experience of 

60. E.A., pp. 106-107. 

61. P.F., pp. 42-44. 
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war. Each ·of the three emerged from the war with a new wisdom; one 

cynical, one celestial, and one compassionate. Chaix-Ruy recognized 

in Marcel a function that described all thre~ (and perhaps the roman

tic condition as well): drama preceeding philosOPhy.62 Marcel never 

completely separated the two. It took him ten years to overcome the 

impact of the war and this was only accomplished by his discovery of 

what could be called "philosophical drama," a synthesis of existen-

tialist thought and theatre. The war's immediate effect was finally 

to destroy the crystalline world of Idealism Marcel had tentatively 

constructed in his school years. However, before the war this world 

was already crumbling. As he himself saw it, the pre-war era was one 

of distinguishing lintellectua1ist" Idealism from his own brand of 

Idealism which was developing toward existentialism. 63 In the preface 

to his Philosophical Fragments (1909-1914) Marcel asked that any study 

of his work in this period be accompanied by a reading of The Sand 

Palace and Grace, two plays written at the same time. 64 Ice palaces 

were already turned to sand and Idealism to drama " ... as if I were 

saving for drama the concrete insights which, in my philosophical 

writings, are covered over by a kind of veil. 11
65 

62. J. Chaix-Ruy, "Le Theatre de Gabriel Marcelli in La Revue 
de la Mediterranee, no. 87-88, (Algiers: 1959), p. 395. 

63. P.F., p. 126. 

64. Ibid., p. 24. 

65. Ibid. 
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The pre-war years were searching years for Marcel. He took 

jobs teaching at the Lycee de Vend6me and at a private school near 

Lake Geneva where he wrote steadily but with confusion. It was his 

growing ethical concerns that first induced his attacks on Idealism. 66 

He was dissatisfied with "categorical" imperatives" or any other Ideal

ist expressions of an Absolute Morality.67 These "absolutes" de

voured individual ethics and rendered them meaningless. The outstand

ing contribution to Marcel's thought from this period was his realiza-

tion "without knowledge of Kierkegaard" of a "living subjectivety," an 

existential basis for ethics. 68 The "most common error" of "intellec-

tualist" Idealism was to turn this subjectivity into an object through 

abstract ion. 69 The II i ntell ectual i sts II furthered thi s error when they 

talked of the absolute as God: "In intellectualism, God never exists but 

for the philosopher; yet this is exactly what we do not want, for a 

purely philosophical religion could not be true." 70 Already ~1arcel 

had turned his thoughts beyond philosophy to religion. 

Marcel accused the "intellectualists" of "acosmism," a method-

ology which alienated the individual "subjectivity from the universe 

66. I bi d. , p. 36. 

67. Ibi d. 

68. I bi d . , p. 24. 

69. Ibid. 

70. I bi d. , p. 36 
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He identified truth with individual act. 72 This was 

the beginning of Marcel's reversal of the Idealist monistic doctrines 

concerning the infinite. Marcel attacked Spinoza, Leibniz, and Hegel 

for attempting to explain the infinite; to r~arcel it was inexplicable, 

or rather. our finitude in the face of the infinite was inexplicable. 73 

However, the "mystery" behind this apparently gratuitous finitude was 

a benign one. 74 It forced our consciousness to the Tatigkeit uber

haupt, the phenomenal act-in-itself of existential "concreteness. 1I75 

Here morality could be redeemed if Marcel could only find a context in 

which these acts could be structured and justified. The search for 

this context was what led Marcel into his reflections upon the IImeta-

problematical. II 

As Marcel employed it. the II metaproblematical ll was also a 

blessingJ6 Like the mystery of finitude it had a positive value in 

res~uing one from the speculations of intellectualism by bringing the 

ground for knowledge back to the individual plane. 77 It can be seen 

that with the IImetaproblematical ll Marcel's ethical concerns were 

7l. I bi d. , p. 65. 

72. I bi d. , p. 40. 

73. I bi d. , p. 38. 

74. Ibid. 

75. I bi d. , pp. 67-68. 

76. I bi d. , pp. 42-43. 

77. Ibi d. 
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rapidly becoming epistemological. His moral worries had passed over to 

the realm of knowing, of establishing truth, where he again faulted 

Idealism's systemes: " ... to place the finite things in the system one 

must either deny that they are really true, or that absolute knowledge 

is absolute--to maintain both would be to assert a contradiction or to 

say that absolute knowledge is unintelligible.,,7B The search for his 

own epistemology led Marcel into intuitionism. 

Marcel's intuitionism was really a form of fideism. Marcel 

took pains to distinguish his intuitionism from Bergson's which was 

more secular and speculative in nature. 79 Like his other doctrines 

emitting from this period, Marcel's intuitionism was imbued with mys-

tery. All of these doctrines connote something extra-sensory, as 

though Marcel were already reaching out to the cosmic "missing person," 

an intelligence which could verify both knowledge and ethical values. 

Marcel praised Kant for having "victorously proven that the conditions 

of knowledge can only be subjective."BO However, nothing categorical 
, 

could be asserted from subjectivity, it only pushed the Grund of 

knowledge to faith, rather than intellectualism. Bl This fideism was 

critical of both positivism and Idealism for their rationalist 

tendencies: 

7B. Ibid., pp. 47-4B. 

79. "Les conditions dialectiques de 1a philosophie de 
1 'intuition" in Revue de metaphysigue et de morale, Spet. 1912, no. 5, 
(Paris: Librairie Armand Colin), p. 63B. 

BO. P.F., p. 69. 

B1. Ibid., p. BO. 



What, in fact~ was the religious essence which I was attempt
ing to grasp? Doubtless I was trying to separate this es
sence from what I should call the impurities which are the 
target of all forms of sociological analysis. But in this, 
did I not share the illusion of those who hope to establish, 
beyond all confessional differences, a religion founded on 
reason to which every man of good faith must-or should be able 
to--subscribe? I can assert that I was never taken in by this 
fiction. I quite clearly remember denouncing as far back as' 
1912 what I described as "re1igious Esperantism;" this was in
evitable from the moment when I recognized that the subject of 
faith cannot be treated as a modality of thought in general 
and that, in consequence, there can be no ~auben uberhaupt, 
in other words, that belief is the attitude of a subject who is 
individual and concrete. but who nevertheless must not be con
fused with the empirical I, for the simple reason that this I 
can be reduced to a whole which is made up of objectively de
finable determinations. 82 
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Where did one's values originate then? Marcel credited Neit

zsche with the inspiration for much of his early thought. 83 He 

singled out the Ubermensch doctrine as having a particular impact on 

his own "doctrine of affirmation."84 For both Neitzsche and Marcel, 

values only had meaning if they were affirmed by the "1iving subjec

tivity.1I8S Marcel later came to regret the manner in which 

philosophers such as Sartre "abused" this notion of affirmation by 
86 overstating human freedom. During the war Marcel also decried the 

"heroic Seigfrieds" who had instigated the general madness by f1am-

82. E .A. , pp. 119-120. 

83. P. F. , p. 116. 

84. I bi d. 

85. Ibid. 

86. M. J., p. xi. 
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boyantly and brutally asserting their moral freedom. 87 However, as 

late as 1914, he himself could still assert that "a mind makes of it

self what it is.,,88 Before the dangers of such ardent statements were 

made more fully apparent by the war, Marcel weakly attempted to bal

ance them with his "theory of participation.,,89 

The "theory of participation" was a weak sister to the "doc-

trine of affirmation." It purported to awaken the ego to sel f-re-

straints by immersing it in the concrete. In a way, it was Marce1's 

answer to Descartes' Cogito. 

For the fruitless identity of being that is, must be substi
tuted the fruitful act by which I am (the synthesis of ego and 
being) .... The key to the whole theory of participation is ... 
the act by which thought discovers that it would be negating 
its freedom by positing the dualism of matter and form; the 
practical principle of individuality is found, then, in the ne
gation of the contingency of the relationship to experience, 
in acceptance. 90 

From affirmation to acceptance; from negation to act; from the 

contingency of infinity to the identity of finitude: these were in-

triguing twists to the old romantic themes of infinity, ego, and 

aesthetic irony. Marcel was grappling with some interesting notions, 

but as yet they had no organization. What Marcel needed was a donnfe, 

a cosmological humanism which could itself affirm the meaning of the 

individual act and give it guidance. However, his methodology was 

87. R.M. , p. 66. 

88. M.J. , pp. 1-2. 

89. P.F., pp. 89-90. 

90. P. F. , pp. 84, 88-89. 
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bogged down in this group of "metaprobl~matiq:al" doctrines, a confused 

and incoherent jumbl e whi ch trapped Marqel l s I phil osophy in its "sub-

jectiviti' and in esoteria. 

As the war approached, Marcel b~camelmore confounded regarding 

these aspects of his thought. He admitted tmat his "intuitionism" was 

based entirely on faith. 91 Marcel also recognized the potentially an

tinomian implications of this faith. 92 He c@uld not reconcile faith 

with "participation.193 He sensed that an answer might reside in a 

further "doctrine of love" but he did not knmw how to explain it. 94 

Finall.y, just prior to the war, Marcel qonfe$sed that he was in "full 

confusion." 95 One thing he was sure of-i-that Idealism had failed 

him. 96 Yet fideism was also a failure. Q7 It simply prompted a feeble 

stoicism which lacked any incitement. 98 Marcel IS early period of 

philosophizing was at an end. He had arrived at a group of notions 

which held some promise, but they had nQ dramatic content. As with 

Martin du Gard and Braque, the war pres~nted him with this drama. It 

was the rung on which he hung the ba 1 an c; e 0 f his career. 

91. ilLes conditions," op.cit. , p. 6!52. 

92. P. F. , pp. 122-126. 

93. M. J., p. 66 

94. P.F., pp. 109-111. 

95. M. J. , p. 125 

96. P.F., p. 65 and M.J., p. 1"' 5 . 

97. M.J. , p. 85. 

98. M. J., p. 90. 
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Le Monde Casse 

IIIf war had not come along to overthrow the world which still 

held me a prisoner, how long would I have continued to mark time in 

this way?"99 As he put it, Marcel was "bound in a strait-jacket,1I100 

when war struck. At first the war devasted him, but ultimately it . 

opened his eyes to the moral synthesis he sought. For the first time 

Marcel was confronted with suffering on the grand scale. He responded 

with a theory of compassion on the grand scale. In the end, the war 

had this positive effect. For Martin du Gard and Braque it was a 

cause of aesthetic irony. But for Marcel it was the inspiration to 

hope, a curious ethical irony that canceled out the aesthetic irony of 

Martin du Gard and Braque. However, before Marcel arrived at a doc

trine of hope a good deal of soul-searching and personal suffering 

took place. 

Marcel later confessed his delusion that Europe could with-

stand the coming crisis with relative calm; "I have a particularly 

poignant memory of the Agadir alarm. But we tried hard to believe 

that humanity in the West could withstand the assault of forces that 

were driving it towards catastrophe. 1I101 The borders were closed and 

the men called up. With a bitter and regretful eye, Marcel looked 

99. P.F., p. 24. 

100. Ibid., p. 23. 

101. LA., p. 120. 
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back on the "nostalgic dusk ll of a Europe where "communication between 

countries was almost untrammeled.,,102 

Soon the casuality lists began to pour in. Exempted from ac

tive service by his poor health, Marcel was asked by Xavier Leon to 

take his place as head of the Red Cross' information service in August, 

1914. Marcel accepted the invitation. At first his job was to track 

down the wounded scattered throughout Parisian hospitals in order to 

reassure their families. However, since the convalescent were usually 

able to communicate with their families for themselves, Marcel's job 

soon became one of locating soldiers who were simply missing. Every 

day he was beseiged by forlorn relatives of the missing upon whom the 

awful truth was just beginning to dawn that their sons and husbands 

were undoubtedly dead. So Marcel's search for the missing ended as a 

search for the dead. 

In his off-hours, Marcel continued the development of his 

philosophy almost as a therapy. Where the war transmogrified Martin 

du Gard's values, it mystified Marcel's. The IImetaproblematical ll 

doctrines became IImetapsychical.1I103 Marcel conducted experiments in 

telepathy, clairvoyance, the powers of memory, and automatic writing.104 

As with the IImetaproblematical," the "metapsychical" was confirmed by 

f · 't d 105 1m u e. 

102. 

The mysterious was only possible in the order of time. 

Ibi d. 

1 03. E. A., p. 119. 

104. M.J., pp. 134, 149, 190 ff. 

105. M.J., p. 161. 
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It was antithetical to such Idealist concepts as Absolute Knowledge. 106 

Marcel concocted a "Doctrine of Signs" as an alternative,107 a theory 

inspired by his study of the American Idealist, Josiah Royce. 

Marcel began his study of Royce in 1916 at the behest of the 

Revue de Metaphysique et la Morale whose editors asked Marcel to re

view a particular work by Royce. Marcel responded with four articles 

which later became a published book. Marcel credited Royce with 

orienting his thought toward a cosmological Ithou."108 Marcel thought 

that he cou1-d use Royce's metaphysics to systematize and elucidate his 

experiments -with "metapsychi cs. II Marcel noted that the phil osopher 

W. E. Hocking had also seen this possibility and tried to advance upon 

Royce with allegory.109 Marcel IS own "Doctrine of Signs" was a simi-

lar advance. 

Like Schelling, Royce distinguished himself from other Ideal

ists by his emphasis on individualism and the concrete.110 Royce's 

methodology was everywhere personal and anti-systeme. Further, Royce 

had a high regard for mysticism that Marcel likened to his own inter-

est in metapsychics and intuitionism. 111 Ma rcel also appreciated 

106. Ibid. 

107. R.M. , pp. 128, 199. 

108. R .M. , p. i x. 

109. R .M. , p. x. 

110. R .M. , p. 132. 

111. R.M. , pp. 12-13. 



Royce's theories of participation. These theories revolved around 

the notion of "simultaneity. ,,112 By "simultaneity" Royce meant the 
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individual's ontological identity with time which was achieved when 

one transcended the intellect with mysticism. This process was aided 

by the subjectivity's recognition of its membership in a community:13 

One's immediate community was his family, but the cosmos, too, was a 

family. "Familiarity" was more than a form of so~ial intimacy.114 In 

Royce's hands it had an ontological significance of the utmost impor

tance. 115 Royce's domestic metaphors for a cosmic rapport had an as-

yet unrealized importance for Marcel. They eventually became the cor-

nerstone to his entire outlook. 

In the war period, cosmological aesthetics and the Doctrine of 

Signs served an immediate ethical need. This ethic had its basis in 

Royce's critique of Schopenhauer. The ethic revolved around the ques-

tion of necessary .evi1, the same question that Martin du Gard re

flected upon in Jean Barois. Neither Marcel nor Royce was interested 

in Symbo1,ist compromises," but neither did they lapse into cynicism 

as Martin du Gard had when confronted with evil. Royce saw war as a 

'1 . h l' 1 't' d 116 W • t'f' d necessary eVl Wlt an u tlmate Y POSl lve en . ar was JUs 1 le 

112. I bi d. , p. 37, 43, Chapter 4. 

113. I bi d. , p. 123. 

114. I bi d. , pp. 110, 147-155. 

115. Ibid. 

116. R.M. , p. xvi i . 



by the same act which overcame it __ horror. 117 Royce drew upon Scho-

penhauer's notion that horror and pessimism must be experienced com-

pletely in order for one to get through to the true spiritual order: 

" ... if the world will be tragic, it shall still, in Satan's despite, 

be .. t 1 ,,118 
SpUl ua . 
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This was the "breakthrough" that Thomas Mann alluded to.* To 

Marcel, it was a double-irony, a sort of aesthetic trickery" by which 

ethics are rediscovered in the throes of the worst suffering. 119 

Where Royce and Marcel went beyond Schopenhauer was in rejecting the 

esoteric implications of Schopenhauer's spiritual transcendence. For 

the same reason neither Royce nor Marcel could have any patience with 

Braque's escapism. This would have been both undemocratic morally, 

and potentially sol ipsistic philosophically: "Contrary to what common 

sense asserts, spiritual life ;s only possible in a world where every-
120 one can be made to suffer through the faul ts of others." Royce and 

Marcel criticized Schopenhauer's "will to live" because it disre

garded the community.121 Ordeals were necessary not only to enlighten 

117. Ibid. 

118. I bi d. , p. 61 

* cf. above, Chapter 1 , p. 25, and Chapter 2, p. 71. 

119. R.M. , p. 70. 

120. R.M. , p. 70. 

121. R .M., p. 112. 



one with the spirit of poetry but with the "spirit of loyalty" and 

this meant loyalty to the concrete drama of human history.122 
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It was drama that disclosed both the suffering and its redemp

tion. Marcel and Royce agreed that intellectualism would never solve 

the problem of evil because it ignored drama. 123 The "Schopenhaurian 

critique" discredited intellectualism by exposing its feeble systemes 

as something wholly divorced from evils such as the war. Hence, be-

yond the inherent aesthetic "trickery" of the "Schopenhaurian critique," 

there was an ethical function that was of value to the history of phil

osophy. It made the entire Idealist position suspect. On these 

grounds, Marcel even began to turn on Kant. 124 Drama also challenged 

Idealist epistemology. Marcel became convinced that drama alone was 

capable of solving mystery. He described the intention of 

L'lconoclaste, one of his plays from this period, as an attempt to 

explain the transition from theatre to revelation. 125 

This new vantage was accompanied by many doubts. Marcel again 

feared fideism. He could perceive that his thought was becoming in

creasingly dependent upon a supreme intelligence.126 He was afraid 

that this would lead to quietism: "I feel that if I abandon myself 

122. R .M. , pp. 74, 114,117. 

123. oR.M. , p. 7ff. 

124. M. J. , p. 213. 

125. M.J. , p. 160. 

126. M. J. , pp. 237ff, 264-265. 
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entirely to God, it is not to God that I am abandoning myself. 1I127 The 

immediate task facing his IIdramatic philosophy" was one of demonstra-

ting that the theatre of human emotion, including suffering, disclosed 

aesthetic and ethical determinants, necessary modes for the revelation 

of Truth. Marcel could not simply use the "Schopenhaurian critique." 

He had also to submit to it and to survive it. 

The Road to Crete 

Aesthetics must submit to ethics. Dionysus must metamorphize 

to his compassionate state and rescue Ariadne from Naxos, the idyllic 

but hermetic isle where Marcel indulged his early philosophy. He 

needed deliverance from himself. The theme was dramatic revolt fol-

lowed by familial reconciliation. Drama was discovered first in the 

war and then in the theatre: " ... the drama must be accorded a veritable 

primacy in my work."l28 By 1933 Marcel was more expl icit about drama 

and his own approach to it: 

I am convinced that it is in drama and through drama that meta
physical thought grasps and defines itself in concerto. Two 
years ago, ina 1 ecture on the "Probl em of Chri sti an Phil oso
phy" which he del ivered at Louvain, M. Jacques Maritain said: 
'There is nothing easier for a philosophy than to become tra
gic, it has only to let itself go to its own human height' .... 
I believe, on the contrary, that the natural trend of philoso
phy leads it into a sphere where it seems that tragedy has 129 
simply vanished--evaporated at the touch of abstract thought. 

127. M.J., p. 267. 

128. Presence and Immortality, trans. Michael A. Machado 
(Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 1967), p. 13. 

129. 0.~1., p. 26. 
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The musical allusion is of particular note not only because 

Marcel became a composer as well as a dramatist but because of the dif-

ferent approach to music he took from both Braque and Schopenhauer. 

Music, like theatre, was not a route to Cythera but the road from Crete 

to the IIcon-Crete. 1I It was a confidence game, a IItrickery,1I but its 

end was the real and the revealed. Hence, the title to Marcel's 1933 

essay, "Concrete Approaches to the Ontological Mystery.IIl30 

The approach was a reversal of Schopenhauer rather than a cri

tique. Its direction was toward the finite and the tragic instead of 

away from it: 

Like nearly everyone else, my first desire was to write tragedy, 
and after that romantic drama, and then I passed on to Ibsenian 
drama and to the French drama at the end of the nineteenth cen
tury. As I see it now, this evolution seems like a kind of ac
cOlllmodation, in the optical sense of the word. I mean I have 
made a persistent and coherent effort to place my characters 
where I could grasp them not only most directly, but from 
within, though of course, by doing this I inevitably in-
curred the reproaches of those in whose opinion drama should 
always seek to escape from realism into a poetic and stylized 
wor1 d .131 . 

This course was not immediately recognized. Chaix-Ruy noted 

that r~arce1's plays did not rid themselves of a frenetic "tension: 

until the publication of A Broken World (Le Monde Cassel in 1930 when 

Marcel matured from an "inseminator of nervous action to a lucid spec

tator.,,132 There lingered the dualisms of idea and matter, spirit and 

130. In P. E., pp. 9-46. 

131. Gabriel Marcel, "The Drama of the Soul in Exile," pref
ace to Three Plays, (London: Secker and Warburg, 1952), p. 15. 

132. Cha;x-Ruy, op.cit., p. 413. 
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flesh, and aesthetic and ethic that crippled Marcel's Idealism. Only 

with time did Marcel's theatre develop toward a synthesis between the 

speculative mode and the tragic: 

... the dramatic mode of thought ... i1lustrated and confirmed in 
advance all that I was later to write on the purely philosophi
cal plane concerning knowledge in its capacity to transcend ob
jectivity. The connection between the two modes of thought did 
not become clear to me until fairly 1ate--about 1930.133 

Marcel confessed his fear that had his drama and his phi10so-

phy developed hand-in-hand instead of in confrontation, something "vi

tal and authentic" would have been lacking in each. 134 He discovered 

an idiom for authenticity in the family. ,From the beginnings of Mar-

cel 's interest in the theatre he had one major aim in mind; recreating 

the domesticity he found absent in his own life: 

... From my earliest years I was haunted by the theatre which 
attracted me less as a spectacle than as a privileged form 
of expression. Naturally, my predilection for dialogue was 
not clear to me at the time, but I was less fond of stories 
or descriptions than of that form of art which conceals it
self, as it were, behind the subjects whom it confronts .... 
I experienced very early on a kind of intoxication, not only 
in concerning characters distinct from myself but in identi
fying myself with them sufficiently to become their mouth
piece. It is difficult to see how I came to have this bent; 
one reason was, doubtless, my father's innate sense of the 
theatre and his incomparable way of reading plays. But I 
have always thought that the imaginary characters with whom 
I held silent conversations replaced for me the brothers and 
sisters whom I so cruelly missed in real 1ife. 135 

133. E.A., p. 107. 

134. Ibid. 

135. E.A., p. 106. 



Domestic drama was the'route to the plane of "suprarational 

unity" that music also reached. 136 It was a plane inhabited by per

sons instead of propositions. Ultimately Marcel was seeking an in-
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carnated diety who would share and justify the suffering of finitude. 

He later viewed his plays as inevitably developing toward Christian 

drama .137 

In March, 1919, Marcel had written an unfinished play, The Un-

fathomable. In it, he presented the outlines for a metaphysic of 

hope. The setting is post-war Paris. The heroine, Edith, is married 

to a recently-returned prisoner of war, Robert, who is cold, cynical 

and destructive (the first of many such types in Marcel's plays who 

combine positivistic rationalism with an earthy "realism" and make 

themselves debunkers of all mystery and idealism). During Robert's 

absence, Edith had fallen in love with his brother, also a soldier and 

now missing. Though Edith has certain proofs that the brother, Maur-

ice, is dead, she cannot bring herself to reveal this to his widow. 

She keeps the myth of his presence aliv~ to herself as well. Herlove 

for Maurice is not only sustained by this illu.sion, despite Maurice's 

physical absence, but it is purified and spiritualized as well. It 

is also the source of the family's cohesiveness. Edith's faith uni

fies the household. Through her, the missing Maurice, directly or in

directly, keeps all of the characters of the drama alive to another 

136. LA., p. 107. 

137. Theatre et religion, (Paris: Editions L Vitte, 1958), 
p. 55. 
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dimension, fraught with meaning for their temporal existence. Though 

reproached by a priest when she confesses her linfide1ity," Edith de

fends her pure Icourt1y" love and even admonishes the priest for sub

stituting mere dogma for what should be a more active faith in the af

terlife and its meaning for us. 

This message was exploited further in other works, such as, 

The Iconoclast (1923). This play, like The Horizon, written a few 

years later, was inspired by a factual "metapsychical" experience of 

Marcel's. From a chance meeting with a Major Piercy in 1910, Marcel 

learned how this man was so anguished upon the death of his first wife 

as to resort to mediums who produced his wife's presence to him. She 

urged him to remarry, which he did, for the sake of his children. But 

the new marriage became dependent on the faith of the Major in the 

reality of the seance and the promise he made when it occurred. Thus, 

an enti~e family's unity rested upon one man's faith in a metapsychi

cal experience. 

When he adapted this event to The Iconoclast, Marcel added a 

former admirer of the first wife who, ignorant of the seance, deter

mines to avenge himself upon the husband for his too-hasty second mar

riage. To the admirer, Abel, this reme.rriage besmirches the memory of 

the first wife. In bitter vengence Abel tries to cast aspersions upon 

the first wife's fidelity in the mind of the husband, not realizing 

that he is simultaneously destroying a family. When Abel is finally 

informed of this mystical experience, he comes to appreciate its prac

tical validity, skeptic that he is. In the final scene, the dead 



wife, through Marcel IS creative abilities, does actually make her 

presence an aesthetic reality in the words and emotions of Abel and 

the husband. This scene is one of the best articulations of the no-

tions of presence and participation to be found in Marcel IS drama. 
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Thus, death, fa.r from being a melancholic abyss, was a door

way, what DUbois-Dumee called an "illumination" of lifels meaning be

yond mortal ity .138 Thi s was what Marcel meant by the "horizon" or 

the "twil i ght of common sense, II the title of an essay attached to 

another of Marcel IS plays, La Dimension Florestan (1958). As Marcel 

saw it, this view of death as a unifier of the community had roots in 

th B d· d h' . t t' . 139 Th' .. t f th e aroque, as 1 1S 1n eres s 1n mus1c. 1S sp1r1 0 e 

Baroque was antipathetic to the ego-centered naturalism of romantic 

drama: "(My drama) is essentially polyphonic and is thereby radically 

opposed to all the ideologies more or less directly issuing from the 

French philosophical thought of the eighteenth century.1I140 Marcel 

did not evade the dialectic; he tried, like the Baroque, to circum

scribe it in a higher unity. The denouement to his plays was dis

closed in a harmony in which the spectator was invited to join. 141 

This is, of course, a radical departure from both Braquels aesthetics, 

138. J. B. Dubois-Dumee, "Solitude et communion dans le 
theatre de Gabriel Marcel ," in Existentialisme Chretien (ed. Etienne 
Gilson) (Paris: Librairie Plon, 1947), p. 290. 

139. Presence and Immortality, p. 14. 

140. Ibid. 

141. Ibid. 
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where the spectator is invited to take charge of the idiom, and from 

Martin du Gard's aesthetics wherein the observer is asked to engage in 

essentially nihilistic experience. Marcel's aesthetics were both "dem-

ocratic" and optimistic. Further, Marcel did not abandon the classi-

cal notion of paradigm. The "missing persons" and their clairvoyants 

were model's of spiritual drama and necessary instruments of domestic 

harmony. 

With The Road from Crete (1936) Marcel's model becomes mani-

fest in the person of the heroine, Ariadne. Her character is an ethi-

cal and ontological mystery. Her last words in the play, "I might as 

well be dead" sum up her dual i sti c nature. She exi sts posthumously 

in advance and unites past and future in the presence of her person. 

She involves herself in the passions and problems of those who sur-

round her in such a way that these persons wonder whether she is a 

devil or a saint. Her acts seem motivated by a genuine compassion 

for others but she ends by seemingly gaining all and hurting those 

around her. Yet in the pain she causes she enlightens the minor char

acters with an insight born of suffering and resolved in integrity. 

Marcel considered The Road from Crete his most significant 

play.142 He asked, "ls Ariadne exceptionally generous or supremely 

treacherous?"143 Marcel recognized that a person was most real when 

142. cf. liThe Drama of the Soul in Exile," Preface to Three 
Plays, (London: Secker and Warburg, 1952), pp. 23. 

143. Ibid., p. 21. 
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ambiguous. 144 This recognition prompted Marcel to reflect that the 

keynote to his drama and the test of its verisimilitude was based in 

its existentialist ethics as opposed to the egoistic dogmas of the 

Kantian Categorical Imperative. 145 He expanded this view by comparing 

his own ethics with Christian ethics: IIIn the end it is 'good will' in 

the Gospel rather than the Kantian sense which is held up for admira

tion; the will to remain faithful to an interior light, which is too 

often intercepted by a coalition of powerful forces born of our own 

vanity. 11146 

The Road from Crete marked Marcel's final break with the aes-

thetic ego of Idealism. Toward the end of the play, a minor charac

ter, Violett~, thanks Ariadne for distinguishing Truth from Beauty for 

her. Marcel had done the same, or rather, he was making art submit to 

an ethic and a metaphysic of hope whose evidence was the very mystery 

and ambiguity that only good art would recreate. This again reversed 

Schopenhauer's metaphysic of pessimism which isolated the artist. It 

also reversed Faust. It was no longer Angst not to know. In a way it 

was salvation. Mystery liberated one from self-consciousness, it res

cued one from the infinite and it reestablished one in a community 

with one's fellows. 147 Now that the "Schopenhaurian Reversal" had 

144. Ibid. 

145. Ibid., pp. 33-34. 

146. Ibid. 

147. Ibid., p. 27 



taken this manifest expression in the plays of Marcel, he could turn 

to philosophy anew. The "trickery" of romantic aesthetics had been 

made to serve an ethics of compassion. 

A Concrete House 

Marcel called his philosophy INeo-Socratic."148 For Marcel, 

Socrates was a model of the "higher empiricism." He was neither a 
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formalist nor a materialist. Socrates was ethical before he was any-

thing else and his ethic was grounded in wonder and act, rather than 

in abstraction or mechanism. Like Ariadne, Socrates was shrouded in 

a humanizing mystery. So, also, was Marcel's ontology. This ontology 

was arrived at through phenomenology. By phenomenology, Marcel meant 

an existential manifestation of the Ontological Mystery.149 Marcel 

distinguished his methodology and his terminology from that of the 

German Phenomenologists, Husserl and Heidegger. 150 For Marcel, these 

thinkers were victimized by intellectualism. 151 They invented a vo-

cabulary whose apparent basis in the "concrete" was only a disguised 

Idealism. They were not Irea1ists" as Marcel used the term. 152 Yet, 

148. Creative Fidelity, trans. Robert Rosthal (New York: 
Farrar and Strauss, 1964), p. x. (hereafter referred to as C..F.). 

149. Being and Having (New York: Harper and Row, 1965), p. 
174. (hereafter referred to as B.H.). 

150. Ibid., p. 158. 

151. Ibid. 

152. Ibid. 



Marcel's phenomenology was not meant to extoll the romantic, form of 

social realism that one might find in Martin du Gard. Thomas Langan 

described the type of "realism: that phenomenologists such as Marcel 

sought: 

These philosophers are realists to the extent that they main
tain that our intentional processes are made for presenting 
things as they really are in themselves, and if phenomenology 
does begin with a reversal of a common movement toward a cer
tain kind of market-place, concern with concrete things, this 
reversal is intended only to liberate our gaze from its over
absorption in practical affairs so that we might see more 
fully the essential structures objectively present'in experi
ence.153 
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For ~larcel, as for the Germans, phenomenology was an epistem-

ology as well as an ontology, but Marcel .was afraid that the Germans 

were taking' it to esoteric and Symboliste ends. 154 To Marcel, phenom-

enology was a formalized version of Royce's "Doctrine of Signs." It 

was not heuristic but anec~otal. In short, it was parable. It re

jected both skepticism155 and fideism. 156 It was ambiguity with a 

purpose: "My doubt betrays my consciousness of my own contingent char

acter--and still more implicitly--of the hidden gravitation of my own 

deepest being to a centre or an absolute middle point of being (not 

153. Etienne Gilson, Recent Philosophy, (New York: Random 
House, 1962), p. 103 

1 54. B . H ., p. 1 58 . 

155. B.H., pp. 203-205. 

156. Ibid., p. 230. 



indeed apprehended, but surmised) where the metaphysical insecurity 

of the creature may at last find rest. 1I157 
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The II phenomeno1ogica1 method ll functioned as three phases: dis-

tinction, estrangement, and resolution in a new perception. A crit;-

cism was made, an alienation suffered, and then a new perspective was 

adopted. Marcel took his old doctrines, lithe metapr.oblematica1 ,II af-

firmation, and participation and reformed them to become part of the 

phenomenological methodology. These three refurbished doctrines be

came the three poles of Marcel's matured philosophy. For example, the 

phenomenological method as it was used in connection with lithe meta

problematical II distinguished problem and mystery.158 Mystery was 

IIsomething which, insoluble in principle, is not yet sense1ess. 1I159 

Concern with mystery affirmed one's spiritual existence. Exclusive 

preoccupation with problem left one at best mired in the cold muck of 

purely secular outlooks, such as historical materialism or Freudian 

doctrines. 160 One's concentration on mystery resulted in adoration: 

It is true that the metaphysician understands, if he wants 
once and for all to get out of the epistemological rut, that 
adoration can and ought to be a terra firma for refl ection, a 
ground where he can find support even though he is an empiri
cal being and can participate in it only to the extent that 
his natural endowments permit ... if what I have said is true, 
a philosophy of transcendence must never divorce itself even 
in principle from a type of reflection which is directed-on-

157. I bi d. , p. 214. 

158. o .M. , pp .. 10, 12, 13, 30, 34. 

159. C. F. , p. xxv. 

160. o .M. , p. 10. 



the hierarchy of the various modes of adoration, culminating 
not in a theory, to be sure but rather in an understanding of 
saintliness; a saintliness apprehended not as a way of being, 
but as something given in the purest form of its intention. 
The fact is that it is here and here alone that the problema
tic is overcome, and that in such a life the immanent prp.sence 
of death is abolished in the fullness of being itse1f.161 

Adoration implied that there was something cosmological to 

adore. Marcel restored the donnee as the Ontological Mystery. The 
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content of this p~ima1 mystery was ethical, as Marcel's references to 

saintliness indicate. These ethics were discovered in a manner anala-

gous to that presented in Marcel' s drama--through concrete experi

ences with death. These experiences gave one pause for ontological 

reflection, the reflection induced adoration (in a manner yet to be 

described), and adoration matured to love. Love was the reconciliation 

of means and end; it was both the route to and the final resting place 

of ontological speculation. 

Love, insofar as distinct from desire or as opposed to desire, 
love treated as the subordination of the self to a superior 
reality, a reality at my deepest level more truly me than I 
am myse1f--10ve as the breaking of the tension between the 
self and the other, appears to me to be what one might call 
the essential ontological datum. I think and will say so by 
the way, that the science of ontology will not get out of the 
scholastic rut until it takes full cognizance of the fact that 
love comes first.162 

Needless to say, Ontological Mystery could never be reached 

by the intel1ect. 163 However, the intellect did serve a negative but 

161. C . F ., p. 146. 

162. B.H., p. 167. 

163. B.H., pp. 18, 115. 



necessary role in despairing over its own ineffectiveness. 164 Again, 

Marcel made a case for necessary evil. This Angst or despair of the 

intellect led to the second major pole af Marcel's matured thought, 

"affirmation." 

It remains true ... that the correlation of hope and despair sub
sists until the end; they seem to me inseparable. I mean that 
while the structure of the world we live in permits--and may 
even seem to counsel--absolute despair, yet it is only such a 
world that can give rise to an unconquerable hope. If only 
for this reason -we cannot be sufficiently thankful to the great 
pessimists in the history of thought; they have carried through 
an inward experience which needed to be made and of which the 
radical possibility no apologetics should disguise; they have 
prepared our minds to understand that despair can be what it 
was for Nietzsche (though on an infra-ontological level and in 
a domain fraught with mortal dangers) the springboard to the 
loftiest affirmation.165 
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Marcel further distinguished his "affirmation" from Nietzsche's 

by pointing out that it was not an inducement to self-assertion but to 

his third major doctrine, Iparticipation."166 This doctrine had ad-

vanced considerably beyond its rudiments in Marcel's pre-war thought. 

As with the Ontological Mystery and affirmation, it was triggered by 

an existential critique or distinction, this time between being and 

having. For Marcel most human activity, including intellectual activ-

ity, was concerned with "problem" and was bent upon "having" the prob-

lem by possessing its solution. "Having" alienated one from his sur-

roundings, from others and eveN from himself by positing the self as 

164. C . F., p. 124. 

165. O.M., pp. 28-29. 

166. Ibid., p. 17, B.H., p. 171. 
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a separated, self-aggrandizing ego. Marcel used lithe cogito ll to con

note the intellectualist form of IIhaving ll through abstraction. This 

IIhaving ll was debilitating enough. 167 However, worse still was lithe 

percipio,1I the day-to-day IIhavingll of the common person's pragmatic ac-

tivities: 

All problematization is relative to 'my system' and 'my system' 
is an extension of my body .... The egocentricity will be con
tested, but the truth is that any scientific theory whatsoever 
remains in the last analysis tributary to the percipio and not 
at all to the plain cogito. The percipio remains the real cen
tre of all problematization whatever, however carefully it may 
be disguised. 168 

IIBeingll provided a refuge from the gnashing of IIhaving. 1I It 

was attained when one humbled 'one's ego with piety. 

Insofar as piety is, properly speaking a link, it re-enacts 
on a higher level that universal principle of cohesion 
which governs nature and corresponds with what Claudel 
calls the family-arity of all things with one another. But 
this very cohesion implies a certain self-affirmation in 
the terms it joins or draws together; without this it is 
done away with, and disappears. This cohesion then does not 
only draw things together but also keeps them at their pro-
per distances. 169 . 

With that reflection, Marcel once again raised the shibboleth 

of cosmic domesticity, his missing family which could unite and order 

things. IIBeingll in this familiar sense reunited body and soul. l7O It 

167. O.M. , pp.16-17. 

168. B. H. , p. 128. 

169. B. H. , p. 221. 

170. o .M. , p. 37, B. H. , pp. 104-123. 
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integrated the past and the future with the present. 1!1 ·It reawakened 

man to the social drama he shared in with the community.172 It wa~ 

also the 1in~ between the natural and supernatura1. 173 Being induced 

all forms of participation. 

However, this inducement raised some questions. As with Mar-

cells doctrines of Ontological Mystery and lI affirmation,1I participa-

tion was dependent upon an added impetus. Why did realizing antagon

isms such as those between problem and mystery, or being and having 

necessarily lead to these transcendent doctrines of hope and reconcili

ation? Why did they not lead to pessimism? Marcel IS answers to these 

questions lay in his use of the IISchopenhaurian Reversa1. 11 As in his 

drama, aesthetics created an ethic to which it then subordinated it-

self. It was the aesthetics of suffering, of necessary evil. Marcel 

had long held to the notion that the necessary and the good were 

identica1. 174 Since evil was necessary to provoke the good, it too 

must in some sense be part of the good, a greater whole which was sub

divided into the lI evil ll of its parts by IIhaving. 1I175 

This analysis became more clear with the formal development 

of Marcel IS ethics. For Marcel, free choice consisted of manls capa-

171. a.M. , pp. 45-46. 

172. a.M. , p. 36. 

173. Ibid., pp. 45-46. 

174. M. J. , pp. 88-89. 

175. I bi d. 
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city for "refusing" "creative freedom.,,176 "Creative freedom" denoted 

a creative ability whose source lay entirely within the agent. 177 It 

was a purely aesthetic function, which betrayed the higher creativity, 

"creati ve fi del ity," anchored in ethi cs .17B "Creative freedom" repre-

sen ted a lack of faith in the donnee. It glorified the personality as 

the supreme creative agent of the cosmos. By contrast, "creative fi

delity" was based on an attitude of "availability" (disponibilite) 

toward the donnee. 179 It was both an ontological and an ethical 

commitment. 1BO It purified man's freedom which deteriorated when 

left to itself. 

The absolute despair to which my mortal condition beckons 
remains a permanent temptation, which only freedom can over
come--a freedom which is manifested in the very act of sui
cide .... Are not our extreme possibilities of self-destruc
tion inversely proportional to a certain positive power 
whi ch ceases to be consci ous of itsel f the moment it breaks 
its ties with being and challenges or problematizes ·it? It 
is therefore my responsibility as a thinking being to recog
nize that it is my freedom which has also created the abyss 
which attracts me. 1Bl 

The way out of this abyss was not the "ascetic narcissism" of 

the will but the humbling acceptance of 10ve. 1B2 Love rescued free-

176. C. F. , p. xxiii. 

177 . I bi d. , p. 10. 

17B. I bi d. , p. xxiii. 

179. I bi d. , pp. 94-97. 

lBO. I bi d. 

lBl. I bi d . , pp. 142-143 

lB2. I bi d. , p. 144. 



dom by dignifying it. It returned one to the child-like state, when 

Marcel IS "person" had first become "missing." 

... someone may ask, is there any reason why these sages, whe
ther Buddhist or Stoic, should not recapture the soul of the 
child? One fact prevents them ... ; they have broken away from 
the filial relation with the Supreme Spirit, a child-like at
titude towards the ultimate secret of things. This relation
ship is automatically destroyed by the triumph of naturalis
tic philosophy, which depersonalized the supreme principle of 
the universe: for to this view necessity can only appear as 
either fate or blind chance; and a man weighed down by such 
a burden is in no state ever to regain his vanished delight 
and absolute trust. He can no longer cling to the deep meta
physical optimism, wherein the primal simplicity of the sage-
better here to call him the saint--who, after journeying 
through experience, returns to the original point of the cir
cle: the happy state of childhood which is almost the lost 
paradise of the human mind. 183 

Marcel took pains to distinguish his ethics from what he saw 

as the self-righteousness of Martin du Gardls sincerite totale or 

Braquels cold stoicism. Marcel united Martin du Gardls aestheticism 

and Braquels puritanism in his concept of the immediat pur. 184 The 

immediat pur was the unspecified ground in which one experienced the 

donnee. 185 It was the ground which united body and soul and made an 

existential ethics possib1e. 186 The "sincerity" of both empiricist 

ethics and Idealist ethics extinguished this ground. In critiquing 

this "sincerity," Marcel adopted an increasingly fervid fideism: 

183. B.H., p. 218. 
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184. "Existence et objectivite," Revue de Metaphysigue et de 
morale, no. 2 (Paris: Librairie Armand Colin, April-June, 1925), p. 185. 

185. I bi d. 

186. I bi d ., pp. 175, 1 94. 



There is a lust for sincerity which is simply an exaltation 
of all the negative powers at my command; perhaps the most 
utterly Satanic of all forms of suicide, where extreme pride, 
in its boundless perversion, imitates extreme humility. If 
the soul thus surrenders to the IIdemon of knowledge ll without 
first submitting itself to any training or purification of 
the will, it is, though not of course with full awareness, 
setting up an idolatry for itself whose effects must be dis
astrous, because such idolatry encourages and upholds the 
satisfaction in despair of which we have seen such distres
sing examples around us .... Piety for one--self cannot be sep
arated for a moment from piety towards others, as we well 
know .... 187 
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Sincerity, as with all the other earmarks of romanticism, was 

turned on its head in the Marcelian phenomenology. As Blackman points 
188 out, to Marcel sincerity was only useful in personal rapport. As 

Braque used it, sincerity represented obeisance to a principle or an 

abstraction that insulted the person to whom it was attached. As 

Martin du Gard used it~ it represented no attachment at all except to 

oneself as the focus of a series of altered states, meaningless per-

spectives and poses that were disbelieved even by the one who used 

them. Sincerity was a function of choice. As part of man's nature, 

choice was a necessary evil, and therefore, to Marcel, it was also a 

necessary good. God imposed this dichotomous nature which could not 

be avoided. As Kierkegaard said, IIman ... must choose--God does not 

let Himself be mocked. 1I189 With sincerity, the evil choice was to 

1 C7 • B. H., p. 228. 

188. H. J. Blackham, Six Existentialist Thinkers, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1952), pp. 74-75. 

189. Soren Kierkegaard, op.ci~, pp. 228-229, p. 9, 
Chapter ;.. 
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choose oneself. By choosing the donn~e instead one made the good 

choice; one chose "fidelity." 

The mystery of fidelity, like all of the other Marcel ian mys-

tE~ries, was only experienced by those who took risks. These risks 

l'iberated and exhilirated one, but their balm was never permanent. 

To choose them, one had to submit to existence, to the engag~e. One 

never escaped the contretemps of contingency. Fear was never overcome. 

Still, one must commit onesel f, and the commitment was to history. 

Hence, Marcel proposed one further and ultimate use of his methodology 

in "phenomenological history.1I190 This was the embodiment of conse-

clrated mystery. In hi story, even in war, one coul d redi scover the 

missing persons that were lost when one turned one's back on history. 

Skepticism and intellectualism disincarnated a person. Marcel's metho

dology was aimed at reincarnating the cosmos, at establishing an "1-

Thou" ground for exi stence. The "evi 1 II of war, and of time became 

Marcel's salvation. The war was a curse' but also an opportunity. The 

opportunity was the history which returned what it took. In that 

opportunity the curse of romanticism was refused. Still there was the 

need for a model, an incarnated person who was both historical and 

supra-historical. Marcel found this model in the Christ-figure. 

Orpheus Ascending: The Incarnated Solution 

When I affirm that something exists, I always mean that I con
sider this something is connected with my body, as able to be 
put in touch with it, however indirect this contact may be. 

1 90. ~,pp. 142-143. 



But note must be taken tnat the priority I thus ascribe to my 
body depends on the fact that! my body is gi ven to me ina way 
that is not exclusively 9bjective, i.e., on the fact that it 
is !!!l body. This character, :at once mysterious and imtimate, 
of the boyd between me a\1d mYi body (I purposel y avoi d the 
word relation) does in f~ct ciolor all existential judgments ... 
the existential point of view' about real ity cannot, it seems, 
be other than that of an inca rnate personal ity. 191 
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As early as 1919, Marcel began moving toward the "incarnated 

solution" in his philosophy.'192 IFor Marcel, incarnation was the ulti

mate mystery. It uni ted and imbued all other mystery with meaning. 193 

The ul timate incarnation was Chrilst ' s expl icit manifestation of the 

donnie. The publication of these reflections in 1927 induced certain 

Catholic thinkers to take an interest in Marcel. Fran~ois Mauriac 

invited Marcel into the Chur~h, ilnsi sting that he was al ready a 

Cathol i c in thought. Marcel agreled to undertake a formal study of 

Catholicism which soon led tp the~ exclamation: "I am hemmed in at last 

by Christianity--in fathoms peep.: Happy to be so!"l94 On March 23, 

1929, Marcel was baptized in the :Chapelle des Benedictines de la rue 

Mansieur. 

Thi s was a bi g step for Mia rcel; a major comnitment for one so 

adverse to formalism. As it was, he held back after the passion of his 

initial euphoria diminished. Wi~h his baptism, Marcel conceded his 

adherence to an institution, but Inot to a systeme. For Marcel, the 

19l. B .H. , p. 10. 

192. M.J. , entry of Apri:l 3, 1919, p. 190. 

193. B.H. , p. ll. 

194. B .H., p. 15. 
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Church was neither an interpreter nor a spokesman for the truth, but a 

1· . . f t t· f· t 1 95 I t h 11 . . lVlng manl es a lon 0 1 • was t e co ectlve lncarnate person-

ality whose mission it was to dispense communion rather than dogma: 

II ••• error can be attacked far more directly by some non-polemical yet 

positive action whereby Catholics attempt not to purify their doctrine 

but rather to incarnate it and radiate it more effectively.1I196 Marcel 

submitted to the general ecclesiastical conventions but not to ortho

doxy. He refused outright to abandon his dealings with the occult, 

including his belief in the validity of his II metapsychical ll experiments: 

... it might be thought that on my conversion to Catholicism 
I repudiated this conviction. This would not be true. I am 
as persuaded as ever that the philosopher must take meta
psychical facts into consideration, and that he cannot assimi
late these facts unless he discards certain speculative 
prejudices ... the pseudo-idea of the lIaltogether natural II has 
contributed not only to discolor our universe but to decen
tralize it and to empty it of those principles which confered 
upon it meaning and life .... All the evidence goes to suggest 
that we come up against obstacles which are inherent in our 
condition as men, and that we cannot overcome these obstacles 
without an interior transf.ormation which we cannot operate 
by ourselves. The only genuine inward mutation of which 
experience offers us irrefutable proof takes place in the 
order of mysticism and is there inconceivable without the 
hidden impulse of grace. 197 

For Marcel, the Church did not or rather should not condemn 

these notions. Rather it ought to support them. Beyond his loyalty 

to the metapsychical, there were other ways in which Marcel's entry 

into the Church failed to rid him of his anti-institutionalism. 

1 95 . C. F., p. 1 99. 

196. Ibid., p. 207. 

197. LA., p. 123. 
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Ecclesiastical characters in his plays, such as the priest in The 

Unfathomnable, still received his rebukes. However, his drama did turn 

from an emphasis on the IImetapsychics ll of personal experience toward a 

sense of communal IImetapsychics. II He began to respect the Mass more 

than the individualism he had so relished in his Protestant upbring

ing. l98 What Marcel disliked in the Catholic liturgy was what he 

viewed as its tendencies to intellectualize the essential Christian 

dramas. Marcel blamed these tendencies on the Church's ties to scholas-

t · . t· l' 1 Th . 199 M l' C th 1· . lClsm, par lCU ar y omlsm. arce s own a 0 lClsm was syncre-

tical e~ugh to tolerate Thomism, but he was hardly enthused by its 

prominence in the Church's teachings. Further, Marcel was afraid that 

this teaching was offensive to the public and that a new vocabulary was 

needed to conduct a useful dialogue with contemporary minds . 

... 1 believe most deeply that in the sphere of religion ... 
the need for renewal is legitimate up to a point .... I am 
sure that the reputation enjoyed by some modern schools of 
thought and the human reverence commanded by or corresponding 
to this reputation has been shown to have a destructive 
effect on spiritual development. But I believe there is also 
a danger in thinking that the philosophico-theological ideas 
such as we find in St. Thomas Aquinas, for instance (not 
doctrine, for that is another story,) are suitable for 
everybody in our day, just as they stand. I am inclined to 
say that they are suited to some minds but not to all; and 
that the profoundly true intuitions expressed in the Thomistic 
formulae would gain greatly in force and intelligibility if 
they could be presented in fresh terms. 200 

198 . Ibid., p. 11 0 . 

199. B.H., p. 98. 

200. B.H., pp. 197-198. 
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It was a question of style. Marcel had always objected to 

intellectualism's "special terminologies.,,201 He thought the Church 

was being victimized by one in Thomism. As an alternative to Thomism, 

he proposed a phenomenological terminology. Marcel's own vocabulary 

was an existential refurbishing of the ancient Christian one. Fidelity, 

the response to the invocation of the donnee, Iwas another word for 

faith, just as disponi bil ite and affirmation were for hope. Marcel 

defined love, the third member of the trinity lof Christian virtues, 

as the identity of act and grace whose most definitive expression was 

Christ's incarnation. This love removed the debate in Western thought 

over the precedence of act or grace. Here they were united in the 

present. This present-mindedness now became the keynote to Marcel's 

entire outlook, whether rel igious or philosophical. As Blackham de-

scribes it, Marcel's thinking "is neither mere philosophizing nor a 

philosophy, it .is an act of philosophy, la pensee pensante, not ~ 

pensee pen see .,,202 Thi s identity of act with I grace and drama wi th truth 

restored dignity to the tragedy of human suffering. 

Marcel's thoughts did not meet with universal approval in the 

Church. There were Thomists such as Etienne Gilson who tried to view 

existential phenomenology on Marcel's terms, as a fresh vocabulary. 

Gilson saw parallels not conflicts Qetween Thdmism and existentialism: 

"From its earliest origins, metaphysics has al!ways obscurely aimed at 

201. LA., p. 118. 

202. Blackham, op.cit., p. 66, 
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becoming existential; from the time of St. Thomas Aquinas it has always 

been so, and to such an extent that metaphysics has regularly lost its 

very existence every time it has lost its existentiality.1I203 Other 

more doctrinaire Thomists like Jacques Maritain denounced the existen

tialists as mere imitators of the "pure metaphysicians" from the Thom

istic school. 204 Dondeyene attacked the phenomenological method as a 

degradation of St. Thomas' lumen naturale which revived the antinomian 

and mechanistic perils of empiricism. 205 

Even some of Marcel's fellow existentialists admitted this fear. 

Karl Jaspers questioned why Marcel seemed to arrive necessarily at a 
206 doctrine of hope from the methodology of existential phenomenology. 

Blackham defines the fundamental position of existentialism as " ... the 

rejection of a transcendent view without perspective, and recall to the 

203. Etienne Gilson, God and Philosophy, (New Haven, Connecti
cut: Yale University Press, 1941), p. 67. 

204. cf. Jacques Maritain, Existence and the Existent, trans. 
Lewis Galantiere and Gerald B. Phelon, (New York: Random House, 1948), 
p. 6. " ... Phenomenology, under its existentialist aspect, is no more 
than a scholasticism corrupted at its root. Incidentally, this is 
what constitutes its undeniable historical interest. The metaphysics 
of being and scholasticism, though it be only in this corrupt form, is 
back in the main stream of modern philosophy, or rather it makes plain 
to modern philosophy that a certain cycle has been completed." 

205. Albert Dondeyne, Contemporary European Thought and 
Christian Faith, (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Duquesne University Press, 
1963), pp. 166-167. 

du 
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self created by its choice. 1I207 How is one to arrive at objective" 

values from this basis? In this context, Mary Warnock described exis-

tentialism as a mood, rather than a school of philosophy, devoid of the 

ability to inspire ~ unified moral !Position. 20B The two founders of 

modern ex i stenti ali sm were Ki erkegaar"d and Ni etzsche who coul d them-

selves hardly have differed more on this very moral issue. The question 

was, where does one ultimately arrive in practising the methodology? 

Among Marcel's contemporaries there ~vere atheistic pessimists such as 

Jean-Paul Sartre who arrived at ~ position entirely opposed to Marcel's 

from the same beginnings in the existential critique. The contrasts 

between the thought of Marcel and that of Sartre point out well the 

oxymoron nature of the existentialist critique. 

Marcel had to admit that Sartre had made use of existentialism 

as a critical methodology which led mot toward fidelity and affirmation 

but toward what ~1arcel described as a IInegative enlightenment,1I and a 

"philosophy of non_being.,,209 Marce~ pointed out that for Sartre the' 

alienated self was an end in itself; lin fact, the ~ legitimate end. 210 

When faced with his own essentially viscous and viscious nature, 

Sartrean man must become suspicious of all human intention. He became 

a basilisk who guarded himself from the frauds of social convention 

207. Blackham, op.cit., p. ~,~5. 

208. Mary Warnock, Existentialist Ethics, (London, MacMillan, 
1967). 

209. ~,p. 56. 

210. Ibid. 
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such as religion and family with his critical glance. 211 He could only 

trust himsel f and so became "ei dol ocentri c," idol-centered, wi th him

self as the idol. 212 He adopted roles as parts in a play to support 

himself both materially and spiritually. Beneath it all he was lost. 

The missing person, Marcel's torment, was Sartre's teleology.213 

Alienation and absence were the evidence of liberated truth. 

Marcel viewed Nietzsche as the real author of these values. 214 

To Marcel they were nothing more than a base negativism which could be 

attached to Heidegger and even Jaspers as well as Sartre. 215 Marcel 

also discerned that Sartre's criticism and "nausea" with the very 
216 reality he saw as the only one betrayed a puritanical side to his 

tl k f h . . 1· . t 217 ou 00, a sort 0 p arlsalca Slncerl y. Like Marcel, Sartre 

tried to wed Idealism and materialism but his purpose was a higher 

self rather than a "higher empiricism.,,218 In fact, Sartre's thought 

makes a mockery of Marcel's attempted synthesis. He strikes at the 

21l. I bi d . , p. 59. 

212. Ibid., p. 56. 

213. I bi d. , p. 65. 

214. I bi d. , p. 88. 

215. Ibid. (Des pite these criticisms, Marcel did acknowledge 
Jaspers as a fundamental and positive influence on his thought.) 

216. lQi d., p. 89. 

217. Ibid., p. 69. 

218. I bi d. , p. 83. 



heart of the donnee itself by deriding the notion of generosity, 

h th ' 1 219 weer cosmlC or persona . 

How could Marcel: defend against this use of the existential 

critique? The truth is, he could not. All that he could do was to 

attack Sartre's terminology. Marcel examined Sartre's vocabulary as 

it was appl ied to Marcel: I s favorite metaphor--the family: 

... Sartre makes an exaggerated use of the concept of negation. 
liTo di sengage onesel f from" is not the same thing as to II deny ," 
and the term neantisation is highly equivocal. Let us take 
anyone of innumerable examples. Say that a man who feels that 
his family life has too tight a hold on him, that he has been 
too cosseted and too spoilt, seeks to disengage himself from 
his family. This is not at all the same thing as saying that 
he "denies" his family. It may simply mean that he is trying 
to establish a free relationship in place of what had been a 
stranglehold. This simple example taken from everyday life 
shows how unsuitable and even dishonest (1 can find no other 
word for it) is the use of the term neantisation .... 220 
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Marcel went on to attack Sartre's "cafe-type'" Sartre l s wholly 

liberated individua1. 221 To Marcel this was no freedom at all. This 

evader was always at the mercy of the basilisk of his own self

consciousness.222 For this person, no trust nor intimacy was possible. 

By contrast, for Marcel the functions, roles, and appearances were 

themselves tools of liberation. They were a phenomenological medium, 

comparable to the spiritual "mediums" he employed to converse with the 

dead in his metapsychical experiments. Hence, the family, the vocation, 

219. 1 bi d. , pp. 99-100. 

220. 1 bi d. , p. 81. 

221. Ibid., pp.81-82. 

222. I bi d. , p. 72. 



and the community served the same end as the Church and enjoyed the 

same blessing--they were voices of the donnee. 

Marcel's Christian phenomenology was the final resolution to 

227 

his thought. In it he found a new home for his displaced persons. To 

celebrate his growing calm, Marcel spoke of his love of the Orpheus 

myth, of lost love, suffering and redemption. 223 Orpheus had betrayed 

a lack of faith by looking, basilisk-like, himself, back upon Eurydice 

as he led her from Hades. That attempt to "possess" instead of to abide 

cost Orpheus his love and his life. Yet he was forgiven and, like 

Marcel, ultimately he ascended from t!is torment to a "higher empiri

cism," a more significant sharing with Eurydice than he formerly had. 

His philosophy confirmed in this resolve, Marcel now devoted himself to 

music. During the War of 1939-1945, it became his chief concern. He 

wrote with his customary iconoclastic candor: "It is plainly clear to 

me ... that Bach has been more important in my life than Pascal, St. 
224 Augustine or any other churchman." 

In 1948 Marcel received the Grand Prix de Litterature de 

L'Academie Fran~aise. In 1952 he was elected to the Institut de France, 

and in 1958, he was given the Grand Prix National des Lettres. He was 

the William James lecturer at Harvard University in 1961. In 1969, he 

received the European Prosmus Prize. From then until his death, Marcel 

continued to lecture and compose while carrying on with his drama and 

223. Presence and Immortality, p. 7. 

224. Theatre et religion, p. 104. 



writing. On October 8, 1973, at the age of eighty-three, Marcel died 

of an heart attack. 
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What had he accomplished? He had taken all the negative doc

trines to come out of romanticism and reversed them. He had turned the 

Dionysian curse back on itself. The horror of the infinite had become 

a reason to laud the finite. The Faustian grasp at possessing Truth 

had become a simple acquiescence in the donnee. Art had been turned 

from a confidence game into a humanistic re1evation. 

Was he convincing? His immediat pur solved the case of 'the 

missing person for him but it also made him one. Accepting the doc

trine of necessary evil meant accepting the inevitability of suffering, 

and the worst of these sufferings was uncertainty. Wandering through 

the lonely corridors of the hospital or the broken pathways of the 

trenchworks--pursuing and never finding--this was the suffering that 

refused to end. Rather, its end was "mystery," his consoling and 

beguiling presence. As close to this presence as one could get, there 

would always be a distance calculated in pain. The Orpheus myth is 

beautiful, but is it not essentially one of sorrow? He had found the 

compassionate Dionysus but what was the result? He was alive, vitally, 

and that meant tragically. He had escaped betrayal or at least he had 

suffered through it and survived it, but he could not rid the world of 

it by his own definitions. He had discovered that the world could not 

be cured, only understood. Was this not a melancholic discovery? 



Bacchus: (Deeply moved, rather than loudly) I say to thee, 
now, only now, doth life begin. 
For thee and me. (Kisses her) 

Ariadne: Lay not the whole world's weight on my heart?225 

225. Richard Strauss, "Ariadne on Naxos," trans. Adolph 
Furstner for Angel Records, (1943) p. 45. 
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CHAPTER 5 

AFTERWORD: THREE HEROES 

Farewell--and if thou livest or diest! Thy prospects are 
poor. The desperate dance in whi ch thy fortunes ,are caught 
up will last yet many a sinful year; we should not care to set 
a high stake on thy life by the time it ends ... moments there 
were when out of death, and the rebellion of the flesh there 
came to thee, as thou tookest stock of thyself, a dream of 
love. Out of this universal feast of death, out of this ex
tremity of fever, kind1 ing the rain-washed evening to a firey 
glow, may it be that Love one day shall mount?l 

Time was romanticism's curse. Time rendered all romantic act 

and existence insignificant by its sheer indifference to the unique. 

Time was the fall. History was sin and Jecay. Martin du Gard, Braque, 

and Marcel all discovered this in the war and all three looked for 

some salvation, some respite from the bane of time. Martin du Gard 

looked to a primordial past which preceded history and was therefore in-

nocent, "sincere" and free of history. Braque turned to a future 

stripped of the deadly speci ficity of time. He abstracted himse1 f from 

history's deceit. Marcel embraced the present, an ethical present 

which could engulf time. The unity of the moment redeemed the past 

and the future. Of these three, no one perspective can be ajudged su-

perior to the others. All three of these perspectives stemmed from 

the same agony, and all three shared a purpose. 

1. Thomas Mann, The Magic Mountain, trans. H. T. Lowe-Parker 
(New York: Vintage, 1999), p. 716. 
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They were faced with a terrible contingency. 

been predicated on a faith in one's personal sanctity. 

rOl.,anUcism's temple. Fate attacked it with history. 

Romanticism had 

The ego was 

The personal ity 
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was a synecdoche for the divine but it was struck down with a blind and 

sacrilegious fury in the war. Each death became a crisis of faith. 

Prior to 1914, there was Martin du Gard who stirred his talents to pro

gressivism and an "enlightened" humanitarianism. There was Braque, who 

in the vigour of his youth, grasped at his medium with the unconscious 

vibrancy of an athlete. There was Marcel who ineffably and anxiously 

divined the still purities of his mountain retreats. All three men 

were without clear direction but all were self-confident. 

The war destroyed their confidence and confused them. It also 

reoriented them to a more sober truth than what they thought they were 

seeking. The war orphaned them but it also gave them the orphan's wis

dom. Their new insight was distrustful of the prevailing notions and 

sought only a place and means of survival. The young writer, who en

visioned a world of hope in social reform and technological process, 

saw his fellows butchering one another with a technology devoted to 

weaponry. The boy who rode bicycles and sailed used his energy to 

scurry through mud and filth. The frail child who solaced himself in 

his neighbor's mountains saw his neighbor become his enemy and kill his 

countrymen in appalling numbers. The hideous turn of events destroyed 

forever the world they had known. 

Theirs was an overindulged generation which was asked to atone 

for its sins. However, two hundred years of blasphemy could not be 
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repaid overnight. The guns were only briefly silenced in 1919. Twenty' 

years later they returned in even worse measure. France succumbed 

quickly to a country which recognized that the entropy of decadent ro

manticism could be more powerfully represented by a brute and madman 

than it could in any other manifested form. 

At the Nuremburg tri al s, the West was di sposed to revenge i tsel f upon 

romantic contingency by punishing it in the name of universal morality. 

Ethics was imposed on aesthetics. It was a fitting place to do so, 

amidst the still smoking and battered ruins of the romantic dream gone 

bad. The contingent became determinant in the hangman's noose. Nurem

burg hinted at a new order . 

. How thoroughly it could cleanse the sores of romanticism re

mained to be seen. In any case, Europe had lost control of the West's 

direction. Power had shifted to the geographic poles of the West, to 

America and Russia. 

For Martin du Gard, Braque, and Marcel this all came too late. 

They had already been to the center of the universe, had already had 

Zeus revealed to them, and had already seen the horror. They were the 

artists of the twenties and thirties. They did not need the Faustian 

omniscience. They already had it, or rather, it was forced on them in 

their war. Theirs was not a vision of hope but one of accommodation. 

They had somehm'l to place their experience into focus, to make senseof 

it where none really existed. Hence, their task was not revolt but re

conciliation and resignation. They were romantics who did not glory 

in romanticism. 
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